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MM1001 KB
MORSE KEYBOARD

CROLJAVE MCDU
SIX OF THE BEST

This microprocessor Controlled Morse Keyboard is
simply the ultimate in -electronic keyers": -

* 12-30 wpm speed range.
* 4 memories - each 256 characters.
* 80 character buffer to ensure perfect morse.
* Meteor scatter mode.
* High quality full size Qwerty keyboard.
* 12v DC operation.

£135 inc. VAT (p&p £3.50)

MTV435
435 MHz ATV TRANSMITTER

This high performance ATV transmitter consists of a
dual channel exciter, video modulator and a two
stage 20 watt linear amplifier. It is suitable for
monochrome and colour transmissions, has two
switch selectable video inputs, and includes a test
wave form generator.
Full transmit/receive switching is incorporated and
aerial changeover is achieved by a Pin diode switch,
which allows connection of the 435 MHz aerial to a
suitable receive converter, such as the MMC435/600
which is available at E29.90 inc. VAT, pErp E 1.25.

£159.95 inc. VAT (p&p £3)

MM2001
RTTY TO TV CONVERTER

This converter contains a terminal unit and a

microprocessor controlled TV interface and requires
only an audio input from a receiver to enable a live
display of "off -air" RTTY and ASCII on a domestic
UHF TV set, or video monitor.

RTTY - 45.5, 50, 75, 100 baud.
ASCII - 110, 300, 600, 1200 baud.
Switchable input filter.
Parallel printer output.
UHF and Video outputs.
16 -line. 64 character display.
12v DC operation.

£189 inc. VAT (p&p £3)

MMS1
THE MORSETALKER

This unique product is a self-contained speaking
morse tutor and, as well as a random morse
generator, the MMS1 incorporates a microprocessor
speech synthesis system which provides talk back of
the random morse. This product is a truly cost
effective means of obtaining a full class 'A' amateur
licence, without having to rely on a third party for
instruction.

* Wide speed range: 2-20 wpm.
* Segmented alphabet choice for novices.
* Variable group length - 1, 5, 50 characters.
* Truly random and accurate morse.
* Internal loudspeaker.
* 12v DC operation.

£115 inc. VAT (p&p £3)

LES ED

MM4001 KB
RTTY TRANSCEIVER

Iffirl,0400CfSS(IR Ct.0140.U.
wry 1,1.414SCEWift

This package, when connected to a transceiver and a
domestic UHF TV set provides a data communication
capability at a cost of half of any similar system, tor
both RTTY and ASCII.
Supplied with keyboard as pictured with MM 1001 KB.

* RTTY - 45.5, 50, 75, 100 baud.
* ASCII - 110, 303, 600, 1200 baud.
* Four message stores.
* Stored test functions (RV, QBF, etc).
* Auto CO call.
* Full size ()wetly keyboard.
* Parallel printer output.
* UHF and Video outputs.
* 16 line, 64 character display.
* 12v DC operation.

£299 inc. VAT (p.Ftp £4.50)

MMT 144/28
2m LINEAR TRANSVERTER

The MMT 144/28 2 metre linear transverter is intend-
ed for use with a 28MHz transceiver to produce a high
reliability transceive capability at a reasonable cost.
By using this transverter all the features of the prime
mover are retained, resulting in a first-class system
for the 144MHz band. As the transverter is linear, it is
suitable for SSB, FM, AM, CW and will work in
conjunction with transceivers such as:- FT101,
FT102, FT902, FT -1, TS120/130, TS430, TS830,
TS930 etc. (Please specify when ordering).
* 10 Watts RF output power.
* Low -noise receive converter- 2.5dB N.F.
* Ultra -Linear transmit converter.
* Highly stable regulator controlled oscillator
 RF Vox provides automatic changeover.
* 13.8v DC operation.

£109.95 inc. VAT (p&p £3)

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS)

1=1
WELCOME

MICROWAVE MODULES Ltd.
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND

Telephone 051-5234011 Telex: 62880E MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME. PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

E &LIE. HOURS:

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

912.30, 1-5.00
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AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS UK

Your number one source for YAESU MUSEN

SERVING YOU
SINCE 1962

AUTHORISED

YAESU

THE SYMBOL
OF TECHNICAL

EXCELLENCE

Mail Order -All stock items same day service
When you buy from Amateur Electronics UK you are dealing with the FACTORY APPOINTED
IMPORTER with the largest stocks of equipment and spares in the country. Our delivery and after -
sales -service is second to none and for your convenience we offer the following facilities  On-
the -spot credit sales (against recognised bank or credit cards) Interest free finance (50% deposit
- balance over 12 months)  Free Securicor delivery on all major items  FACTORY BACKED
EQUIPMENT  Extensive showroom demonstration facilities  Private large car park  Your
choice .ust has to be YAESU - write or phone for all the details.

Large stocks of: TET ANTENNAS  JAYBEAM  HI -MOUND  TOKYO HY- POWER 
DATONG  MICROWAVE MODULES  BNOS  DAVTREND  WELTZ  MUTEK 
RSGB PUBLICAtIONS

The latest all -mode HF rig from YAESU
FT-757GX

How do they do it? - To get so much in so small a
package - Just look at the features.
 All -mode operation SSB, CW, AM and FM are included as

standard features. Full CW break-in.  Dual VFO plus
eight memories.  Programmable memory scanning.

 600Hz CW filter fitted.  Iambic keyer with dot -dash memory.
IF shift and width filters.  TX coverage 160 thru 10 metres.

 High performance general coverage RX 500 KHz - 29.999MHz.
Optional P.S.U.'s FP -757 (plinth type) FP -700.

FT -77 HF transceiver

Not just a mobile rig - with matching PSU and ATU this
makes a first class budget station. FT -77s - (10W version)
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FRG -7700 General coverage receiver
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Attention FRG -7700 owners!
See us for your special requirements in converters and
active antennas - complete range ex stock - Post free.

FT -102 HF transceiver

The superb 102 - Now the buy of a lifetime

FT -980 All -mode HF transceiver

The ultimate HF rig - Superb all -mode operation plus full
general coverage receiver. Rolls Royce performance ,
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STOP PRESS!
COMING SOON - FT -203R
NEW COMPACT 2m FM HANDHELD FT -726R

VHF/UHF
multi -mode

YAESU's latest VHF/UHF
base station
(70cm unit optionary extra).

FT -23011 2 metre 25 watt FM mobile
A marvellous buy

FT -480R 2 metre multi -mode

Now back in town by popular demand!

FT -790R 70cm multi -mode portable

FT -208 R

FT -290R 2 metre multi -mode portable

BRANCHES
For your convenience we now have fully stocked branches at the following locations
where you will be assured of prompt and personal service.

FT-73OR
70cm FM mobile
This is real value- for -money.

FT -708 R

FT 230R

FT -208R 2 metre FM hand-held
The finest hand-held bar none

FT -708R 70cm FM hand-held

NORTHERN
Amateur Electronics UK/
Holdings,
45 Johnston St., Blackburn.
Tel: 0254 59595
Contact Harry G3LLL
for all your requirements
and specialised advice.

SOUTH-WEST
Amateur Electronics UK/
Uppington,
12-14 Pennywell Rd.,
Bristol. Tel: 0272 557732
Call Peter or Bert G2BAR
for prompt and
friendly service.

YORKSHIRE
Amateur Electronics UK/
Hooker, 42 Nether Hall Rd.,
Doncaster.
Tel: 0302 25690
Alan G40EM has a large
stock of our product range -
why not give him a ring and
save yourself some petrol?

Wales & West - Ross Clare, GW3NWS (0633)880 146

AGENTS East Anglia - Amateur Electronics UK, East Anglia, Dr. T.Thirst(TIM) G4CTT Norwich (0603)667189
North Staffs - Bob Ainge W5MJ0 (0538) 754553
Shropshire - Syd Poole G3IMP, Newport, SALOP (0952) 814275

For full details of these new and exciting models, send today for our latest
SHORT FORM CATALOGUE. All you need do to obtain the latest infor-
mation about these exciting developments from the World's No.1 manu-
facturer of amateur radio equipment is to send 36p in stamps and as an
added bonus you will get our credit voucher value 0.60-a 10 to 1 winner !

s actory appointed importers we offer you -
widest choice, largest stocks,quickest deal and

fast pure service right through -

504 -516 Alum Rock Rocul.Birmingham 8 Telephone: 021-327 1497 or 021-327 6313
Telex:334312 PERLEC G Open : 9.30 to 5.30 Tues. to Sat. CLOSED all day Monday.
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LOWE SHOPS if I am absolutely
honest,LOWE ELECTRONICS IN MATLOCK, located on

the Chesterfield road out of Matlock, that is the
A632 and open Tuesday to Friday from 9am to 5.30
pm (closed for lunch 12.30 to 1.30) and Saturday,
open all day from 9am to 5 pm. A visit to Matlock
can be an outing for the family, the local scenery,
the Heights of Abraham, Lovers Walk, etc. Ample
free parking in our car park and when you have
browsed then lunch in one of the towns pleasant
restaurants. Amateur Radio with the family in
mind.
Telephone: 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995.

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN GLASGOW, located at
4/5 Queen Margarets Road, which you will find off
Queen Margarets Drive (take Great Western Road
out of the City and turn right at the Botanical
Gardens traffic lights). A quiet sedate part of the
city, easy street parking and a warm welcome from
Sim, our shop manager. Open all day from Tuesday
to Saturday, 9am till 5. 30pm during the week and 9
am till 5 pm on Saturday. Whilst in the area the
Botanical Gardens are well worth a visit. The
Glasgow Shop has a full display of our range of
amateur radio products and a stock room to meet
your every demand. For your Amateur Radio needs
visit Lowe Electronics in Glasgow.
Telephone: 041-945 2626.

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN THE NORTH EAST OF
ENGLAND, set in the delightful market town of
Darlington, the shop displays the full range of
amateur products sold by the company. Our
address in the town is 56 North Road, that is the
A167 Durham road out of Darlington. Open
Tuesday to Friday from 9am till 5.30 pm, Saturday
from 9am till 5 pm (closed for lunch 12. 30to 1.30).
A huge free car park across the road, a large
supermarket, bistro restaurant and banking
facilities combine to make a visit to this delightful
market town a pleasure for the whole family.
Telephone: 0325 486121.

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN LONDON, our shop in the
Capital City, easily found on the lower sales floor of
the Hepworths' shop on Pentonville Road, within
three minutes walk of Kings Cross railway station.
Open all day Monday to Saturday, six days a week,
from 9.30am to 5.30pm during the week and from
9.30 am to 5 pm on Saturday, a warm and
courteous welcome, together with sound advice
awaits those who enter. The entire range of
amateur products is on display, backed by a
considerable amount of stock. When in the City,
visit Lowe Electronics.
Telephone: 01-837 6702.

I am not certain whether I own a NRD51 5 because of its unbelievable performance
as a general coverage receiver or just for the sheer pleasure of having and constantly
admiring probably the finest piece of equipment available today.

Perhaps it comes down to the same thing, certainly the other NRD owners I have
spoken to have all expressed the same feelings, that the NRD51 5 is a receiver in a
class of its own.

As a person not owning the receiver, you may ask what sets this particular one
above all the others. This is difficult to define-the feel of the equipment when
wandering over the crowded band, its signal handling capability and selectivity can
only really be appreciated by use. Technically, the equipment is above reproach.
JRC's manufacture and production control methods as applied to other items in the
range are equally applied to their amateur products. The other items referred to, only
a small part of the vast range, are marine radio equipment, Marisat mobile terminal,
Omega navigators, Doppler sonar, echo sounder/fish finders, communication
satellite earth stations and a complete range of avionic beacons, radar and
associated products. Indeed, a wider range application of electronic and radio
technology for land, sea and air.
You may be forgiven for associating such advanced technology with complexity of
operation, a piece of equipment that needs an operator with an electronics degree.
However, this assumption is incorrect. The NR D515 is easy to use with the minimum
of controls to ensure the operator really enjoys his listening time. Digital readouts,
MHz, mode and filter bandwidth switches together with a VFO knob that will tune
the band continuously without using any other control, from 103KHz to 300,4Hz or
vice versa. To assist with difficult band conditions the NRD 51 5 has pass band tuning
and the medium wave broadcast section to 600KHz to 1.6MHz has a preselector
control to cope with crowded conditions.
To give real "armchair copy" JRC have introduced the NCM515 remote control
keypad. As its name suggests the NCM51 5 ena bles frequencies to be quickly keyed
into the receiver. Four memories are provided, two rates of frequency stepping in
increments of either 10:11z or 1CMHz and finally the ability to add to or subtract from
the operating frequency by any frequency step. Add the optional 600Hz CW filter
and the 96channel memory unit and, as the other NRD51 5 owners would say, "a joy
to own".

the NRD 515
NRD515 monitoring receiver £965.00 inc vat.
NDH515 96 channel memory unit £264.00 inc vat.
NCM515 remote frequency controller £125.00 inc vat.
NVA515 Speaker £34.50 inc vat.
CFL260 500f-lz CW filter £39.10 inc vat.
CFL230 30)1-1z CW filter £64.00 inc vat.

111

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430,4057, 4995. Telex 377482.
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TR9130 TWO METRE ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER
This rig is proof, if one needed it, that TRIO do not bring out new models lust for the sake
of it. The TR9000 is remembered as a classic rig and today people are still asking for
second hand ones, even they are a rarity on our S/H shelf. The TR9130 incorporates the
improvements that all amateurs asked for, green display, reverse repeater, tune whilst
transmitting, higher power, more memories and of course memory scan. TRIO's answer,
the TR9130.
TR9130 £442. 52 inc vat.

TR7930 TWO METRE FM MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
Those who have used or owned a Trio TR7930 will know what I mean when I say that
Trio, with the introduction of the TR7930have improved on the unimprovable. The Trio
TR7930improves on the TR7800by giving a green floodlight liquid crystal display, extra
memory channels, both timed and carrier scan hold, selectable priority frequency and
correct mode selection (simplex or repeater). The most significant change is the liquid
crystal display, but closely following this must be the ability to omit specific memory
channels when scanning and the programmable scan between user designated
frequencies.

TR7930 £312.11 inc vat.

TS9306 HF TRANSCEIVER WITH GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVE
FACILITIES
Much has been said about the TS930S transceiver and it now has a place high in the
affection of those amateurs fortunate enough to own one, indeed it has become the
"flagship" of the TRIO range. Providing full amateur bands plus a general coverage
receiver 115OrHz to 33MHz), the TS930S has every conceivable operating feature for
today's crowded frequencies.

TS9306 £1150.00 inc vat.

TS530SP HF AMATEUR BAND TRANSCEIVER
A logic progression from the reliable TS520 series the TS5306P as the most popular HF
rig in the range. I use the term "was" because TRIO decided to cease production and
supplies were no more, however the demand from radio amateurs worldwide for the
transceiver have continued and TRIO have reintroduced the rig. A standard HF valve
transceiver without the frills but providing today's amateur with all necessary facilities
for reliable world wide communication, the TRIO TS 533SP. Now fitted with notch filter.

TS530SP £638.00 inc vat.

TS780 DUAL BAND BASE STATION TRANSCEIVER
The TS780is the perfect base station VHF/UHF transceiver for theenthusiastic operator.
The rig has all the necessary control functions essential for operating on both today's
busy two metre band and the wide spaces of seventy centimetres. Full repeater facilities
plus reverse repeater are included and the transceiver has the usual memory channels
1101, two VFO's, up/down frequency shift microphone, IF shift, two priority channels.
memory and band scan, etc. A superb rig, I have one myself, ring for a full enthuse,
TS780 £ 795.00 inc vat.

R2000 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER
The amateur bands are only a very small part of the radio spectrum, many other
transmissions are available for the short wave listener. Broadcast stations provide an
alternative source of current information both political and regarding the life style of the
country. Fitted with the internal VHF converter the R2033 covers continuously frequencies
from 118 to 174 MHz giving access to amateur two metre transmissions lam, fm, ssb and
cwl plus a lot more. Having 10 memories. memory scan and programmable scan the R2000
provides in one ng the perfect receiver.
R2000 £421.36 inc vat.

TR2500/TR3500 HANDHELD
TRANSCEIVERS
Two first class hand held transceivers, one for two
metres and the other for seventy centimetres. Ten
memory channels, band and memory scan, repeater
shift, reverse repeater and a low power position make
the rigs extremely useful for the radio amateur who
wishes to keep in touch with his local scene. A
comprehensive range of accessories, base station
charger, speaker microphone, mobile mount. etc, can
be added to enhance operation, accessories used with
one rig being compatible with the other.

TR2500 £237.82 inc vat.
TR3500 £ 256.45 inc vat.

TW4000A DUAL BAND FM TRANSCEIVER
I have been waiting for this rig for the last three years, now it is here and I am using one,
words fail me. Send for details.
TW4000A £469.00 inc vat.

just a part of the range
Securicor carriage on the above items £6.00

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995. Telex 377482.
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WATERS &
STANTON
ELECTRONICS

"POSSIBLY THE SMALLEST COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER IN THE WORLD"
1 50KHz-30MHz + FM76-108MHz
AM - SSB - CW - LCD DISPLAY
The ICF7600D is ideal for the man on the move.
This completely portable receiver gives true
world wide reception in a package that will fit
into a brief case. This programmable receiver
has 10 memories, band scanning, electronic
tuning, built in clock, telescopic whip, external
antenna connector, etc.; all at an incredibly low
price. Stocks are very limited so hurry?

Message from
SONY UK: -
"Please insist
on the Official

Sony UK Guarantee
to protect
yourself"

FDK M750XX
FM-SSB-CW

The M750XX is the latest from FDK with a powerful output
of 20 watts on all modes SSB-CW-FM. Features include
bright digital display, LED bar S -meter, RF gain control, RIT
control, dual vfo memory, 144-148MHz coverage, band
scanning, up/down control from microphone, tone burst,
repeater shift, etc., etc. Supplied complete with
microphone, mobile mounting bracket, DC lead and all
hardware. Ideal as mobile or base station, here's your
chance to work the DX on a budget.

SONY ICF7600D

L
thes.teemfsr:ee

Headphones, Shortwave handbook,
mains adaptor and carrying case.

AR2001 £325
Coy. 25-550MHz (no gaps)
NFM -WFM - AM
230v AC/12v DC
Comprehensive scanning,
superb sensitivity. LCD
display 8. memories.

A super performer but in
very short supply!

NEW ITEMS
BNOS 144/10-100w Amp £148.50
BNOS 144/25-160w Amp £189.50
BNOS 12/25 25 Amp Psu £125.45
Telereader CWR 610E £175.00
SX400Receiver 30-503MHz t.b.a.
AOR 2001 Rx 30-500MHz £325.00
ICOM IC 02E H'held £229.00
YAESU FT757GX £725.00
RS2000 VHF/UHF Scanner. £259.00

WELZ RF PRODUCTS

f19.50

Superb RF Switch
DC - 900MHz 0.1dB loss
Cross Talk - 60dB

AC38M £69.00
8 band ATU
Coax to Coax
400w pep rating

SP15M £39.00
1.8-160MHz SWR/PWR
meter 3 ranges 2Y2/20/200
watts. Highly accurate. A
must for any station.

£159

ATC720
AIRBAND MONITOR

110-136MHz
This completely self contained
portable covers the aircraft
band. Fully synthesized
frequency control is by
thumbwheel switches and
power is by rechargeable
batteries. AC mains charger
and aerial are all included. No
other unit can compete in
performance and size.

These are
professional

Quality
monitors

RX40
FM MONITOR
141-180MHz

The FM monitor covers the
major portion of the VHF
communications band. It
includes 2m ham band, Marine
radio telephone, etc. Ideal as a
professional monitor or for
general listening. Rechargeable
batteries, AC charger and aerial
are all included. £132

TRIO
R600 £257

0. 5-30MHz
230'/12v DC

TRIO
R2000 £398
0. 5-30N1Hz
230v/12v DC
Scanning
memories,
etc.

Optional VHF Converter for R2000 £113

NATIONAL PANASONIC
RF 3100

£199
150KHz-30MHz + FM 85-108MHz
SSB-CW-AM 230v/12v DC
Telescopic aerial or ext. aerial.
Our opinion: "A replacement forthe FRG 7but a
better spec."

HORNCHURCH BRANCH
12, NORTH STREET, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX
Tel: 104024) 44765 E.C. Wed. 1 p.m.

HOCKLEY BRANCH + MAIL ORDER Et HEAD OFFICE
18-20, MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX E.C. Wed. 1 p.m.
Tel: 10702) 206835 or 204965. Telex: 995895
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DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
G4CLX

Ftla GAMMA TWIN="APPROVED
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JST100 AMATEUR BAND TRANSCEIVER £998 DO
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transceivers
collect dust
PROTECT YOURS NOW!!!!

Exclusive to Dewsbury Electronics
opaque covers for your rig. Made from
opaque PVC stitched seams ensure
long life. Edged with sewn cotton tape
(bias binding). Available for all
transceivers, receivers and ancillary
units (ATU-VFO) etc.
Only £1 .50 inclusive. State transceiver.
or other rig identification, eg TS430,
TS930 etc.
Allow ten days for delivery.
Postal orders please add 25p post &
packing

Access/Barclaycard accepted. Licenced credit broker

2 METRE FOLDED
1/2 WAVE ANTENNA
Copyright Gamma Aerial Products 1982.

This antenna is based on the
very popular and successful
'SLIM JIM' design.

The GAMMA TWIN has the
following unique features:

* VERY LOW ANGLE OF
RADIATION

* ADJUSTABLE RADIATOR.
(140-150 MHZ)

* COMPLETELY
WEATHERPROOF
CONNECTING BOX

* VERTICAL FIX
DIRECTLY TO MAST

Dewsbury Electronics offer a full range of Trio Equipment always in stock.
We are also stockists of DAIWA - WELTZ - DAVTREND - TASCO TELEREADERS - MICROWAVE MODULES

- ICS AMTOR - AEA PRODUCTS - DRAE

Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands.
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063

Closed Monday Instant finance available subject to status
Written details on request
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\ \III) South Midlands

* FREE FINANCE '2 YEAR GUARANTEE
BRANCHES AT: SOUTHAMPTON, LEEDS, CHESTERFIELD,

1984 BARGAIN OFFERS FROM SMC
FT902DM ALL MODE DE LUXE BASE

STATION TRANSCEIVER

*A few FT902D Et DE models available £749 inc.

EKDK FM2030
Special
Offer
Price

25w of FM and much more for only

£185 inc.

YAESU'S LINE UP FOR '84
THE FT757 SYSTEM

,  
" in.

x.
illO 61110 1111111111111 reeewlr.ey

FT757GX ALL MODES AND FILTERS FITTED
FP757GX SWITCHED MODE PSU (50% Duty)
FP757HD HEAVY DUTY PSU (100% Duty)
FC757AT AUTOMATIC ANTENNA TUNER

SMC SERVICE
Free Securicor delivery on major equipment.
Access and Barclaycard over the phone.
Biggest Branch agent and dealer network.
Securicor "B" Service contract at f 5.00
Biggest stockist of amateur equipment.
Same day despatch wherever possible.

Neath John GW4F01 106391 52374 Day
10639/ 2942 Eve

FT707 HF MOBILE OR BASE
STATION TRANSCEIVER

* LIMITED STOCKS. Matching PSU £125 inc.

YAESU FV101DM DIGITAL VFO
YAESU FV901DM DIGITAL VFO

£139inc. £139inc.

FV101DM FV901DM

Frequency range 160-10m Tx general coverage Rx. 10 Hz
VFO steps and 500 kHz band steps.
Modes, USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM all as standard.
Power output 100W SSB, CW, FM 25W carrier AM, 3rd
order products - 40dB at 10OW on 14 MHz.
Dynamic range better than 100dB CWIN) at 14MHz.
Frequency stability better than ± 10ppm after warm up.
Dual VFO's and 8 memories with VFO/memory transfer
feature allowing more flexible split frequency operation.
Programmable memory scanning with scanstop threshold
adjustable with the RF Gain control.
All accessories installed including AM, FM, Marker, Speech
processor, shift filters, 600Hz CW filter and keyer.
New heatsink design and ducted cooling system allow
103W o/p at 100% transmitter duty cycle."
Selectable semi break-in or full break-in and built in inambic
keyer with dot -dash memory.

£ 685.00 inc. Three microprocessors control most of the switching and
£149.50 inc. adjusting functions normally done by hand and on optional

CAT interface unit allow further operating flexibility with an
162.50 inc. external computer.

£231.50 inc. -100% Duty only with FP757HD

FREE FINANCE
On many regular priced items SMC offers
Free Finance Ion invoice balances over £1212.
20% down and the balance over 6 months or
50% down and the balance over a year.
You pay no more than the cash price"
Further detais and Eligible items avaiable on request.

GUARANTEE
Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products.
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department.
Daily contact with the Yaesu Musen factory.
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment.
Twenty-five years of professional experience.

 2 Year warranty on regular priced Yaesu products.

SMC STOCK CARRYING AGENTS WITH DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

Bangor John GI3KOR 10247) 55162 Stourbndge Andrew G48JY
Tandragee Mervyn GI3WWY 107621 840656
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Communications Ltd,
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR : FACTORY BACKED
BUCKLEY, STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH,

YAESU'S TRANSCEIVERS OFFER FACILITIES NOT GIMMICKSN

Al11MORISED

Nte

YAESU

FT980

a

FT980 Transceiver with general coverage Rx £1265.00 inc.
SP980 External L/S with audio filter £58.65 inc.
SP980P External L/S with phone patch £74.85 inc.
FIF80 Computer interface for NEC PC8001 £99.65 inc.
FIF65 Computer interface for Apple £51.35 inc.
FIF232C Computer interface £54.80 inc.

`. FT77

FT77 8 Band Rx/Tx 100Woutput £459.00 inc.
FT77S 8 Band Rx/Tx 10VV output £425.00 inc.
FP700 Matching AC PSU £135.00 inc.
FC700 Matching antenna tuner £98.90 inc.
FV700OM Digital VFO unit £200.00 inc.
MKT77 Marker unit £10.35 inc.
FMUT77 F unit £27.20 inc.

MULTIMODES FOR 6m, 2m

FT690R Multimode Transceiver 6m
FT290R Multimode Transceiver 2m
FT790R Multimode Transceiver 70cm
SMC2. 2C 2.2Ah nicads 'C' size
SMC8C 220mA charger (13A style)
MMB11 Mobile mount
CSC1A Carrying case
FL2010 2m 10W amplifier
FL7010 70cm 10W amplifier

nd 70cm

package deal
FT79OR + F17010

47 FM TRANSCEIVERS

together

£349 inc.

£249.00 inc.
FT23OR

£269.00 inc. FT230R 2m Transceiver 25W
£299.00 inc. FT73CR 70cm Transceiver 10VV

per set £21.60 inc. FT208R 2m Handheld 2.5W
£8.80 inc. FT708R 70cm Handheld 1W

£26.85 inc. SMC8-9AA I13A style) Handy charger
£4.50 inc. NC7 Base charger

£63.25 inc. NC8 Base quick charger + PSU
£91.00 inc. AL PA3 DC adaptor and charger

F720£38

£259.00 inc.
E 259.00 inc.
£199.00 inc.
£209.00 inc.

£8.05 inc.
£32.95 inc.
£54.05 inc.
£15.35

Looking for a Satellite Transceiver System?
Those clever little men at Yaesu have put together your total satellite transceiver requirements in one package. If you are interested
in the RS satellite with 2M to 10M transponders, the answer is FT726R + HF module and satellite unit, or if you want Oscar 10with
70cms to 2m transponder, the answer is FT726R + 70cms module and satellite unit. You can even use the FT726R with the mode L
transponder on Oscar 10. However in this case the FT726R does require a little help from Microwave Modules and their
MMX 1268/144. For mode L the answer is FT726R + 70cms module, satellite unit and MMX1268/144on all the above combinations,
full duplex is possible when the satellite unit is fitted to the FT726R. So look no further, Yaesu have the answer, the FT726R!!

PRICES

FT 726R12) Transceiver c/w 2m £739.00
FT726R Transceiver main frame £589.00
21/24/28 HF module £200.00
50/726 6m module £185.00
144/726 2m module £155.00
430/726 70cms module £250.00
SAT726 Full duplex module £95.00
XF455MC 600 Hz CW filter £39.85

MMX1268/144 Satellite transmit transverter... £135.00

LEEDS CHESTERFIELD
SMC (Leeds> SMC (Jack Tweedy) Ltd
257 Otley Road 102 High Street
Leeds 16 Yorkshire New Whittington, Chesterfield
Leeds (00532) 782326 Chesterfield 102441 453390
35 30 Mon -Sat 9-5 Tues-Sat

BUCKLEY
SMC ITMPI
Unit 27, Pinfokl Lane
Buckley, Clwyd
Buckley (02441 549583
9.305.30 Tues-Sat

STOKE
SMC (Stoke)
76 High Street
Talks Pits, Stoke
Kidsgrove (078161 72644
35.30 Tues-Set

GRIMSBY JERSEY
SMC (Grimsby} SMC (Jersey)
247A Freeman Street 1 Belmont Gardens
Grimsby, Lincs St. Helier, Jersey
Grimsby 10472/ 5E1388 Jersey 10534/ 77067
9.305.30 Mon -Sat 9-6 p.rn Mon -Sat

EDINBURGH
SMC Scotcomm
23 Morton Street,
Edinburgh EH15 2I -IN
Tel: 031 657 2430
105 Tues-Fri. 9-4 Sat

HEAD OFFICE
ft

MAIL ORDER

S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DP, ENGLAND
Tel: Totton (0703) 8671:11. Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Telegram: "Aerial", Southampton
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IRADIO SHACK'S LATEST GOODIES
Direct -Access Keyboard Tuning of

22,884 Frequencies

229.'5
Available 15th January, 1984

Covers 68-88 MHz VHF -Lo, 144-148 MHz Ham
106-136 MHz AM Aircraft, 138-144 MHz.
148-174 MHz VHF Hi, 380450 MHz Ham,

450-470 MHz UHF -Lo, 470-512 MHz UHF -Hi

Realistic PRO -3). A full -feature, micro -processor -
controlled scanner with extended frequency
coverage - in a compact size you can carry
wherever you go! Scan up to 16 of your favourite
channels continuously, or search a selected
frequency range for new or unpublished channels.
Scan and Search in two speeds. Two -second Scan
Delay, selectable for each channel prevents missed
replies. Lockout feature temporarily by-passes
unwanted channels. Big LCD display shows
channels and frequencies being monitored or
programmed as well as the status of the channels.
Priority function monitors your favourite frequency
while you listen to others. Frequency -tracking front
end assures top sensitivity on all bands. Squelch
control eliminates noise between messages. Has
jacks for external antenna and earphones. With
flexible antenna. 7Y2 x2 .nx1 . Requires six
"AA" batteries or mains or DC adaptor. Memory
backup requires four silver -oxide batteries. £229.95
Mains Adaptor E6.99
DC Adaptor £4.49

OUR BEST EVER!
60 -Channel Programmable Receiver

for Home or Car
50 Public Service and Aircraft

Channels Plus 10 FM
Broadcast Channels

259.95

Listen to Aircraft, Hams, VHF Marine and More Even Your Favourite
Standard FM Stations

Realistic PRO -2003. No crystals to buy - curect keyboard entry of 20,584
frequencies. Use the search circuit to find new channels. When you find one that
sounds interesting, store it in memory. Zeromatic' circuit assures accurate signal
tuning every time. Has a 2 -speed scan and search, Scan Delay, individual channel -
lockout, priority function and variable squelch control. Large easy -to -read display
shows channel number, frequency, function and mode. Bands: VHF -Lo 68-87 MHz;
FM Broadcast 88-107 MHz; VHF -Air AM 108-136 MHz; Ham 138-148MHz; VHF -Hi
148-174 MHz; 410-450 MHz; UHF -Lo 450-470 MHz; UHF -Hi 470.512 MHz. Built-in
speaker, telescopic antenna, plus jacks for headphone and external speaker.
3% x11% x9" . With operating manual, mains operation of 12VDC negative ground.
Memory backup requires 9v battery. E259.95

BEARCAT SCANNERS
BC-100FB 345.00
Hand held 16 channel

programmable
BC-20/20FB

(with air band)

DRAKE R7A

General Coverage Receiver
TRIO - YAESU - ICOM - FDK - KDK

DATONG - HUSTLER - SHURE
ASTATIC - Hy -GAIN - TELEX
MICROWAVE MODULES - HAL

DAVTREND - AVANTI - BENCH ER and
EVERYTHING ELSE IN AMATEUR RADIO

RADIO SHACK LTD LION

BDROONANDwH U6 R S Ty GARDENS

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)
Giro Account No. 588 7151 Telephone: 01-624 7174 Telex: 23718

BARCLAYCARD

IC 271 Replacement Front -End - RPCB 271ub

Pictured left is the new replacement front-end for Icom's IC 271 series of transceivers. It's not we stress a
preamplifier. In common with boards for Yaesu 's FT 221/ 5series and Icom's IC211/251 series, the RPCB 271ub in
fact replaces the existing front-end with a properly designed carefully engineered low -noise rf stage, superb
bandpass filtering, double -balanced Schottky diode ring mixer, j-fet local oscillator buffer, and two high dynamic
range IF stages with six poles of crystal filtering. As with our RPCB 251ub, an on -board antenna changeover relay
is included, replacing the original diode switching system. Good attention has of course been paid to proper gain
distribution - the most important aspect of high performance receiver design; a receiver doesn't need to sound
like a hot fat frier to be sensitive!

As far as installation is concerned, it's mainly a 'plug and socket' job, and our board fits in the position normally
occupied by Icom's optional 'preamplifier'. It could hardly be simpler!

Stephen Prior, G4SJP Price? £79.90 + £1.20 Om inc. vat.

muTek limited - the rf technology company ati
Dept. S.W., Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU (0409 24) 543
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MORSE TUTOR-DATONG MODEL. 070 ge

MODEL D70 MORSE TUTOR
Once you've decided to tackle the dreaded Morse Test you won't want to mess about.
You'll want a learning method that is elective, painless, and that gets you on the HF bands
FAST without any expensive retakes.
Thats exactly what the Datong Morse Tutor can do for you, as thousands of satisfied users
will confirm.
The Morse Tutor generates a random stream of Morse characters to give receiving
practice, but two very important features set the D70 apart from other systems.
First: each character comes at you at its normal speed but with an extra delay between each
one. As you improve you reduce the delay until full speed is reached. This way you always
learn the correct rythmic sound for each character and avoid the worst of the notorious
"plateau" effect.
Second: you can take it anywhere and use it whenever you like without the bother of a
mains lead. Battery drain is so low that you should be able to pass the exam on the battery
which we install before shipping!
Supplied complete with internal speaker plus personal earpiece, and with a key jack for
sending practice, Model D70 is your passport to a more rewarding hobby.

Price: 149.00 + VAT (£56.35 total)

DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED

FL2/FL3 MULTI -MODE AUDIO FILTERS
These high performance audio filters will improve the performance of any existing
communications receiver in most cases, dramatically.
By selecting "SSB" mode you can, remove high pitched monkey -chatter from off -tune SSB
stations; remove low pitched noises from other stations on the low side of your signal;
remove tune-up whistles with a manually controlled notch filter: at the same time remove
tune-up whistles with a second notch filter which tunes itself automatically (this function
applies to FL3 only).
What marks out the Datong filters from the rest is the high performance of each of the
above functions plus the fact thata// four functions are available simultaneously.
By selecting "CW" mode all available filters (except the automatic notch) are automatically
harnessed together to give an almost unbelievable ability to pull out a single CW signal from
a crowded band.
Whether you are an amateur or a professional and no matter which rig you use, the
overcrowding on today's HF bands can spoil your reception. Simply adding a Datong audio
filter in series with the speaker may be the biggest single improvement you will ever make.
Note that by retrofitting the FL2/A auto -notch conversion kit you can convert an FL2 to an
FL3 at any time. The only difference is the auto -notch filter.
Prices, FL2, £78.00 + VAT 09.70 total); FL3, E 1 12.49 + VAT (C 129.37 total).
ELVA conversion kit, [34.49+ VAT (C39.67 total)

ORDER FORM Please send me the following I enclose CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER No.
Model Qty. Unit Price Unit Total

for t NEM
Your Name Call Sign Please debit my VISA/ACCESS account hia.

Address Tel

Town
Total i Card No

City Post Code
Prices include Post,
Packing and VAT (U.K.)

All orders sent by return, let class parcel post.
Any delay will be notified to you immediately.

SEND TO- Dept S.W. Spence Mills, Mill Lane, Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE, England. Tel: (0532) 552461
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STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA
Telephone (0942) 676790
Turn at the Greyhound Motel on the A580 (East Lancs. Road).

!!!!--F--

6 Co'

The TS930S latest trans-
ceiver from Trio Price:
£1,150 inc. VAT.

TRIO TS430's
£ 752. 00

We are proud to introduce the VHF/UHF communica-
tions receiver we have all been waiting for. A glance at
the brief specification will tell you why the new AR2001
receiver is going to take the listener by storm.
 Continuous coverage 25-550MHz (no gaps).
* Receive modes of AM Ifor VHF/UHF airband), FM
narrow (for amateur radio, CB, business radio) and FM
wide (for broadcast and TV FMI.
* Digital display of frequency, mode and memory
channel.
 Memory channels which store frequency and mode.
* Full range of scan facilities.
The performance of the AR2001 sets new standards.
Gone are the complaints of "deaf" receivers. The
AR2001 has typical sensitivity of 0.2 microvolts for
12dB SINAD on FM INI across the entire 25-55041Hz
range.
Finally, the AR2001 is small, light weight, and powered
from any 12V dc source, so it can be used at home, in
the car, boat or aircraft, and whilst out portable £325.00

TW 4000A
£469.00

TRIO R600 RECEIVER
£263.00

TRIO R2000 RECEIVER
£421.00

VHF CONVERTER. £113.00
Covers 118 174MHz

TRIO TS830S
HF SSB TRANSCEIVER

£731.00
As the North West's only official Trio stockist we carry
the full Trio range of equipment and accessories. Full
service facilities. Send s.a.e. for up-to-date information.

J.R.C. NRD515D
General coverage receiver 103 KHz to 33 MHz fully
synthesised. Digital readout PLL synthesiser with rotary
type encoder pass band tuning - modular con-
struction. 06500

NSD515 TRANSMITTER ft AC PSU E 1,371.00
NEW 96 CHANNEL MEMORY UNIT.

J.R.C. JST 100HF TRANSCEivER AcPSU f 1,147.50

DATONG PRODUCTS
PCI General Coverage Converter £137.42
Low Frequency Converter £29.90
FL2 Multi -Mode Audio Fitter £89.70
Automatic FR Speech Clipper £8280
RF Speech Clipper Module only £29.90
D70Morse Tutor £56.35
AD 370Active Antenna (outdoor) f 64.40
AD 270Active Antenna (indoor) £47.15
2M Converter £39.67
Keyboard Morse Sender £137.42

ANTENNA ROTATORS
Diawa
DR7500X £113.00
DR750CR £125.00
D R 7603X £141.00
DR703CR £156.00

KENPRO
KR4OCC £116.15
KREOORC £154.10

Station Accessories
WelzSP20OPWR SWR Meter £75.00
SP300 £106.00
SP400 £75.00
SP1OX £26.50
SP15M £39.00
SP45M £55.00
Weltz AC 38 Antenna Tuner £69.00
Global SWL AT1000Tuner £39.95
SWR25 £1275
HK 708 Morse Keys £13.50
Diawa 2 way Ant Switch E13.95
SWL 2 way Ant Switch E4.75
V22 way Ant Switch £6.00
V3 3 way Ant Switch £10.00
V44 way Ant Switch £11.03
DL50 503hm 50watt D.Loed £6.50
DI.330 50 ohm 3:0 watt Dim! £24.95
DL 600 500 h m COD watt D.Load £29.50
Di_ 1000 503 hm I KW D Load £43.70
K X 3SWL Antenna Tuner £42.50

DRAKE
MN75Antenna Tuner £174.80
MN27002KW Antenna Tuner £235.00
TV3320 Low Pass Filter E27.60
Full range of Drake accessories. Available to order.
G -Whip Mobile Antennas.
Microwave Modules, FDK, and other equipment also
available, including I.C.S. - Diawa.

LANCASHIRE Et THE NORTH WEST'S
LEADING RETAILER IN AMATEUR
RADIO. 20 YEARS SERVING THE
AMATEUR'S BY AMATEURS
SPECIALISING ONLY IN AMATEUR
RADIO EQUIPMENT.

24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE

ANTENNAS
Hy -Gain
12AVQ 3Band Vertical £50.60
14AVQ/WB 4Band Vertical £64.40
18AVT/WB 5Band Vertical Elce.25
TH2MK32E1. Tribander Beam £169.05
TH3MK33E1. Tribander Beam E 274. 85
TH3JNR 3E1. Tribander Beam £202.40
TH6DXX Tribander Beam £396.75
205BA 5Element 20rn Beam £396.00
Explorer 14. Tribander E325.00

Mini Products
HQ1Minibeam 1015-20m £139 00
C43Band Vertical £59.00

T.E.T.
HB23SP 2EL Tribander £135.60
HB23M Triband Minibeam £139.00
HB33k4 Triband Minibeam £177.00
HB33SP 3EL Tribander £192.50
HB34D 4EL Tribander £222.90
HB35C 5EL Tribander £283.95
HB35T 5EL Tribander £278.50
MV3BH 3Band Vertical f 37.99
MV48H 4Band Vertical £48.90
MV5BH 5Band Vertical £6195
TE21414Element 2m Beam £74.40
MV3BH with Radial Kit £69.00

G4MH
1015-20m Minibeam £86.50

TONNA
4Element 2m Yagi f 14.95
9 Element 2m Yagi £17.71
17 Element 2m Yagi ti 37.66
19 Element 432MHz Yagi £20.70
21 Element 432MHz Yagi £29.67

Welz Diamond Antennas
DP.CP5 Vertical £115.00
KB105Vertical £79.00
DP CP4 Vertical £89.00

Hokasin
1/4 wave 2m Whip mobile E 1.75
5/8 wave 2m Whip mobile £9.00
7/8 wave 2m Whip mobile £13.77
5/8 wave Base Station antenna £15.50
GPV-52m Base Station Co -Linear £33.90
GPV-7 70cm Base Station Co -Linear E29.00
GPV720 144/432 MHz dual base station £33.90
GD X 2 50-480MHz Discone antenna £45.50

JAYBEAM
LW5 5E12m Yagi £14.37
LW8 8E12m Yagi £17.82
LW1010E12mYagi £24.15
LW1616E12rnYagi £35.08
PBM1010EIParabeam £44.85
PBM 1414E1 Parabeam £55.78
C5/2m 2m Co -Linear £ 54.63
D5/2m Double 5 Element Slot Yagi £25.30
DEfam Double 8 Element Slot Yagi £34.50
C14/2n 4Element 2m Quad E29.33
Q6/2m 6Element 2m Quad £39.10
Q8/2m 8Element 2m Quad £44.85
C8/70cm 432MHz Co -Linear £62.00
D8/70cm Double 8Slot Yagi £2588
PBM 18/70cm 18EIParabeam £32.20
PBM 24/70cm 24E1Parabeam £42.55
LW24 24E1 folded dipole £27.00
MBM2828Elmultibeam E 21.28
MBM4848EI multibeam £ 35.65
MBM8888E) muhibeam £48.88
8XY/70Crossed BYagi £42.55
12XY/7012EICrossedYagi £52.90
5XY/2n Crossed 8 El Yagi f 28.18
8XY/2rn Crossed 8 El Yagi f 35.65
1OXY/2m Crossed 10ElYagi £46.00

000.0060 ; 9, it S

C-71

THE R532
AIRCRAFT BAND RECEIVER

£159.40 inc. VAT
SPECIFICATION.
Frequency range: 110 to 136MHz, i.e. all NAV/COM
channels.
Number of channels: 1040 (25KHz steps).
Sensitivity: Better than 0.75 microvolts 10dB /SN.
Memory channels: 100110 banks of 101. Memories can
be scanned automatically or selected manually.
Power required: 12V dc negative earth 3COmA typical.
(Display can be switched off to reduce consumption
when operating portable). Size: 160 x 45 x 13Ornm.
Weight: approx. 1Kg. (including memory backup
batteries).
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Stockist for:- STANDARD - ICOM - MICROWAVE MODULES - SHURE - HI MOUND
CDE - STOLLE - TELECOMM ANTENNAE - J -BEAM - KATSUMI

YAESU GENERAL COVERAGE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER FRG 7700
FRG 7700 £335.00
FRG 7700 (MI £399.00
(with memory)

1-inerL WC,
.... _ _ - ACCESSORIES

FRV 7700 VHF FREQUENCY CONVERTER
Typer r

_
i - ) '\ i

 ,:, 6-1

A £78.95 Type D £80.90
118-130MHz 118-130MHz
130-140MHz 140-150 MHz
140-150MHz 70- 80 MHz
Type B £84.70 Type E £83.95
118-130MHz 140-150MHz
140-150MHz 150-160MHz
50- 59 MHz 118-130MHz

Type £74.75 Type F £83.95* 150 KHz - 29.999MHz, full coverage high stability dual PLL 140-150MHz 150-160MHz
system. 150-160MHz 160-170 MHz

* Automatic band pass filter selection. 160-170MHz 118-130MHz
* 3 filters for AM reception. FRT 7700 ANTENNA TUNER £42.55
* Fast/slow AGC switch. Frequency range 150 KHz-30MHz

* Narrow band FM reception capability. FRA 7700ACTIVE ANTENNA £38.70
Frequency range 150 KHz-30MHz

* Timer facilities
FF5LOW-PASS FILTER £9.95

* 240 volts AC or (with adaptor kit) 13.8 volts DC. Cut-off frequency 500KHz
* Receives SSB, AM, CW and FM (Narrow band). (All prices inclusive of V.A.T.)

ROAD, &11 1"1)400 EDGWARE NEAREST TUBE: OPENING TIMES:

LONDON W2 Normally 24hr despatch EDGWARE ROAD 9.30am-5.: mOpmlion, Tues, Wed, Fri.
pm Thurs.

01-723 5521 Tlx 298765 but please allow 7 days PADDINGTON 10am-4.30pm Sat.for delivery.
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+TENETEC
ntroducing a New no -compromise HF Transceiver

A NEW SERIES WITH NEW FEATURES, NEW PERFORMANCE, AND ALL 9 HF BANDS

KW -I-TEN-TEC 'CORSAIR' HF SSB/CW TRANSCE
10-160 metres including crystals for 3 new Bands. 200 watts input.
Full break-in on C.W. Built-in Speech Processor and Noise Blanker.
Variable Passband and Notch Filter, AGC for smoother operation.
All Solid -State. AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS IN U.S.A.

" (A full range of accessories is available for
KW + TEN - TEC equipment).
Other KW units available
KW 107 Supermatch KW trap dipole
KW traps KW Balun KW antenna switch.

CONTINUING THE SUCCESS OF A
GREAT RANGE OF TRANSCEIVERS
BACKED BY KW SERVICE -

At a lower cost the
ARGOSY II (with
digital readout) is
an outstanding
performer. 10-80
metres, 100 watts.
Write or phone for
details.
Now also available
3 KW + TEN-TEC
ATU's.

Come to KW for all your other amateur radio
IV ER requirements KW service and guarantee - KW

maintains the tradition of service the company is
renowned for. Output -transistors unconditionally
guaranteed for 12 months. The KW + TEN-TEC
units offered above are introduced as a prelude to
fully UK assembled equipment.

And "It
The v"I EN -TEC

RS

KW TEN TEC LTD
Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham ME4 5RT
Tel: 0634-815173 Telex: 965834 KW COMM G
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FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO

SHORT WAVE

EDITORIAL

New Cover from Next Month!
As well as being the first issue of Volume 42, the March issue is going to be very special for
another reason. From then onwards we shall not be using the front cover for advertising,
but instead will have our own full -colour, graphic design cover which will be completely
different - and we hope, striking - every month.

So when you go to your newsagent for your copy of the March issue, remember that
Short Wave Magazine will have an all -new -look cover. It shouldn't be hard to find as it
will be the magazine cover design which jumps off the shelf and hits you in the eye!

We hope you will like it.

The March issue is due out on February 24th, and demand will be high. Why not
make sure of your copy by placing a regular order with your newsagent now, or
through a direct subscription?

WORLD- WIDE COMMUNICATION
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VHF
BANDS

NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK

The 1983 Tables
LAST year, new records were set by

those participating in the Annual
Table. The overall winner was Denis
Jones, G3UVR, who entered the race in
the April issue and remained the clear
front runner all the way. His total of 269
scoring points will be a formidable target.
Earlier in 1983, he calculated that a score
of 283 was possible, based upon stations
known to be active, but the missing four-
teen were never heard.

In second place was Chris Easton,
G8TFI, who amassed 239 points, while
Dave Robinson, G4FRE, ended up with
200 points to claim third spot. Of the 43
participants, 24 were Class A licensees and
19 Class B, the top ten places being shared
equally between the A and B folk.

In the individual tables, G3UVR was
top scorer on 4m. with 68 points, followed
by Bill Hodgson, G3BW, who made 48.
Only one point behind was his old rival,
Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ. On 2m.
G3UVR was the leader with 116 points,
Mick Cuckoo, G6ECM, being a close
second with 114. Bryn Llewellyn, G4DEZ,
the 1982 winner, was third with 108 points.

As in 1982, G8TFI won the 70cm.
section with 90 points, again working 21
countries as Chris did in 1982. G3UVR's
85 points earned Denis second place and
G4FRE was third with 80 points. 32
readers took part in the 70cm. table.
Without doubt, it is the 23m. table which
has been most interesting, attracting 18
entries, 50% up on 1982. In '82, the top
score was 25 points, but this year, winner
G8TFI led the field with 62 pts. and
worked 16 countries. Ray Cox, G8FMK,
was second with 51 pts. and John Lemay,
G8KAX, third with 46, both the latter
working 10 countries.

G3UVR says he will not take part in this
year's table as he wants to spend more time
on constructional projects; however, he
will update his 23cm. All-time figures from
time to time. Congratulations to all who
did well and thanks to everyone who
entered. Now will anyone break the 100
points barrier on 70cm. this year?

Awards News
Two more readers have become mem-

bers of the 144 MHz QTH Squares
Century Club this month. Member no. 31

is Vaclav Homolka, OK I GA, from Kutna
Hora in Czechoslovakia. His certificate
was issued on Jan. 3 and he has exactly 100
squares confirmed from HJO7a. A break-
down shows 76 tropo, 11 Aurora! and 13
Sporadic Econtacts. CW accounted for 75
QSOs, SSB for 20 and FM for the remain-
ing 5. Unfortunately, Vasek did not send
along any personal or station details.

John Quarmby, G3XDY, from Rush -
mere St. Andrew in Suffolk, (AM77g) is
member no. 32, his certificate being dated
Jan. 4. He was 101 confirmed comprising
72 on SSB and 29 on CW. 82 were tropo
QSOs, 11 via Ar, 6 via Es and two on
random MS. John's original station
consisted of a Yaesu FT -101 transceiver,
transverter and two times 4CX250B
amplifier. This gradually evolved to a Trio
TS -770E with either a 60w home made
amplifier or a two times 4CX350A, 400w
PA. The antenna is a 9-ele. Tonna Yagi at
45ft., the site being 130ft. a.s.l. The QSLs
took ages to arrive in some cases, and the
operation was from a previous QTH about
4km. from the present one, for many of
the contacts.

Claus Neie, DL7QY, editor of the
popular VHF/UHF quarterly DUBUS
Informationen, has written to say that the
QTHCC listings up to no. 30 will be
published in issue 1/84, along with the
rules.

Beacon Notes
DL7QY has sent along the latest

DUBUS beacon list, updated to Jan. 2. It
is in two sections, the first in order of
increasing frequency, starting with
GB3SIX on 50.020 MHz and ending with
DBOAS in GH22h, on 24.192805 GHz.
The second list is by countries, again in
ascending QRG order. In both lists, the
"Maidenhead," or World Locator code
of the beacons is given in addition to the
QTH Locator codings, however, they are
all wrong!

In the RSGB and DUBUS beacon lists,
it is stated that EA1VHF (VD59e) on
144.867 MHz beams towards 40° or due
North. Reg Woolley, GW8VHI, was in
contact with the La Coruna ARC
members and was told it now beams at 60°,
thus favouring central France and
Germany.

Contests
Results:- The results of the IARU

VHF/UHF/SHF Contest on Oct. 1/2 last
year have been broadcast. On 70cm., the
single -op. section winner was G4CQR who
made 153 contacts worth 26,055 pts.
G4PUB/P won the multi -op. part with
330 QSOs and 88,839 pts. G3JXN won the
single -op. part of the 23cm. event with 59
QSOs worth 7,822 pts. and G4ALE/P
were first in the multi -op. category with
103 contacts for 24,484 pts. G3JXN also
won the 13cm. section with 1,564 pts. from
12 QSOs, while the multi -op. part winner
was the G3ZIG/P team whose 17 contacts

netted 3,917 pts. Activity on 9, 6 and 3cm.
was minimal.

Coming events:- The first three legs of
the 70MHz Cumulatives are on Jan. 29,
and Feb. 12 and 26, 1000-1200 GMT,
chances for 4m. operators to achieve some
useful points for this year's table. The
Swale ARC'S 432 MHz contest is on Jan.
29 from 1400-1800 - see p. 582 last
month. The 144 MHz CW contest is on
Feb. 5, from 0900 to 1500 and is a single
section affair. On Feb. 19, 0900-1500, the
432 MHz Fixed Contest takes place. This is
a two section, single -op. and multi -op.
promotion. The weekend March 3/4 sees
the 144/432 MHz Contest, 1400-1400,
another two section affair, fixed station
and all -other.

Satellite News
In the December, 1983 column, mention

was made of UOSAT-B. in a news
release dated Dec. 20, the University of
Surrey reports the team working flat out to
complete everything in time for the
projected March 1 launch, between 1759
and 1809 GMT. The plan was to have the
spacecraft ready for environmental testing
in January, followed by transportation to
the U.S.A. in February. The launch will be
from the Western Test Range at
Vandenburg in California, UOSAT-B
being a secondary payload on a Delta 3920
launch vehicle.

The planned orbit is a sun -synchronous
one at 700 kms. which will provide a
maximum pass time of 14 minutes. This
type of orbit means that the spacecraft will
be overhead at the same time each day;
around 0900 and 2100. The period should
be about 98.8 mins. and the planned
working life is three years. If successfully
launched, the spacecraft will be known as
UOSAT-2, the present A -O-9 being re -
identified as UOSAT-1.

UOSAT-B is slightly smaller than
UOSAT-1, weighing 60 kgs. 35 of the 36
PCBs are completely new. Attitude and
stabilisation will be controlled by three
magnetorquers for spin -axis and spin -
plane control. Low-cost sun -angle and
earth -horizon sensors are incorporated,
plus an improved navigational magneto-
meter. All this should make it much easier
to control than UOSAT-1.

The scientific and educational experi-
ments comprise:- a particle -wave
experiment using three Geiger counters for
magnetospheric studies; an earth imaging
experiment using an improved charge -
coupled device. The CCD "camera" will
see an area of 1,600 x 1,600 kms. to a
resolution of about 2 kms. The stored
images will be transmitted to earth, the
idea being to decode and display the
pictures on a domestic TV set. Another
speech synthesiser will be carried with a
greater vocabulary that the very successful
Digitalker in UOSAT-1.

AMSAT-USA and AMSAT-Canada
are providing a digital communications
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experiment (DCE) better known as Packet
Radio. This system would allow an
amateur radio operator to load a message
into the spacecraft's 96k -byte RAM,
addressed to a particular station anywhere
in the world, for subsequent retrieval. This
experiment is primarily designed to test the
reliability of solid-state memory devices in
space conditions.

A space dust experiment will be carried,
using technology developed for the Giotto
Halley mission. This is to detect and
measure the presence of cosmic dust
particles and man-made space debris from
rockets, in low earth orbit. There is an
operational 2.4 GHz beacon to carry
telemetry and experimental data as a prime
downlink. NASA is providing a free
launch opportunity for what is scheduled
to be the last Delta mission planned for a
polar orbit.

The Russian satellites have been on a
restricted schedule recently because there
were in the earth's shadow much of the
time. However, by Jan. 31, all should be
out of this shadow so normal operation on
a daily - except Wednesday - basis
should be possible, once again.

As for Oscar -10 only Adrian
Chamberlain, G4ROA, mentions this
satellite and was looking forward to the
low pass on Jan. 5. In mid -December,
when such a pass occurred, he worked
many Californian stations. Ron Broad-
bent, G3AAJ, reports various difficulties
in providing a reliable satellite news
bulletin service. The Sunday broadcasts on
145.972 MHz are not always received very
well. The main problems are getting
enough input to the 435 MHz receiver
when other high power stations are using
the Mode B transponder, and deliberate
interference on the uplink. For example,
the Sunday morning transmission on Jan.
8 was marred by a strong German station
working a Frenchman, neither of whom
would move when asked.

DX-Pedition
Operation again from Iceland on 2m. is

planned by Johannes Baardsen, LA6HL,
according to information via Walt
Davidson, GW3NYY. LA6HL/TF
should be there from July 26 through Aug.
16 for MS work, taking in the Perseids
shower. Skeds can be arranged by letter to
QTHR, or via the 20m. VHF net.
Johannes also uses the 0-10 satellite and
plans to be QRV from the Farces, OY, on
Aug. 17-19 on the satellite only.

It would be appreciated if others
planning trips to rare places for
VHF/UHF activity would send details in
good time for the widest publicity.

Six Metres
The Department of Trade and Industry

has agreed to the granting of more 50 MHz
transmitting permits to bring the total up
to 100. The DTI has asked the RSGB to

ANNUAL VHF/UHF TABLE

Final Placings at December 31, 1983

Station
FOUR METRES

Counties Countries
TWO METRES

Counties Countries
70 CENTIMETRES
Counties Countries

23 CENTIMETRES
Counties Countries

TOTAL
Points

G3UVR 61 7 90 26 67 18 30 7 269

G8TFI - 68 19 69 21 46 16 239
G4FRE 40 6 58 16 60 20 34 9 200

G8FMK - - 64 14 54 12 41 10 195

G3PBV 3 1 56 24 51 18 33 9 191

G6DER - 64 20 56 17 23 5 185

G8PNN - 62 16 48 12 29 9 176

G3BW 42 6 57 21 37 6 5 4 169

GD2HDZ 42 5 56 13 39 12 4 4 167

G8OPR - - 69 20 62 15 - 166

G2AXI 34 6 58 14 38 9 6 2 159

G8ULU - 51 22 39 14 23 10 159

G4STO - - 55 17 40 8 28 8 156

G4ROA - 50 11 42 11 29 9 152

G4MUT 30 4 53 17 32 10 - 146

G8HHI - - 47 17 41 13 18 7 143

GW3CBY 25 7 56 15 26 10 6 4 139

G4ARI 28 2 85 20 1 1 - - 137

GW8UCQ - - 61 18 42 14 - - 135

G8KAX - - 34 11 35 8 36 10 134

G4NBS 12 1 54 12 38 13 15 2 134

G6HRI - - 69 13 42 10 - - 134

G4FRX - - 59 19 33 11 - - 122

G6PFR - 64 15 32 9 - 120

G6ECM - - 81 33 - - 114

G4DEZ - 81 27 - - 108

GW4TTU - - 75 29 1 1 - 106

G3FPK - 81 21 - - - 102

G3FIJ 17 1 39 10 18 2 - - 87

G6TTU 66 16 - - - 82

G6CSY - - 10 5 23 8 30 4 80
G8VFV - - 55 18 - - 73

G8RWG - - 59 14 - - - 73

G8XTJ - - 56 15 - - - 71

G6HDD - - 56 13 - - - - 69

G4BVY - - 45 17 - - 62

G8KMT - - 47 12 - - 59
G4NRG 4 1 29 12 8 4 - - 58

GU4HUY 42 12 - - - 54

GM4CXP 2 1 26 15 6 3 - - 53

GW4HBX 36 6 2 2 - - - 46
G4FKI 7 1 20 2 I 1 - - 32
G2DHV 5 1 7 2 5 1 - - 21

Thee bands only coral for points. Noseseoring figures in italics.

make recommendations on this matter.
Those Class A licensees genuinely inter-
ested in this experiment should write to the
Society's VHF Manager Keith Fisher,
G3WSN, for a questionnaire, at RSGB
HQ, marking the envelope, "The
Secretary - 50 MHz." However, those
who applied before, but who were
unlucky, need only write to confirm that
they are still interested. Closing date for
the receipt of completed questionnaires is
March 31. Following that date, the RSGB
will make recommendations to the DTI
which will select the 60 new stations.

The only reader reporting on 6m. is
Dave Sellars, G3PBV, (Devon) who has a
dipole antenna to which a reflector will be
added later. He has heard G4IJE and
G3OHH on MS on Jan. 1. G3NOX is
heard quite regularly. Crossband QS05
have been made with GJ3YHU and
GJ3RAX with Dave using 2m. and 70cm.
respectively. On one QSO, while the 6m.
signal was subject to slow and deep QSB,
the 70cm. signal was steady.

Four Metres
Only one report this time, from G3UVR

(Merseyside). Denis did not expect to add
to his 1983 score but, when he got home on
Dec. 30 at 1800, an Aurora was in

progress. He contacted GM3JFG on 2m.
and asked lain to QSY to 4m. where they
managed a QSO for a new square, XR,
and region. G3UVR uses a home built, all -
valve transverter with a QQV06-40A PA
running 50w. This is driven by a Heathkit
SB-30 I /SB/401 combination on 28 MHz,
the antenna being a 4-ele. Jaybeam.

Two Metres
Two reliable meteor showers occurred

in the period covered this month. In mid -
December there was the Geminids which
John Hunter, G3IMV, (Bucks.) found
poor during the morning hours, but better
in the late evenings. On the 13th, skeds
with OH7PS (OX), UA3IDQ (QQ) and
OH7UV/8 (NY) brought nothing, but one
with SM1GFX (HP) on SSB was
completed. On the 14th, nil from OH7UE
(OW) but John completed in under 30
mins. with EA3IH (BB) at 2100. In the
Quadrantids, he found reflections very
poor. On Jan. 3, from 1000, he got three
bursts from OH6CH (NV) who then dis-
appeared, but again nil from OH7UE and
OH7PS. Midday was supposed to be good
in the NE/SW path but proved to be quite
poor. From IN3TWX (FG) on SSB,
nothing received, while from IW2BNA
(EF), lots of pings but no bursts. The
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Station
G3UVR
G6ECM
G4DEZ 81 27 108

G4ARI 85 20 105

GW4TTU 75 29 104

G3FPK 81 21 102

G8OPR 69 20 89

G8TFI 68 19 87
G6DER 64 20 84
G6TTU 66 16 82
G6HRI 69 13 82

G3PBV 56 24 80
GW8UCQ 61 18 79
G6PFR 64 15 79
G3BW 57 21 78

G4FRX 59 19 78
G8PNN 62 16 78

G8FMK 64 14 78
G4FRE 58 16 74
G8ULU 51 22 73

G8VFV 55 18 73

G8RWG 59 14 73

G4STO 55 17 72

G2AXI 58 14 72

TWO METRES ANNUAL TABLE

Final Placings at December 31, 1983

Counties Countries Total
90 26 116
81 33 114

GW3CBY
G8XTJ

56
56

15

15

71
71

G4MUT 53 17 70
GD2HDZ 56 13 69
G6HDD 56 13 69
G4NBS 54 12 66
G8HHI 47 17 64

G4ROA 50 II 61

G8KMT 47 12 59

GU4HUY 42 12 54

G3FIJ 39 10 49

G8KAX 34 II 45

GM4CXP 26 15 41

G4NRG 29 12 41

G4FKI 20 2 22

G6CSY 10 5 15

G2DHV 7 2 9

GW4HBX 2 2 4

FOUR METRES ANNUAL TABLE

Final Placings at December 31, 1983

Station
G3UVR

Counties
61

Countries Total
7 68

G3BW 42 6 48
GD2HDZ 42 5 47
G4FRE 40 6 46
GW4HBX 36 6 42
G2AXI 34 6 40
G4MUT 30 4 34
GW3CBY 25 7 32
G4ARI 28 2 30
G3FIJ 17 18

G4NBS 12 13

G4FKI 7 8

G2DHV 5 6

G4NRG 4 5

G3PBV 3 4
GM4CXP 2 3

shower peaked around 01-02 GMT on the
4th.

G3IMV was on in the Ar of Dec. 10 and
worked LAs in ES and FT, and SMs in HT
and JT. RQ2GAG was heard. Another
event next day produced only a few GIs
and GMs. On tropo, John worked
EB1MS/P (XCO1b) on SSB for a new
square on Dec. 31. A QSL from EB7MF
for an earlier Es contact confirmed XW
square.

G3PBV reports an Ar on Dec. 9 at 1741
but only a few weak GMs heard. Dave did
not get on till 1430 on Dec. 31 and called
EB1MS/P in vain. By this time, Jose's
signals were fading. Later in the evening,
strong signals were heard from AD square
though, and at G3FPK, EB1AVV (YD42f)
was loud just before midnight. At 0020 on
Dec. 30, G3UVR heard EI5BOB/M
calling "CQ" and turned out to be in Co.
Laoighis (Leix?). At 0035 on New Year's
Day, HB9HB was S3, but half an hour's
"CQ-ing" on CW brought nothing, by
which time the beacon had faded out.

Peter Atkins, G4DOL, has two 9-ele.
Yagis with 1.8 dB feeder loss. Even so, in
the second part of the E -M -E Contest on
Nov. 26, he copied 14 seconds of CW from
K9HMB at 1245. These were the first
signals he has heard via the Moon. More
conventionally, Peter reports tropo QS0s
on SSB on Dec. 4 with OZ1HXL and
OZ6OL in FP; SM7IZA and OZ1RH in
GP; SM7ASN (GQ); SM7IPZ (HQ);
DG1YCL (EM) and SM7MRJ (GP) who
handed out an S9 -plus -20 dB. report.

Martin, G4HFO, and Julian, G4TJX,
Blyth, (Cornwall) wrote to update their
scores, the latter picking up Fl SA (CI) for
a new square on Dec. 28/29. Ken Osborne,
G4IGO, (Somerset) has started square
hunting again from his new QTH from the
end of November, with QRP and a low
antenna. In his letter, he has typed CW
QSOs in red and SSB ones in black, which
is much appreciated by your scribe. On
Dec. 3, he lists tropo SSB QS0s with
DL2LAH (EO); F1CYB (BH); DF2ZC
(EO) and DC2BV/P (DM), with SM7WT
(GP) on the key. The following day
brought LX1JA (CJ); DG5BO (EM);
SM7LXV (GP); SM7MBH (HP) and
DH2LAJ (EN) on SSB, with CW yielding
OZ1FOW (GO) and OZ1CLL (GP). The
Ar on the 10th was at QTE 10° from
1650-1810 with GMs and GIs heard. On
the 11th, the Ar was from 1420-1457 in
which GM4CXM (XP) and GM4IAO
(YR) were worked on CW. Ken took
advantage of the Dec. 28/29 tropo and
worked LX1JX (DK) and G4FDX/LX
(CJ) plus assorted Fs and Ds in a mix of
CW and SSB.

Nick Peckett, G4KUX, (Co. Durham)
now has four 19-ele. Yagis which are
naturally very sharp. One effect has been
the different areas that he can now pick out
in an Aurora, whereas before this was not
noticed. For example, on Dec. 10, the
SM1, SM4 and SM5 stations were at QTE
30° and the UAs at 40°. On the 18th, he
worked OY9JD, and some GM, and LA
stations. Mick Cuckoo, G6ECM, (Kent)
exchanged RS59 reports with EA1OD
(XD) at 1710 on Dec. 1. On the 3rd, he
worked SM5CNQ (HS); SM6KEG (GR)
and SM7OBV and SM7WW in GP. The
next day, Mick worked 19 OZs, assorted
SMs in FR, GP, HQ and JR, and SP5TPT
in KM65j for a new country and square.
Y22HA (GO) and Y37WB/P (FN)
rounded off this excellent tropo period. In
the Aron the 10th, he contacted GM4ENZ
(ZR51g).

Richard Mason, G6HKS, (Cambs.) was
on for the end -of -year tropo and on the
27th, worked Fs in BH, ZF and ZG, plus
F6IPG (YH) for a new square. F6DKQ
(DH) was contacted on the 29th, but the
best day was the 31st when the openings
seemed very selective. He lists EA1TA
(VD); EB1MS/P; F6FPQ (ZE); F1FFP
(BE); F1FIC, F1HI and F1EHT in AD,
F1GTU (AF) and the last QSO of 1983,
EB1AVV. The AD stations were weak and

watery and inaudible in ZM square
according to G4DHF and G4LOH. In the
Quadrantids, he did not complete with
YU7AU (KE) and heard nothing from
DG5CH, but thinks he worked IK4DCO
on random SSB MS. OE6NVG (HG29b)
was worked on 23 mins. with 36 and 26
reports, but the best QSO took just 75
seconds with OE1APS (I163g). Richard
was using 80w to a 16-ele. beam. He says
G8XVJ heard RA3RKO "reasonably
consistently" on the random SSB QRG.

Gordon Emmerson, G8PNN, found
conditions from Northumberland in the
Dec. 4 Fixed Contest average and he added
Avon and Central Region for his 1983
score. Neil Clarke, G8VFV, (W. Yorks.)
sent in his final score which was down on
1982 due to lack of Auroral activity; only
Strathclyde and Grampian Regions were
worked, north of the border.

John Fitzgerald, G8XTJ, (Bucks.) is
satisfied with his "best so far" results on
the band and reckons it will be difficult to
improve upon with his present level of
activity and without better antennas.
Three new ones were netted in the Dec.
28-30 period; EB1AVV and F1AIW (AH)
on the 28th, and F6DKQ (DH) the next
day. John heard hordes of F, D, ON and
PA stations but nothing further east than
EM square. Normally under such
conditions, he finds CQ calls go unheeded
but this time, DX stations did come back.

Derrick Dance, GM4CXP (Borders)
has not been very active in 1983 but has
now renovated his antennas for various
bands and hopes to be more active this
year.

Walt Davidson, GW3NYY, (Swansea)
has been active on E -M -E, tropo, MS and
Ar modes. For E -M -E he put up four,
14-ele. Cushcraft Yagis for the second leg
of the ARRL Contest on Nov. 26/27.
However, that weekend saw the worst
gales in the four years at his QTH and at 2
a.m. on the Saturday and Sunday morn-
ings, he was out in a sea of mud and driving
rain struggling to lash down this array.
Azimuth and elevation control were by the
legendary "Armstrong Method". The
feeder was ten metres of LDF4-50 to a
Tonna four-way power splitter, with a
BF981 preamplifier in the shack. Some 14
stations were heard and positively
identified:-120DI, SM2GGF,
SM7BAE, VE2DFO, VE7BQH,
WA4NJP, WA4LYS, W5LUU, W5UN,
WA1JXN/7, W4WD/7, KB8RQ,
K9HMB and KXOO. The sky was
completely overcast, so Walt relied on his
computer program which worked
perfectly.

GW3NYY took advantage of a tropo
opening to Spain on Dec. 1/2 and on
RTTY, contacted EA1QJ (VD). SSB
brought EA1 s NU and OD (XD) and
EB1MS/P (XC). Numerous Fs were also
worked and, on the 3rd, F1BRV (BG) was
a new square. On the 4th another four
EA 1 s, all in VD square, were worked. In
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23 CENTIMETRES ANNUAL TABLE

Final Placings at December 31, 1963

However, he has some tropo successes
with several EA 1 s on Dec. 1, 2 and 4. On

Station Counties Countries Total the 28th and 29th, he lists Fs in various
CAM 46 16 62 DX-ey squares and on the 31st, at 0022,
G8FMK
G8KAX

41

36
10
10

51

46 EI9FE (VM39d) at S9. He then worked
G4FRE
G3PBV

34
33

9
9

43
42

EA1TA again who said he had now
G4ROA 29 9 38 worked over one thousand U.K. stations.
G8PNN
G3UVR

29
30

9
7

38
37 Reg mentions he would like to try some

G4STO
G6CSY

28
30

8

4
36
34 back scatter MS tests with U.K. stations.

G8ULU 23 10 33 His station is a Trio TS -770E and 4CX350
G6DER
G8HHI

23
18

5

7

28
25 amplifier. The muTek MGF1402 preamp.

G4NBS
GW3CBY

15

6
2

4
17

10
is used and the antenna is a 9-ele. Tonna

G3BW 5 4 9 Yagi.
GD2HDZ 4 4 8

G2AXI 6 2 8 Seventy Centimetres

70 CENTIMETRES ANNUAL TABLE

Ilmal Madam at December 31, IRO

Station Counties cambia Toad
G8TFI 69 21 90
G3UVR 67 18 85

G4FRE 60 20 80
G8OPR 62 15 77

G6DER 56 17 73

G3PBV 51 18 69
G8FMK 54 12 66
G4BVY 45 17 62
CAPNN 48 12 60
GW8UCQ 42 14 56

G8HHI 41 13 54

°SULU 39 14 53

G4ROA 42 11 53

G6HRI 42 10 52
G4NBS 38 13 51

GD2HDZ 39 12 51

G4STO 40 8 48
G2AXI 38 9 47
G4FRX 33 11 44
G8KAX 35 8 43
G3BW 37 6 43
G4MUT 32 10 42
G6PFR 32 9 41

GW3CBY 26 10 36

G6CSY 23 8 31

G3FIJ 18 2 20
G4NRG 8 4 12

GM4CXP 6 3 9
G2DHV 5 I 6

G4ARI 1 1 2

G4FKI 1 1 2

GW41TU I 1 2

the Dec. 28/29 period, he too found great
activity, with some colossally strong
signals from the Paris area and DK and DL
squares, but nothing heard beyond the
"D" squares. Of some 40 stations
contacted, best DX were FOCZG (DG72e)
near Geneva, and LX1JA (CJ).

In the Geminids, Walt had nine
complete QSOs. On the 1 1 th, OK1OA
(HK) on random CW; on the 13th, CW
skeds with SP6AZT (IL), SP6ASD (HL)
and SM3JAW (JX) a new sq. The 14th
brought a CW sked with YU7MAU (JF)
and the rest were on random SSB with
YU3FM (HG), I1ANP (EE), I1KTC (EF)
and I4YNO (FE). Nil from skeds with
YO7VS, OH6NU and OH3MF and Walt
describes the shower last year as
"decidedly unspectacular." Reflexions
were poor apart from a very pronounced
peak between 0330 and 0600 on the 14th.
The Quadrant ids shower was just starting
when Walt wrote and was "not
impressive", up to then. A brief Aurora
on Dec. 10 brought some GMs, and SMs in
HT and JT.

Reg Woolley, GW8VHI, (W. Glam.)
thought the Geminids were very poor and
none of his skeds were completed.

621

Claus Neie, DL7QY, (FJ61e) was QRV
for the opening to western France and
central/northem England on Dec. 29/30.
He worked G8ECI (AN), G8SMQ (AM),
G6RJJ (ZN), G3WZT (ZK), G4RXR
(ZO) and G4ERX (AL). The contact with
G3WZT was most odd as Claus had to
beam at 320°, i.e. towards northern
Scotland. The great circle azimuth, just
north of west, produced nothing at all.
Wonder if G3WZT noted any anomaly
from his end?

G3PBV listened in this period too but
did not hear anything beyond the "E" line
of squares. The FX4UHF beacon in ZD
square was heard but there did not appear
to be any other activity that way on the
31st. On the 29th, G3UVR contacted
GU2FRO on Sark on SSB for county no.
67 in 1983. Denis's 70cm set up is a home
built transverter and Microwave Modules
20w amplifier, the prime mover being a
Ken wood TS -430S on 28 MHz. The
antenna is a 21-ele. Tonna Yagi.

From Cornwall, the G4HFO/G4TJX
team worked F6HEO (BG06b) to fill in a
gap in the French squares map, leaving just
the most southerly, Mediterranean ones to
seek. G4HFO got PE1JIZ/A (CM56j) but
he faded out before G4TJX could get at
the microphone. Due to rising terrain, they
have difficulty working stations any more
than slightly north of east. To illustrate
this, the first solid contact with a station in
ZL square was on the Dec. 28/29 lift with
G1AWD (ZL45e). Also worked was
G4LOJ (AM37c). G4ROA reports much
activity on Dec. 29, but nothing new.
Adrian worked the special station
DL5WCY (DK) and there were many of
these World Communications Year
stations on every band, from 80m. up.

Andy Renouf, GJ8SBT, took part in
the Dec. 28/29 lift and worked several
German stations to bring his squares total
to 35. GW8VHI is up to 30 squares and
worked some EAls on Dec. 1 and 2 in XD
and VD squares. A four-way contact with
EA1ED, EA1QJ and EA1TA produced
an S9 -plus -30 dB signal from 'ED from
2025 on the 2nd. Later he and Reg tried
FM on 432.5 MHz and Reg was still
readable at Si just using 100 milliwatts to a
19-ele. Yagi. Was this a first GW/EA FM
QSO on the band? ON5NY (BKO5d) was
Reg's first Belgian QSO on the 2nd. On the

28/29 Dec. GW8VHI worked F1GTR and
F6CCH in ZG, F5NS/P (ZJ) for a new
square, and GU2FRO on Sark for a new
county.

Microwaves
Chris Bartram, G4DGU, is now

listening off the Moon on 23cm. with
satisfying results. He has a 12ft. dish but
will not use it until the better weather
comes; it should give about 31 dB gain.
DL7QY only worked one G station on
23cm. on Dec. 29/30: G8ECI (AN), but
Claus contacted lots of PAs in CL and
CM, and F6DZK (AI) who was S9 -plus -30
dB. On Dec. 28, G3PBV heard a
"beacon" F9YD in ZH36d at about
1,296.64 MHz. It had a considerable chirp
and drifted a few kHz HF in the day. Dave
worked GJ8SBT at last, and F1FHI. The
next day, 23cm. propagation was better to
the east and GB3BPO was S9 and
ON5SHF was quite loud. The only QSOs
were with DK5IE (EJ), DJ6GQ (El) and
PE1HQO (DN), EJ and DN being new
squares.

G3UVR worked his first ON on 23cm.
on the 29th, ON600, and ON1JE (BL)
was a new square. Denis's set up is a MM
"old type" one watt transverter, urged by
the 7S -430S and home built 28/144 MHz
converter. XK is a rare square on 23cm. as
G4HFO and G4TJX realise, since they are
always being asked if they are QRV on the
band. So they reckon they must do
something about it this year.

G4ROA found 23cm. signals good on
Dec. 29, but not as good as in the early
December opening. GJ8SBT, and
G3OBD in Dorset were worked, so Adrian
reckons the new H-100 Pope cable is
paying dividends. G8PNN enjoyed the
Dec. 2 lift on 23cm. and contacted
G4NQC (London), G3XDY (Suffolk) and
G3TDG (Kent) plus others in
Humberside, N. Yorks. and Cleveland.

GJ8SBT found conditions excellent on
23cm. on Dec. 28/29, 80% of his QSOs
being made directly, rather than from
70cm. 13 stations were worked, best being
DK5IE, DJ6GQ, LX2RV (DJ) a GJ/LX
"first", G3ZYC (ZN) and G4ROA (ZM).
Ducting was very selective, though.
GW8VHI mentioned that the EAls in VD
square are contemplating 23cm. activity,
which should prove very popular.

Deadlines
It would be appreciated if readers would

date their letters. Most do, but some forget
so occasionally it can be a little confusing.
The next deadline is very early - Feb. 1 -
so please make a note in your dairies. The
following month it will be March 7 in time
for your reports on the 144/432 MHz
contest on Mar. 3/4. As usual, everything
to:- "VHF Bands," SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, 34 High Street,
WELWYN, Herts., AL6 9EQ. 73 de
G3FPK.
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TRAPS AND TRAPPED
ANTENNAS FOR THE

HOME CONSTRUCTOR,
PART 1

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW!

A. P. ASHTON, G3XAP

Introduction
ON the bands from 1.8 to 28 MHZ, it is probably true to say

that the vast majority of antennas used by radio amateurs
employ one or more traps. It is probably also true to say that the
vast majority of these trapped antennas are commercially
produced devices, and even those antennas which are home
constructed probably employ commercially produced traps. The
number of antennas in use that are both home-made and use
home-made traps is very, very small indeed.

In his series "Antennas-the Weak Link",' the author made
reference to home-made 7 MHz traps for incorporation into
dipoles and multi -band inverted -L antennas, and the response he
received from readers suggested that there was interest in the idea
of both home-made traps and trapped antenna, but that more
detailed information was probably required before the 'average'
amateur could be persuaded to "give it a try".

There are two distinct reasons why the author would advocate
home construction in these areas of amateur radio-one being the
high cost of commercially produced traps and trapped antennas,
and the other being the sense of satisfaction that results from
home -brewing any part of the amateur radio station-plus the
increased knowledge that the exercise invariably engenders.

Regarding the cost of commercially produced units, the author
does not mean to imply that manufacturers and retailers are
charging exhorbitant prices for their products, simply that the
total cost of any product must include such items as development
costs, manufacturers' and retailers' profit margins, distribution
and packaging costs, etc., in addition to the more obvious charges
such as labour and materials. The real saving for the home -brewer
results from the fact that his cost is almost solely for materials,
and in the case of both traps and antennas, this is a very small
proportion of the total. Any amateur (or SWL) who has
constructed a piece of equipment in use in his station will know
both how satisfying it is to use that item and how his knowledge
was increased as a result of constructing it. We live today in a
"consumer world" in which we are more and more conditioned
into a state of mind that expects to acquire everything in a ready -
to -go state, and as a consequence we lose our ability to do things
for ourselves; and, more important, we progressively understand
less and less about the numerous pieces of equipment that we use,
both at work and in the home. The state of the art in electronics is
such that items like transceivers are becoming increasingly
complex, and the author would not suggest that we should all
build our own; but ancillary equipment such as test gear and
antennas are well within the capabilities of most of us and this,

perhaps, is the province of the modern "home -brewer".
There is a natural feeling that the home construction item will

be in some way inferior to its commercially produced counterpart,
but in actual fact an HF antenna will certainly be its equal and, as
will be discussed later, can be made to operate in a more efficient
manner. However, in order to achieve this equality (or
superiority), the constructor must understand his subject, and
this series of articles attempts to impart the necessary knowledge
in order that the reader can meet this aim.

Trap Theory
There are two ways in which an inductor and a capacitor can be

connected together to form a resonant circuit, i.e. in series or in
parallel. Fig. 1 shows the two configurations, plus the impedance
of the circuits at frequencies at and near to their resonant
frequencies. It will be noted that the series resonant circuit
displays a low impedance to energy at its resonant frequency, and
high impedance at all other frequencies, whilst the parallel
resonant circuit acts in the opposite manner, displaying a high
impedance at its resonant frequency. Hence the series circuit acts
as an "acceptor" circuit, and the parallel circuit as a "rejector",
and it is this property of the latter device to reject energy at a
specific frequency that is made use of in the construction of
trapped antennas.

T185.)

Impedance

O

Fig. is SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT

C
Impedance

O

Fig.1b PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT

Right from the outset it must be appreciated that there is no
such thing as a perfect trap, and not only will a parallel resonant
circuit permit the passage of some energy at its resonant
frequency, but it will also attenuate energy at all other
frequencies. It is the degree to which a trap displays these two
unwanted properties that determines it quality or efficiency, and
hence its effectiveness when incorporated into an antenna. The
trap properties that affect performance are the Q of the coil used
and the quality of the capacitor. Provided that either mica or
ceramic capacitors are used, and that their voltage handling
capability is sufficiently high, capacitor losses will be acceptably
low. In the case of coaxial traps (which will be discussed later) the
dielectric material untilised is important, and high losses can result
if care is not taken. The major trap losses come, in fact, from the
coil itself and a high Q must be aimed for if an efficient device is to
be produced. The properties required to produce a coil of high Q
are:
(a) A high ratio of coil diameter to coil length.
(b) A coil former that is not "lossy"-i.e. it should not absorb
RF energy, neither should it conduct.
(c) As far as possible no metal should be positioned within the
field of the coil.
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Fig. 2(a). The G3XAP Capacitor Comparator - internal view.

(d) As large a diameter wire as possible should be used, (within
the limitations of the overall coil dimensions, of course).
(e) Coil turns should be spaced at least one wire diameter apart.

Suggested dimensions and materials for trap coils will be given
later, but it is important to realise that major departures from the
information quoted can lead to inefficient trap action. The effect
of a low Q coil is that it will tend to act as an RF choke at
frequencies at which a very low attenuation is required, leading to
reduction in both transmitted and received signal strengths and
the generation of heat during transmission which can lead to
distortion of the trap-especially if a plastic coil former is
employed.

At frequencies other that the resonant frequency we have seen
that the parallel resonant circuit will offer a low impedance to RF
energy, but it should be appreciated that under this condition the
device will display reactance. This reactance will 'load' the
antenna, the actual loading experienced depending on the
frequency to which the circuit is subjected. If the frequency of
operation is lower that the trap's resonant frequency, the loading
will be inductive--i.e. the trap will act purely as an inductor.
Conversely, at frequencies higher than the resonant frequency,
the trap will act as a capacitor. The actual value of reactance also
varies with frequency; hence if we subject a 7 MHz trap to 14 MHz
energy it will display capacitive reactance, while at 21 MHz it will
also display capacitive but to a different degree. The loading
effect of traps at frequencies other than their resonant frequency
has great importance in determining the physical size of trapped
antennas and is an important concept to grasp.

Obviously, the resonant frequency of the parallel resonant
circuit is determined by the actual values of inductance and
capacitance used in its construction, the relationship between
these values being as per the formula:-

f - 1 where: f = frequency (Hz)
2nLC L = inductance (Henrys)

C = capacitance (Farads)
It is obvious that there are an infinite number of combinations

of values of L and C which will resonate to any given frequency, so
it is equally obvious that if we have two traps at, say, 7 MHz, each
having been made by a different manufacturer (although they
may have identical resonant frequencies), the actual values of
inductance and capacitance used in the two devices could be very
different.

Let us assume that we have two such traps and that one has
components of 120pF and 12.7µH, whilst the other has values of
40pF and 12.7µ1-1. Reference to the above formula shows that
both devices resonate at 7.05 MHz, but it is clear that if the two
traps were subjected to RF energy at other frequencies, the
reactance displayed by them would be very significantly

different-with the result that they would load an antenna by very
different degrees. The significance of this fact is two -fold; firstly,
it is not possible to quote trapped antenna dimensions by
reference simply to the resonant frequency of the trap(s)
employed and, secondly, that if the antenna is of the dipole type
(and this includes Yagis), it is important that the pairs of traps
employed are as near identical as possible.

Some years ago the author had a frustrating experience with a
5 -band trapped dipole antenna, on which it was found that after
resonating the 7 MHz portion of the device, there were two
resonant frequencies on or close to each of the 3.5, 14, 21 and 28
MHz bands. Both traps (commercially produced) were found to
be resonant at the same frequency (about 7.15 MHz), and it was
soon established that both halves of the dipole were identical
physically. It was not until the traps were taken apart and the
components compared that it was realised that one coil had two
more turns than the other. Subsequently measurement of the
values of the capacitors employed showed that although they were
marked "60pF ± 20%", their measured values were 55pF and
69pF-both well within specification but significantly different!!
The manufacturer (who shall remain nameless) either had not
realised the degree of mismatch, or did not appreciate its
significance-or had ignored it. More recent examination of pairs
of traps has shown that such discrepancies still occur, although
none have been as poor as the example quoted above.

Trap Matching
The author works on the basis that if the capacitors in a pair of

traps are identical and the traps are resonated at the same
frequency, then the inductances will be identical also, and to this
end he matches capacitors to within 0.2pF before incorporation
into a pair of traps, this matching being by comparison of
capacitance rather than by measurement of the actual capacitor
values. In order to carry out this matching, a capacitor
comparator was devised which is depicted in the photographs
(Figs. 2a and 2b) and also in the diagram (Fig. 3). It will be seen
that the device consists of a coil plus variable capacitor in parallel,
these components also being in parallel with a socket into which
the capacitor under test is fastened. For use at, say, 7 MHz, the
coil dimensions are such that the test capacitor plus the coil will

Fig. 2(b). An external view of the G3XAP Capacitor Comparator.
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Socket for capacitor under test
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Fig .3 THE G3XAP CAPACITOR COMPARATOR

resonate at a frequency somewhat higher than 7 MHz so that
adjustment of the variable capacitor will enable the resonant
frequency of the three components together to be varied through
7 MHz.

The device is set up as in the diagram (Fig. 4), a test capacitor is
inserted in the test socket and the frequencies of the signal
generator and the receiver are adjusted until the generator's
output is heard on the receiver. The output of the generator is
attenuated in level to give a reading of the receiver's 'S' meter of
about S9, and the variable capacitor in the comparator is adjusted
to give a null in 'S' meter reading. The scale on the variable
capacitor is read, the value noted and the procedure repeated for
all the capacitors available, again noting the capacitor value
required to give a null on the 'S' meter. It should be possible to
pick a pair of capacitors of practically identical value for
incorporation into a pair of traps. Further description of the
device should be unnecessary, but for anyone wishing to duplicate
the device for capacitor matching, the following points may prove
helpful.
1. The components and wiring must be extremely rigid, and a
substantial steel box is probably mandatory.
2. The author measured the actual value of capacitance of his
variable device and the scale on his model is calibrated in pF,
enabling differences in capacitance to be expressed as actual
values.
3. The variable capacitor should be a 360° rotation (no -stop)
device as this will prevent the knob being inadvertently rotated on
the spindle when the end stop is reached-this would lead to
erroneous results!
4. The chocolate -block type connector was found to make the
best test sockets since it permits capacitors to be rigidly clamped in
a very reproducible manner.
5. Obviously, the signal generator and receiver's frequencies
should not vary during any set of comparisons!

At G3XAP capacitors are obtained in large batches (50 + ),
compared on the comparator and "grouped" into pairs whose
values differ by 0.2pF or less-this is considered to be adequate
and in any case is as good as, or better than, any of the many pairs
of commercial traps that he has evaluated.

Note that by connecting a trap into the comparator, in parallel
with additional capacitors of appropriate value, and changing the
signal generator and receiver frequency to 3.5 MHz, a pair of
ready-made 7 MHz traps can be compared for the value of

Signal
Generator

coax

Capacitor under test

coax

Receiver

Fig 4 TEST SET-UP FOR USING THE CAPACITOR COMPARATOR

capacitance to resonate them at 3.5 MHz (or any frequency below
identical, they will require the addition of equal values of
capacitance to resonate them at 3.5 MHz (or any frequency below
7 MHz for that matter). Consider an example of two 7 MHz traps
with capacitors of 50pF and 47pF and corresponding inductances
of 10.34 and 11.00µzH; from the formula for resonance quoted
earlier it is possible to calculate that the traps would require
additional values of 150pF and 141pF respectively in order to
resonate them at 3.5 MHz.

Trap Losses
Brief mention was made above to trap losses, and it must be

realised that the "trapping" method of obtaining multiband
operation from an antenna is a compromise, and that the antenna
must be inferior to a monoband device. One of the severest critics
of the trap method is Les Moxon, G6XN2 and the author must
agree with his comments-however, the desire to work several
bands with one antenna and one feeder remains a powerful
attraction for many within our ranks and, provided that power
loss is understood and accepted by the user, the use of traps is
deemed to be justified. In any case, the author has carried out
comparisons between a trapped 80/40 metre dipole and separate
full-sized dipoles for each band and was unable to detect
significant differences in received field strengths over a fairly
lengthy period of investigation. Comparisons of a three band
20/15/10 metre dipole however, did yield differences compared
with full-sized dipoles-on 10 metres differences were negligible
but even on 15 and 20 metres differences were only of the order of
2dB or so. This latter test was with dipoles constructed of
tubing-the multiband device being the driven element of a
triband trapped Yagi constructed by the author.

Freq
MHz

Capacitor
pF

Inductance
H

Coil diameter
Inches

No of
turns

wire leng
Approxth

ft/ ins
7 47 10'8 1.625 20 9' 0"

10 47 5.3 1.625 12 5' 6"
14 22 5.7 1.000 25 7' 0"

18 22 3.5 1.000 16 4' 6"
21 22 2.6 1.000 13 4' 0"
24 22 1.9 1.000 10 3' 0"
28 22 1.4 1.000 8 2' 6"

Fig. 5 Dimensions for Discrete Componen Traps.
All coils wound at 11 turns per inch with
16 swg tinned copper wire (see text).

Types of Trap
There are basically two types of trap; the type using a coil plus

capacitor as discussed earlier, and the coaxial trap which still uses
a coil, but uses the capacitance that exists between two concentric
(or coaxial) lengths of metal tubing. For identification purposes
the author will refer to these as 'discrete component' and
`coaxial' traps respectively. The discrete component type is
normally used in wire dipole type antennas, whereas the coaxial
types are normally seen in multiband Yagi and vertical antennas.
However, there is no reason why the coaxial type should not be
used in wire antennas (at least one manufacturer does this) or why
the discrete component type should not be used in antennas
constructed of tubing-provided that this can be made
mechanically feasible.

Another difference between the two types is that when we use a
capacitor such as a disc ceramic or mica type, adjustments to the
resonant frequency can only be made by adjustment to the
associated coil; whereas with coaxial traps the tendency is to have
a coil of fixed proportions and to alter the capacitance by
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Bolts inserted from
inside ribbed former

Fig. 6a DISCRETE COMPONENT TRAP - General appearance

Threaded coil former

-"-----16swg tinned copper wire

Fig. 6b. COIL CONNECTION DETAIL

adjustment of the length of overlap of the concentric tubes. For
the home constructor the discrete component trap is the easier to
make, although the coaxial type is not impossible. However, the
latter device does call for some lathe work and this may deter
many, although this work can be carried out by a local engineering
company if the reader is unable to carry out the work himself. The
cost of this will still be low enough to ensure that the home-made
article will still be cheaper than a commercial device of comparable
quality. It is also possible that a member of the local radio club will
either have a lathe or have access to one-ask around-it's
surprising what turns up when you enquire! (The author is
indebted to G8HDJ for carrying out the lathe work for coaxial
traps made at G3XAP).

One final word on trap types-some manufacturers
incorporate both 21 and 28 MHz coaxial traps in one enclosure,
giving the impression that a triband beam only has one pair of
traps per element, whereas there are two. It is suggested that this
method of construction is beyond the scope of the typical amateur
constructor since such traps are essentially non -tunable; the
dimensions of the trap are so precisely specified by the
manufacturer that he is assurred of resonance on the desired
frequencies after assembly, and tuning is not required. For the
amateur this is likely to become a very long "trial and error"
exercise and in the long run it will prove simpler (and possibly less
expensive) to construct separate devices for 21 and 28 MHz!

Since we have seen that traps fall into two broad categories, it is
proposed to discuss construction under the same two headings,
starting with the simpler discrete component type.

Discrete Component Traps
As we saw earlier, this type of trap requires a coil (on a suitable

former) plus a capacitor. We have discussed to some extent the
need for a coil of suitable Q and listed those requirements to give
us this property. The author uses plastic tubing for coil formers,
though this is, in fact, a compromise in that most plastics are lossy
at radio frequencies. However, it has been found that coil stability
and ease of trap tuning are enhanced if the coil is wound onto a
threaded former and plastic tubing is eminently suitable for
threading. Most engineering companies and many plumbers have
pipe -threading tools (the author is fortunate in having access to
one of these devices and is, therefore, able to thread his own
formers). The standard for water pipes is to thread at 14 turns per
inch for small diameter pipes and 11 turns per inch for the larger
diameters-this latter figure being just about acceptable,
although something around 8 turns per inch would be better.
Eleven t.p.i. is equivalent to 0.091 inches per turn, which means
that if the coil is wound with 16 s.w.g. wire (0.064 inches diameter)

somewhat closer than the one wire diameter spacing mentioned
earlier for high Q is being wound. The alternative is to use 18
s.w.g. wire (0.048 inches diameter) which will result in a wider
spacing in terms of wire diameter but will increase the 'skin
resistance' of the coil. However, coils would with 16 s.w.g. at 11
t.p.i. have been found to produce traps of quite acceptable
quality.

The other requirement for high Q is that a large ratio of
diameter -to -length should be used, and this is an important
consideration. Most commercial producers seem to favour small,
compact traps, and some of these have a coil diameter of less than
an inch for a 7 MHz trap. Measurement shows that such traps can
be very lossy when subjected to energy at frequencies other than
their resonant frequency, although their attenuation at resonance
is perfectly acceptable.

One of the results of the move toward all solid-state circuitry in
recent years has been the gradual disappearance of high voltage
components from the catalogues, and this has made it rather more
difficult to obtain the high voltage capacitors required for trap
construction. Mica capacitors are probably the best devices for
the job with ceramics a very close second - both types displaying
the stability required for use in traps where they will be subjected
to very high impedances and see some very large changes in
temperature. Disc ceramic capacitors are available with a rating of
6kV DC at values in the 10 to 100pF range, and these are
adequate for trap usage at the legal U.K. power limit. As for the
actual value of capacitance used, the value is not critical, but, as
mentioned above, the L:C ratio of a trap affects its loading
characteristics at frequencies other than its resonant frequency.
This accounts for some users of the W3DZZ-type trapped dipole
finding that it works well on all 5 bands (80-10 metres), whilst
others find that although it works on 3.5 and 7 MHz, it does not
work well on one, two, or even all three of the other bands (14, 21
and 28 MHz). The W3DZZ antenna will be discussed in detail
later, and is almost certainly the most common wire antenna used
by amateurs throughout the whole world.

A rough rule -of -thumb for capacitance values is to use between
1 and 2pF for each metre of wavelength at the resonant frequency
- for example at 7 MHz (40 metres) this works out at 40 to 80pF.
The author uses capacitors of two values only - 47pF and 22pF
- these being the only values he has been able to obtain at suitable
voltage ratings, and they have proved to be suitable for all seven
frequencies for which he has constructed traps. The table (Fig. 5)
gives full details of dimensions and component values for discrete
component traps for all bands from 7 MHz to 28 MHz (including
the new ones), although the numbers of coil turns quoted are
average figures and may require adjustment during the tuning
process - see later.

Fig. 7. Discrete component traps; note the capacitors located inside the
coil formers.
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Fig. 8. A partly -assembled mould, plus a fully encapsulated trap.

Fig. 6, and the photograph (Fig. 7), show the construction
method clearly and it will be noted that the disc ceramic capacitor
is located inside the coil former, its leads being soldered to lengths
of 16 s.w.g. tinned copper wire and threaded through holes in the
former to be attached to the same bolts as the ends of the coil. For
ease of description the steps used in the construction are listed
below in the most logical sequence, and should be adequate for
anyone attempting trap construction.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(JO)

Determine the number of coil turns required from the table
(Fig. 5) - allowing 1 extra turn for frequencies from 28 to
18 MHz (inclusive), and 2 extra for 14 to 7 MHz (inclusive).
Add a further 12 turns and cut a length of the threaded
former corresponding in length to this total number of
turns.
Smooth off the ends of the former with a file to remove
burrs, and then wash it in hot water plus a little washing-up
liquid to remove all traces of dirt and grease (thread cutting
machinery normally uses a cutting oil).
Dry thoroughly - preferably standing in a warm place
overnight.
Drill holes 5 turns in from each end of the former, using a
drill size appropriate for either 5m or OBA bolts.
Two turns further in, drill two holes at each end with a
Vs -inch drill in positions corresponding to those seen in
Fig. 6.
Insert either 5mm or OBA bolts into the large holes from the
inside of the tube - i.e. with the threads protruding as per
the diagram and photograph.
Cut a suitable length of 16 s.w.g. tinned copper wire
(approx. lengths from Fig. 5), and fasten one end securely
to a suitable attachment point which will permit the wire to
be pulled out completely in a straight line. Pull the other
end of the wire with as much pressure as possible to remove
any severe distortions from the wire.
Thread the wire through the two small holes and round the
bolt at one end of the former, ensuring that the wire runs
round the bolt in a clockwise direction - again Fig. 6 shows
the detail.
Holding the coil former in such a way as to keep the whole
length of the wire under tension, rotate it slowly whilst
guiding the wire into the thread - by working slowly, and
carefully guiding the wire, any minor distortions will be
straightened out.

(11) When the winding is complete, cut the wire from its
fastening whilst holding the last turn in place and pass the
free end of the wire through the two small holes in the last

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

groove, tightening it by pulling with a pair of pliers if
necessary.

Twist the wire round the bolt in the same manner as before
- again ensuring a clockwise direction.
Solder a 2 -inch length of 16 s.w.g. tinned copper wire onto
each lead of the disc ceramic capacitor (use a heat shunt
during this operation as it is important that this component
is not subjected to high temperatures which could alter its
characteristics.
Position the capacitor inside the former and thread its leads
through the holes through which the coil wire is threaded,
and twist them round the bolts with the coil wire - again in
a clockwise direction.
Cut any excess wire away from the bolts, add a washer and
nut to each bolt and tighten securely.

In this form the trap is not really suitable for outdoor use since
moisture lying on the coil will have a detuning effect; however this
effect is not as serious as is the build-up of dirt and grease between
the turns, which can become so thick that it will practically short -
out adjacent turns. The actual process of waterproofing should
not be carried out until the resonant frequency of the trap has
been determined (and adjusted if necessary), but it will be
discussed here as it does come under the broad heading of
"construction".

There are two basic approaches to waterproofing, one of which
is to simply apply a thin coat of some suitable material such as
polyurethane varnish, the other being the complete encapsulation
of the trap in a resin such as epoxy or polycarbonate. One point to
note is that either process will lead to a change in the resonant
frequency of the trap because the coil windings are now separated
by a material other than air. Typical frequency changes noted at
G3XAP will be discussed later in the section on trap tuning, but it
is worth noting that complete encapsulation leads to a bigger
frequency change than does simply coating the trap with varnish.
Coating with varnish is probably the simplest procedure for the
home constructor and can be carried out by immersing the trap in
a tin of the liquid, allowing excess varnish to drain off and then
leaving to dry. A good quality polyurethane varnish should be
used, although electronic coating materials are available from
specialised companies. An alternative method is to brush on the
varnish, although it may be difficult to apply a complete coating
to the capacitor if this is located inside the tubing as suggested
above. However, other constructors may prefer to simply fasten
the capacitor between the two terminals of the coil and leave it
outside the coil. A thicker layer of protection can be built up, of
course, by applying extra coats of varnish after the previous coat
has dried.

Complete encapsulation produces a more stable, robust
product but suffers from the following disadvantages: most resin
catalysts and hardeners are very toxic, encapsulation is a more
costly process, the fabrication of moulds is necessary, and the
detuning effects on the trap can be severe. The author has
experimented with several encapsulation materials and has
constructed moulds from rubber bungs and lengths of plastic
tubing of appropriate diameters. The photograph (Fig. 8) shows a
typical G3XAP mould plus a fully encapsulated trap which was
produced in it; again it is considered that the photograph shows
sufficient detail to enable constructors to make a copy - all that
remains to be said on the subject is that the mould requires a
liberal application of a suitable release agent or the mould itself
will be forever bonded to the trap! Details of release agents,

Please mention "Short Wave Magazine" when contacting

Advertisers -it helps you, helps them and helps us.
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methods and times of curing, etc., will normally be supplied with
the resin, two acceptable types of which are the epoxy type which
can be obtained from toy, model or craft shops, or the type
intended for the bonding of glass fibre (of which David's Isopon
Resin is an example and is available from car accessory shops).
This latter type is brittle when dry, however, and care should be
taken not to drop the completed trap.

Whichever type of resin is used, it must be stressed that its usage
and curing must be carried out in a well ventilated room, and prior
to curing, neither the resin, the catalyst, nor a mixture of the two,
should be allowed to come into contact with the skin. During use
the eyes must be protected - the author would recommend the
use of goggles or a pair of sunglasses.

The next part will discuss an alternative construction method
for discrete component traps, coaxial traps and the tuning of traps
of both types.

to be continued

References:
' "Antennas - The Weak Link", by A. P. Ashton G3XAP, Short Wave
Magazine, March 1978 -January 1981.
1"HF Antennas for All Locations", by L. A. Moxon G6XN, RSGB,
available from S. W.M. Publication Dept. at £6.10 inc. post/packing.

The front cover of the 1984 edition of the ARRL's The Radio
Amateur's Handbook. As well as much new and revised material, this
61st Edition features an improved index and a fun -colour foldout
spectrum chart. The Handbook is available from "S.W.M."
Publications Dept., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ, and
costs £12.50 in soft cover and £15.75 in hardback, including
post/packing.

A TEN -METRE
HELICAL MOBILE

ANTENNA
E. W. McLEAN, GM4EWM

HAVING become hooked on 29 MHz FM using a converted
Icom ICB-1050 CB rig into the base station dipole, I

decided to try mobile working on this popular band. To this end, I
used the top section of a fibre -glass fly fishing rod wound with 16
feet of 7/0.2mm plastic covered wire (available from R.S.
Components), starting at the bottom.

30cms 18swg
copper wire', Parts list

30 cms 18 swg copper wire.

Fibreglass Fly Rod (Top section).
16ft (4.9m) 7/0.22mm or
22/24 swg enamelled wire.
PL 259 plug.

3/8"dia heatshrink sleeving
(Raychem Ltd of Swindon)

/1'1
Approx 1 metre
hollow glass rod

Length of helical winding in feet
492 x 0.9516 16 feet

29MHz

PL259

Fig.1 10 METRE HELICAL MOBILE ANTENNA

Construction
See Fig. 1. A PL -259 plug is drilled to fit the thick end of the rod

and glued in place with epoxy adhesive. A small hole the size of the
wire diameter is drilled just above the plug, the wire fed through
and soldered to the plug centre, and then wound onto the rod by
holding the reel of wire in one hand and turning the rod with the
other; spacing is about 6mm. at the bottom, closing to about
3mm. at the top with the final turns held by adhesive tape. A stiff
copper wire (18 s.w.g.) is inserted in the rod top and glued in place,
the helical winding then being soldered to the copper wire.

Tuning is carried out by trimming the copper wire and
adjusting the helical winding, from the top downwards, while
maintaining even spacing; a VSWR of 1.1:1 can be achieved.
When satisfied with the tuning, cover the entire length with heat -
shrinkable sleeving.

Reports indicate a two 'S' point improvement over a base -
loaded ex -CB antenna.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

THE LAR MODULES
SWL OMNI-MATCH

XTOWADAYS, amateur bands and most general coverage
1 receivers are designed for a 50 ohms impedance, unbalanced

input. Short wave listeners, who listen on the broadcast and
amateurs bands, are unlikely to have resonant, 50 ohms antennas
on all these bands and probably make do with random length
wires. Some kind of matching arrangement is necessary, such as
an antenna tuning unit. In the June, 1982 issue of the Magazine,
the HF Omni -Match was reviewed. The product featured here is
the version for non -transmitting applications, the SWL Omni -
Match made by Messrs LAR Modules Limited.

toggle switch to bypass the ATU. The cover is a piece of U-shaped
steel, painted brown and there are four plastic feet on the bottom.
The unit measures 150mm. wide and 60mm. overall height. The
case depth is 96mm. and the antenna sockets and knobs project
from this.

Packaging and Instructions
The SWL Omni -Match came in a cardboard box, 175 x 150 x

80mm., with a single -page leaflet describing the installation and
use of the device. It includes a diagram showing the approximate
range switch settings for various frequencies in the range 1-30
MHz. There is a warning that this ATU should only be used with
receivers.

Results
This ATU was used with amateur bands and general coverage

receivers, both with resonant antennas and random lengths of
wire. As it is difficult to optimise the tuning of an ATU on signals
subject to fading, a signal generator was used as a signal source. A
short -wire antenna was attached to its output socket, the
generator being set about twenty metres from the antennas
connected to the ATU. As expected, when using resonant

SINL. OMNI-MATCH
AERIAL TUNING RANGE

6
5
4
3
2

LF 1

Circuit Description
The SWL Omni -Match is a pi -network matching circuit. The

input and output capacitors, labelled "aerial tuning" and
"receiver tuning" respectively, are twin -gang types with the two
sections wired in parallel to give a total variation of about 50-650
pF. The coil consists of about seven turns of ten -way ribbon cable
on a 37mm. former, the appropriate amount of inductance being
selected by a single pole, twelve -way switch labelled, "range".

Construction
The ATU is built on a U-shaped, 18 -gauge chassis with a plated

and passivated finish. The plastic coil former is 135mm. long and
the two capacitors are Dilemin types as used in small receivers.
The range switch is directly soldered to a fibre -glass PCB on which
the ends of the coil cable are terminated. The rear panel
accommodates the SO -239 "aerial" and "receiver" sockets, a
banana socket for single -wire antenna and a wing nut for earthing
purposes. The front panel is a silver colour anodised aluminium
plate with bold, black lettering and there is a sub -miniature DPDT

0 ItOUT

RECEIVER TUNING
7
8
9
10
11
12 HF

antennas of more -or -less 50 ohms impedance, the ATU made no
measurable difference to the received signal strength. With non -
resonant wires, however, improved signal strength was always
noted once the optimum tuning arrangement had been found.
Enhancement up to four 'S' points was recorded on the lower
frequencies. The "In/Out" toggle switch enabled instant
comparisons to be made.

A reliable earth connection is to be recommended using the
wing nut on the back of the ATU. Oriental and American
equipment often comes with a two -pin mains plug moulded on, so
in the interests of safety and proper operation a separate earth
connection is essential. When used with the receiver "floating",
hand capacity effects were noted when tuning the ATU, the
S -meter reading changing as the ATU was touched.

The frequency versus range switch setting figures in the leaflet
did not correlate too well with those found in practice. For
example, a setting of '3' for the 80m. band is suggested, whereas
`6' or '7' proved optimum, and for 20m. where '8' was indicated,
'10' was the best. However, it is pointed out that, "In practice
there is considerable overlap".
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Conclusions
The LAR SWL Omni -Match is very robustly made and simple

to install and use. Being a pi -network, it has the advantage of
acting as a low-pass filter. This is important when using modern
receivers with broadband RF stages which accept signals over a
whole octave, e.g. 15-30 MHz in a typical case. For instance, a
receiver tuned to a weak signal in the 19m. broadcast band, would
be wide open to very strong signals in the 16m. and 13m. bands,

but the use of an LPF would provide some useful attenuation of
those unwanted signals. Therefore, this product can be
recommended to any SWL who needs a ready built ATU. The
manufacturer is Messrs LAR Modules Limited, of 27 Cookridge
Street, Leeds LS2 3AG, to whom thanks are due for the
loan of the review model. The U.K. price, inclusive of VAT at
15% is £39.95, plus £2.00 for postage.

N.A.S.F.

THE "MAYFLOWER"
EVENT

A TRANSATLANTIC LINK

PETER JACKSON, G3ADV

RIGGING the antennas at Plimoth Plantation, near
Plymouth in Massachusetts, for the "Mayflower" station

Thanksgiving Day link with the U.K. last November was not
made any easier by the onset of the high winds and near -blizzard
conditions which subsequently brought sub -zero temperatures to
the New England coast.

After considerable struggling and a great deal of organised
effort on the part of the membership, the Whitman (Mass.) Radio
Club got the two crank -up masts vertical, topped by a 3 -element
mono -bander for 20 metres and a Mosley 3 -band 3 -element
beam used on 15 metres. And thus WA1NPO became operative
simultaneously on the two bands at 1300 GMT, and contact was
established with the supporting stations GBOUST in Nantwich,
South Cheshire, and SMOFQW in Stockholm, before the U.S.
station began to work Europe in general and U.K. in particular -
which was the object of the exercise.

Inter-U.S. traffic was handled by a separate 40 -metre station,
and although conditions on 20 metres were poor, and even worse
on 15 metres, a total of more than 500 contacts were made in the
7 -hour operating span, 257 of them on 20 metres and a respectable
proportion with British stations. There were undoubtedly a great
many more calling WAINPO, but whose efforts were frustrated
by the steadily -deteriorating conditions.

The great majority of the 20 -metre contacts were handled by
Jim Russell, WBICNM, who was the instigator of the whole
exercise; Jim retired at the end of it, somewhat depleted in the
vocal chords, to the traditional Thanksgiving Day turkey dinner.
Now that the event is established as an annual U.K./U.S. link, he
is already planning this year's station on Thursday, 22nd
November 1984, and hoping for your participation to make this
one the largest ever. Whitman Club is looking for 1000 contacts
during the 1984 event, given anything like reasonable propagation
across the Atlantic. Details will appear in Short Wave Magazine in
due course - see you then!

G3ADV was the operator of GBOUST, and is QSL Manager for
U.K. contacts with WAINPO.

Above, getting there with the mast! Left to right, Jim WB1CNM, Don
NIBVZ, Joe KAIJBE and Jack KA1FAP. Below, WAINPO on the
air during the Thanksgiving Day event. Left to right, Jim WBICNM,
Ray WITC, Don NIBVZ and Mike WAIFSD.
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"KITCHEN -TABLE
TECHNOLOGY"

A SERIES OF OCCASIONAL ARTICLES
TO PUT THE 'AMATEUR' BACK INTO

AMATEUR RADIO

REV. G. C. DOBBS, G3RJV

No. 4: Boxing It Up
IT has been said that amateur -built equipment comes in two

types: that which is constructed beautifully and thrown in a
rough old box, and that which looks elegant on the outside but
with inside wiring that looks like the nest of a small mammal.
Although this might be a cynical view, I have seen plenty of both
examples. In an age when presentation seems all, perhaps the
average constructor shows his amateur status most of all in the
final appearance of his equipment. Most of the appearance of the
completed equipment is focused upon the front panel and that is
what a lot of us find difficult. Perhaps, like me, you may lack the
facilities and skills in metal working. As I have mentioned before
in S. W.M. my case and cabinet construction can only be called
"Aluminium G.B.H." In spite of a lack of workshop facilities, it
is possible to produce quite an attractive finish to amateur -built
equipment. It is ironical that my method of finishing -off front
panels has been copied by some amateurs whose workshop skills
make mine look like a slug peeling an orange. I have outlined the
method before but several new constructors have written to me
for more details so I offer a fuller guide on what is just one
amateur's way around the problem of making finished equipment
look presentable.

Choosing a Case
One of the alarming facts of life about amateur radio

construction to the newcomer is that the external hardware, like
cases, knobs, drives and meters, can cost more than the entire cost
of the circuitry inside the box. The aware constructor puts such
items high on his priority list when looking for bargains at radio
rallies and junk sales; these are things to horde. It is possible to use
an old case or cabinet and make the equipment still look very
attractive; it is also possible for amateurs, without full workshop
facilities, to make simple housings for their equipment. The
simplest enclosure is the "double U" interlocking case which I
described some time ago in Short Wave Magazine. The method of
making such cases is shown in Fig. 1. The finished article is usually
better if the top and side panel section is a little longer and overlaps
the front, back and bottom panel section.

These cases are simple to make but they can also be bought at
reasonable cost. I usually buy any such cases from Minfford
Engineering' who supply a good range of sizes in plain
aluminium, or with a PVC coated lid. The same company will also
supply cases made to order of any size and will, for the really faint-
hearted, drill and cut front and back panels to the customer's
specification. The pleasant thing about this design of case is that
for most applications only the front and back panels require any
drilling and cutting work and these are easy to reach even if extra
work is required after the circuitry is in place. How the panels are
worked depends upon the tools which are available but a lot
happens at G3RJV with just a power drill and a few files.

Finishing the Front
The commonest approach to front panel titivation for the

amateur appears to be once or twice over with an aerosol car paint
spray and then add legends with rub -down lettering such as
Letraset. This is fine when the job is first done and can look very
smart. However, car spray, even with the surface well prepared,
seems to chip off with every slight knock. Rub -down lettering is
notorious for peeling off or being chipped off and really does
require extra protection; some people use a clear lacquer sold by
some of the rub -down lettering companies but these finishes seem
to attract dirt. I use a method for my front panels which, almost
literally, papers over the cracks.

The basis of this method is to use a false front panel which is
made from stout paper or thin card. Hands are thrown up in
horror! It is also possible to re -use old cases in some instances
without making a new metal front panel to cover the old holes.
The final finish on the front is the paper or the card protected with
plastic film. The card is easy to work, takes several types of
lettering very well and hides any blemishes or even unwanted holes
in the metal front panel. The ideal material should be very stiff
paper or thin card which is slightly tinted although some people

Top and sides

4111

Fig.1 "DOUBLE U" CASE

Front ,back and
bottom.

prefer a white front panel. It is not too difficult to obtain suitable
card from a good art shop or even use cheaper alternatives that
appear. I have made several attractive front panels from card-
board folders designed to hold papers for filing; these come in a
variety of colours. I happen to have a lot of them in a pale orange
so I have a whole brace of equipment with orange front panels. It
may not be everyone's taste but it is distinctive!

How It's Done
Assuming that a front panel with several controls and other

features on the front is being prepared, the first stage is to remove
all the controls to leave a clear metal panel. The piece of card has
to be marked to the size of the panel and also for all the cutouts. I
find it easier to do the markings on the front panel if the sheet is
quite large so I begin with an oversized sheet and do not cut it to fit
the panel until all the markings have been made. There are several
ways to mark out the size of the panel and control positions - the
most obvious is to mark it on the back with a sharp pencil. It is
important that the card be held firmly in place during the marking
out and I find that "Blutack" or similar stationery putty is ideal
for this job. If this is being done from the back with a pencil, place
the panel face down onto a firm surface and draw around the
panel and through the holes to obtain the markings. Another,
rather crude, method I like to use - with thinner card - is just to
attach the card to the front panel and rub edges of the panel and
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A fine example of G3RJV's S.C.D.
Transceiver (Short Wave Magazine,
May, July, August 1981), built by
John Kaine, G4RPK. The case is
home-made on what John calls the
"bedstead design" - centre base
plate with front and back panels.
The case is marked using the water -
slide transfers now produced and
sold by G4RPK. His address is: 74
Camden Mews, London NW1 9BX.

the holes to produce a small indentation which can be drawn over
in pencil; this gives the advantage of markings on the front. If the
markings have been made on the back, the edges of the panel will
have to be outlined by pressing on hard with a pencil to give a
guideline on the front. The edges of the front panel and the
positions of the controls have to be seen on the front before
lettering can begin.

At this stage the holes can be cut in the card for the controls. I
use a pair of pointed, curved, nail scissors and a bit of care.
Because the size of the control knobs will exceed the hole sizes
these have to be placed upon the front of the card, in position, and
marked around with a light pencil line. One of the added
advantages of this method is that pencil lines can be made to
indicate the layout, as well as guides for straight lettering, and
these can all be rubbed off before the final process. Perhaps the
easiest, and neatest, way to do the lettering is with rubdown letters
working along a pencil guideline. I happen to have a fairly
extensive set of "Rotring" pens and stencils with a marking board
and do all my panels in ink. This is quite effective, but expensive if
the drawing equipment is not required for other applications.
Card is a super material for lettering and marking when placed flat
on a board or table. Additional features such as lines, callsigns
and a club or personal logo can be added.

When the front panel card is completed it has to be stuck in
place on the metal front. Choose adhesive with care because some
types adversely affect the plastic film which is to be added. I use
the common paper adhesive called "Pritt" which comes in sticks
like a lipstick; this seems to hold the card adequately and is clean
to usa At this stage trim off the edges of the card around the front
panel; this ought to be done with care but if the basic "double U"
case is used the overlap of the sides and top will hide any uneven
edges. The front is only card or paper and requires protection and
this is provided with clear sticky backed plastic film; the type to
use is that sold for covering the dust -jackets of books. This comes
in small rolls and must be applied with some care to avoid bubbles

of air spoiling the surface. Spare edges can be tucked around the
back of the front panel to provide extra adhesion and holes have
to be cut in the film for controls. The simplest method is to
carefully cut the film around the inside of the holes using a small
modelling knife with a pointed sharp blade. The front panel
controls may now be mounted back into place. This has to be
done with some care as screwing a nut down tightly onto the
plastic film can pull it and distort the finish. Wherever possible it is
a good idea to put a washer between the front panel and any
screws which are to be used to hold controls in place. The panel is
now completed and, if care has been taken, should enhance the
project.

When the front has been finished the top and side of the case
need to look attractive. These are several ways of doing this. The
aluminium can be etched to a satin finish in caustic soda - see
later in this article. It can be covered with sticky -backed PVC
plastic if an appropriate finish or design can be found, or it can be
sprayed with paint. I have pleaded caution with car spray paints
but one of the more usable sprays is the matt -black finish paint; it
is possible to lay several layers down onto a well -prepared
aluminium surface and get a surprisingly durable finish. The best
way of all is to buy the type of case that already has a PVC finish to
the sides and top!

Aluminium Finish Panels
Some constructors prefer to retain the metallic effect of an

aluminium front panel. This is possible if the aluminium can be
cleaned up to look attractive. Aluminium is easy to work but it is
also easy to mark and score and after drilling and cutting has been
done the front can look quite a mess. The essential process is to
clean up any unwanted marks before the finish is applied.

There are those who do this with household scouring powder
but I have yet to obtain an attractive finish in this way. The best
option is to etch the panel clean with strong caustic soda. Caustic
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An electronic keyer mounted in a "double U" type case, with a
card front panel marked with lettering (Rotring pen and stencil)
and finished with plastic film.

photo: Jo -Anna

soda is unpleasant stuff and the etching operation should be
performed in an old plastic vessel well away from children and
pets, preferably outside. (Being away from children and pets and
outside is not a bad idea anyway!) Needless to say, rubber gloves
or photographic tweezers are required to avoid sore, albeit clean,
hands. The process is aided by cleaning up the panel, especially
from pencil marks and grease, before the etching begins. I use the
strongest solution I can make up and just dunk the panel until the
etching process produces a pleasing satin finish. Even in strong
solution this can take some time and the panel ought to be
removed from time to time for inspection. Take it out of the
solution and wash it - I use a watering can. Ensure that every
trace of the solution is removed before any more work is done to
the panel.

The lettering is probably best done with the rub -down lettering.
Pencil lines cannot be drawn onto the panel without making
unremovable marks so great care is required to get the letters in
line. The panel can then be covered with the layer of sticky backed
plastic film. The whole process is rather more troublesome and
messy than the cardboard front method but for those who like it,
it produces an attractive finish.

Matt Black Finish
A lot of modern equipment is finished in sleek black with white

lettering and the constructor may want to match up existing
equipment. Matt black car spray, if applied with care in several
coats, is quite durable. The completed panel may be treated with
this paint but the problem can be lettering: white rub -down
lettering is less easy to obtain and the plastic film effect does not
look so good on a matt black paint. Recently I have tried a
technique for black front panels which proved successful and I
will use it again. Several years ago, before dry rub -down lettering
was around, wet slide transfer lettering was a common way to
mark front panels. This year water slide transfers have become
available again for amateur use, in experimental production by
G4RPK2. These transfers are produced in large sheets of amateur
radio legends and titles, in white, suitable for black panels. The

transfers consist of whole words and titles, including band
numbering. They are not made up from individual letters which
have to be laid side -by -side but consist of complete words and
titles in small blocks which have a protective transparent sheen.
The title required is cut out from the card and laid in a saucer of
water; the transfer curls up, uncurls, and is then ready for use. The
user carefully slides the transfer off the paper and slides it along
the panel into place; once dry the transfer sticks and is protected
by its own transparent film. These transfers can produce neat and
durable lettering on a black panel, and there is no need to cover
the completed lettering with plastic film or spray lacquer.

I hope these ideas from a very 'amateur' amateur will
encourage others to be bold in their presentation of home -built
amateur equipment. I have never been party to the idea that part
of the charm of amateur constructed equipment is that it looks
scruffy.

Two front panels in aluminium finish using the technique described in
the article. The cases are surplus G.P.O. plastic boxes with added
aluminium fronts. The units are the SWR Bridge and Calibration
Oscillator described in the Short Wave Magazine series "Plug in Your
Soldering Iron and Begin Here".

photo: Jo -Anna

References:
' Minfford Engineering, Sun Street, Ffestiniog, Gwynedd LL41
4NE, supply a useful and inexpensive range of cases, or make
them to order. A list can be supplied in return for a stamped
addressed envelope.
'Water slide transfers are available from John Kaine, G4RPK, 74
Camden Mews, London, NW1 9BX. The cost is £1.25 for a large
sheet of amateur radio symbols, legends and numbers.

For anything radio you want to buy, sell or exchange, use the Readers'
Advertisement columns in "Short Wave Magazine"
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE

The Bands

yES, we've all been griping about
conditions, but in all fairness, we are

still way above anything which we could
reasonably have expected this far past the
peak of the cycle - for all practical
purposes we have been through a three-
year plateau! But, of course, the human
lot would be quite intolerable without an
unjustified grouse a day!

Seriously, one would have thought to
see Ten dead and deserted by now for a
year or more; but in fact the dedicated ones
are able to show lots of openings,
admittedly mostly north -south and of
fairly short duration. And activity -
which we suspect was, in the past, a main
scapegoat for conditions - is much
higher. The FM activity at the upper end,
the satellite activity (and please, FM-ers,
don't mix up the two frequencies!), and of
course the need to drive strayed CB-ers out
of the bottom end of the band have done
worlds for the amateur activity there too,
so Ten is much livelier and likely to benefit
the punters when a lift is on. But - we
must keep up the activity, as there are
enough people casting great gooey
sheep's -eyes at the band for such things as
PMR.

Fifteen has been like Ten, and Twenty
has been reduced to being the main DX
band - although there is much of interest
to be found on Forty and Eighty. Only the
other evening, G3TVW was commenting
on the fact that he had found DX about on
various parts of the band where it was
unexpected, and which he snaffled . . . to
sit back after, and listen to the eruption
from EU, he says, is a bit like the feeling
the cat got when it swiped the cream!

So - while the bands are groused about
by the newcomers those who have been
through a sunspot minimum take it all
philosophically. However, it is a pretty
new operator who has not at some time
suffered an 'artificial sunspot minimum'
which may be related very clearly to a sick
aerial feeder -line. Even if thoroughly
sealed, this old cynic seems to find his coax
run outside needs renewing once every
couple of years, and that certainly is a
point with TV aerials and feeders.

Ten Metres
For all those who have modified UK FM

CB rigs, it is a point worth noting that the
rig can be cranked into the satellite down-
link band, 29.3 to 29.55 MHz. But quite
clearly, to do so would be detrimental - to
put it mildly - to the Oscar series. So

please, fellows, keep your FM contacts out
of the satellite's hair - there is room for all
on this widest of bands.

G3NOF (Yeovil) says he found con-
ditions very patchy; some Europeans in
the mornings and in the afternoons a few
Americans and South Americans, the
latter two areas only on a few days. Don
worked DF3NZ/ST2, J28DX, K6Y RA,
TU2NW, V3CQ, W6KG/HK0 and
3B8FK.

Now to G4LDS (Chelmsford) who has
at least looked at the band even though he
has become somewhat obsessed with the
idea of feeding his tower as a vertical for
the LF bands -a subject on which more
anon. SSB came up with 9Y4WCY, then in
the CQ WW contest PJ7A, 9Y4W,
CX4BW, HC1HC, PJ2FR, VP2VDH,
4V2C; later came KT1C, VK6ADF,
H5AE, VE3AIU, VE3GCO/VE3WCY,
VE4AB, VK3BEC, VK6NQE, KY2W,
W1HH, KA1 ATS, K6AYA, VE3GI,
WA2AUF, W8RDX and K3PFV, while
on CW there were exchanges with
KA1EYY, N3BQS, KA5RRB and
KA8OFP.

G4LZD (Dartmouth) found himself
some new ones by way of sessions on
28.5 MHz on December 10 and 11, which
gave contacts with CT2FH, 5B4XX,
VK6NCW, VP2KBZ, KA5BPE/C6A,
W9NXD/HR2, all on 10th, plus HC1HC,
ZF2AG, VP2EEW, FM7CD, and
XE1MDX. And, would you believe, all
new countries!

Most days the African beacons were to
be heard, says G4HZW (Knutsford), but
there certainly wasn't the activity from the
Dark Continent to support all the stories
of the beacons. Nonetheless, there were
also a few half-hour openings to U.S.A.,
and contacts were made with
KA5BPE/C6A, CT2FH, EA8AAS,
EI8EN, FM7CD, HH2VP, HI8GB,
HK3DFT, KP4AXC, WU4P/KP4,
OD5TBM, PA2TMS, PI4DEC, PT7WA,
SV1RP, TU2NW, UA1-2-3-4-5-8-9-0,
RI8WCY, UM8MCY, W1-2-3-4-5-8-9-0,
VE1-2-3, VK6ET, VP2EEW, VP2MFL,
VP8LP, XE1J, YV3IUP, YV4CMA,
YV7QP, ZF2AG and DF3LK/ZS3.

The SSB signals from G6QQ (Hoveton)
were applied to the band on the same two
days as G4HZW, and for David it came to
HK3NBB, YV3IUP, LU1E, TG9GI,
LU6AKG, CX5AO, HC1HC, CE3DNP,
VP2EEW and ZF2AG, plus CW contacts
to HKIBAU, HH2VP, HK3NBB,
LU8DQ, VP2MFL, and East Coast W
stations on both CW and SSB.

Fifteen
No JAs heard on this band, says

G3NOF, and only a few VKs over the short
path; some West Indies signals and South
Americans were heard in the time -slot
1200-1500, and, on the days when they
have been present, North Americans from
noon onwards, with a rapid fade out of the
whole shooting -match just as soon as it
gets dark. SSB contacts were made with
A71BK, AP2P, C6ADJ, CP8HD,
DK5EK/VP 9, EC9HB, EC9HR,
FM9BX, FM7WD, FR7FLO, GBOWCY,
HI3AAI, J6LOV, J88AJ, KA6FXJ/HI8,
KB7YS (Arizona), KT7V (Wyoming),
KW7Y, RD6WCY, RL7WCY,
RVOWCY, VK2KAA, VK3VSL,
VP2EEW, VP2KBZ, VP2KX,
W6KG/HKO (San Andreas Is.),
W6QL/HC1, W7OAX (Oregon),
YC2DBL, 5H3WCY and 6V3HL.

G4LDS looked at the SSB of PY1NEZ,
ED9CM, EA9IB, NP4Z, 4V2C (HH2
would be more recognisable!), VP2KBZ,
XE2SI, VK2KMN, VK5NDB, VK3NIH,
VU2BMT, VK3PRG; and CW went out to
KA4WNO, WB3EPH, KA4IQB and
OH8EC.

An interesting first letter came in from
G4LZD who mentions a couple of QSOs
of note: 5T2QRD, and TA2WCY with
DJOUJ winding the handle, which was of
particular interest insofar as Steve was told
that there would be no more amateur
operation in Turkey in the New Year. One
wonders why.

At G6QQ, as in so many other places,
the activity in the past month has been
somewhat down; apart from the usual
seasonal excuses(!) David adds a couple of
reasons, in the shape of a dose of 'flu and
some aerial and TVI problems at the
beginning of the period. However, he
continues to increase his score, with SSB to
TI2BEV, HH2WL, WA4JVN/P/KV4,
V3TV, W6KG/HC8 (on CW), ZL4AS,
PT7XO and VP2MSS.

Twenty
Where the pay dirt is, the more so when

the going gets rough with lower sunspot
activity.

The writer can normally only get on in
the mornings or evenings nowadays, and
neither of these times has been very pro-
ductive. However, it has been observed, at
the policeman would say, that the SWR on
the coax to the HF aerial has been rather
too good and too flat of late, and we
harbour dark suspicions of the feedline; a
new one sits here already made up, and
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only waits the chance to fit it.
G6QQ says he worked quite a few W

and VE stations on Twenty but didn't
include them in his list unless they were
West Coast types; thus he offers his pick as
W3TB/P/TF, K6PKO, W2NQ/W7,
TA2WCY, WA7TZL and W7GQM.

G2HKU (Sheppey) has been finding his
ZL skeds running a bit rough these last few
days, thanks to poor propagation (perhaps
a sack of John Innes potting compost
heaved at the sun?), but we notice his
contacts with ZL1NW, ZL3FV, ZL3RS
on SSB, and then, on CW, 4O3WCY,
PY1QN, and RC2WCY.

Turning now to G4LDS, he offers SSB
contacts with HZ1AB, RF6V, 6W8HL,
JF1ZRQ, JA2YKA, JA3YBF, VS5GA,
LU1MBB, VP2VDH, VP9AD, VE1DX,
VE1DXA, AI6V, HI8KW, 9Y4W, all in
the CQ WW contest, while outside that
weekend there were notable contacts with
9Y4WCY, KA8OUT, WA2YMK, WG4J,
AA4BF, W2NQ/7, 9H1HA, KH6AT,
ZLOAH (long path), ZL2BFU and
VK3AYI.

G3NOF found conditions poor on the
whole, citing the Jarvis Is. AD1S/KH5
DX-pedition where, when they were
known to be on, their signals were so low
as to be uncopiable. After their return,
Don spoke to WA2MOE, one of the
operators, and was told that the DX-
pedition was running 300 watts into a TH3
beam, and were hearing Europeans well
enough but just not radiating enough
signal; indeed, they reckoned they needed
a linear and a four -element beam.
However, to turn to G3NOF's tally, he
made SSB contacts with VKs who were on
most mornings on the long path; there
were also a few, short path, around 1600.
VE7s were heard between 1600-1800 along
with some W7s. QS0s were made with
A71BK, FB8WJ, FY7YE, HBOP, J28DX,
N7ARA in Montana, ON4VY/PJ7,
VE5BAX, VE7AGE, VE7ATV,
VE7DGI, VE7FBW, VE7NI, VE7XM,
W6KG/HKO and 9J2JI.

Crystal Ball
A little cloudy, but let's at least take a

look. First from The DX Bulletin
(TDXB), XU1SS in Cambodia is on 5-6
days each week around 14025 kHz or
lower, but the latest news we have is that
only one QSL from this station had been
received at the DXCC desk for credit, as of
late December.

The Kermadec imbroglio between Jim
Smith and NZART seems to have been
resolved, and at the time of writing there is
hope of a three-week operation in
February; hope but no certainty, as
VK9NS is in a mighty scramble to put the
jigsaw together in time. However, having
said that, Jim is not the man, we feel, to let
the expedition turn into a busted flush
without a lot of effort. We have fingers
crossed for his good luck.

Clipperton is slated for March 5-23,

signing FOOXA, having been on the cards
since last July, and there seems no real
reason to doubt it will all come together;
however, your scribe must add that
whenever he has a gut reaction like that it
usually turns out wrong!

It may be recalled that originally the
Andamans was on the cards along with
Laccadives; the latter duly happened and
we are hearing the odd small noises which
indicate that things might - just might -
be going to happen in the way of an
opening of the Andaman situation.

Looking for YVO, Ayes Is., activity?
According to DX News Sheet, DL2GG
will be one of the operators on this
expedition, and that the plan is to set off
from YV on February 28, arrival therefore
being a couple of days later.

Forty
Much maligned or much loved,

depending on your taste in hard work!
What a pity that so few people report their
successes. Of course it's a night-time band,
but DX can be heard surprisingly early, so
a spin round is the interesting alternative to
watching the idiot's lantern - unless you
have a neighbour with a video recorder
that is, and don't know how to deal with
TVI.

"CDXN" deadlines for the next three
months:

March issue -February 2nd
April issue -March 8th
May issue -April 5th

Please be sure to note these dates

G3ZPF (Kingswinford) is now in his
new home and has so far managed to get
an inverted-vee up to eighteen feet. Before
leaving the old place, the aerials were the
last things to be packed, and W6SZN/TI2
was heard but David couldn't crack the
pile-up. DL1RK/CT3 was under a bigger
pile-up still, but this one was cracked, and
for a new country at that. At the new place
a few sorties in between washing, cleaning,
working, shopping have raised the odd DX
station, but nothing really new or
interesting yet. David has, however,
created a couple of firsts for the district
and himself: first he bought an aerial (a
Sagant EL4OX) which he is going to write
up for us, all being well, and secondly he
has been heard on VHF - and FM at that
. . . not repeaters though, he draws the
line at that!

Now, let's look at the activity from D.
Whitaker in Harrogate. David listened
around 0700 to VK9WCY, 6VODY,
HC1EA, 3X4EX, OA4WL, CEOAE,

JA8BOF, EL9A, JF1IST; at 0800,
D44BC, C21RK. Then a re -start was made
at 1700, for YB2CR, TA1SU, HV2VO,
ZS6WV, ZS5BH: at 1800 6W1DY
surfaced, and at 1900 VOICV was 59 -plus.
A gap till 2200, when TU2LE and SV9SK
were noted, and in the last hour of the day
A71AD and YC4FW logged.

Turning to G4LDS Chris has been
concentrating on the LF bands somewhat,
and wondering how he can turn his tower
into an LF vertical. Meantime the
inverted-vee aerial has managed to get out
to FC9UC, ISOWOW, IKOBYO,
OK1DWA, with Gotaways VOI, SV1 and
SV5.

New Bands
Nobody said nuffin'!
But - we do know of people

approaching or over the 100 countries -
worked mark on 10 MHz, and we do very
much think that everyone who can do so
should be putting out the odd CQ call on
18 and 24 MHz, if only to keep things
warm . . . and of course if a few more did
that then there would be a few more replies
to the CQs, so there would be more
activities which would attract more people
on to the band, and so on and so
forth. . . .

Awards & Contests
Firstly, the award. This one is from the

Yeovil club, and we rather like the idea.
Basically, you have to work a total of
twenty-two stations in U.K. so selected
that the last - yes, repeat, last - letter of
their callsign can be used with the others to
make up the phrase "Yeovil Amateur
Radio Club". Valid contacts start after
July 1, 1983. Any band, any mode, and
send certified log extract to F. W.
Parkhurst, 56 Cromwell Road, Yeovil,
Somerset, England together with 10 IRCs,
2 dollars US, or £1 sterling. They have
printed a little slip with the details on so
doubtless the same address will obtain one
for reference purposes while chasing -up
the contacts.

B.A.R.T.G. have notified us of their
latest RTTY contest which runs over the
weekend March 24-26. The rules look to be
somewhat similar to past years, but as they
come to a full A4 sheet of close typing, we
must refer you to G6LZB, 464
Whippendell Road, Watford, Herts. WD1
7PT, for a copy. Logs go to the same
address, and the name to put on the
envelope is Peter Adams - doesn't seem
right, somehow, after all these years, not
to say Ted Double! Logs are to arrive by
May 31, 1984 to qualify, and we would
note the rules specify what must be logged
and that incomplete loggings will not be
eligible and will be treated as check logs.
Perhaps this will help to raise the
sometimes abysmal standard of contest
logging, and maybe other contest
organisers should copy the idea.
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The RSGB 7 MHz contests are due this
month; the Phone one on February 4-5
and the CW one on February 25-26. A
couple of good 'uns, these, and usually
scare up something of interest on the band.
Details from the appropriate issue of
Radio Communication, or RSGB Hq; and
as far as the Phone leg is concerned,
confined to the region 7.04 MHz upwards,
may we remind U.K. operators that this
means a need for split -frequency
capability as a look at the current U.S.A.
phone band on Forty will show.

February 18-19 is the weekend for the
ARRL DX CW Contest - rules are the
same as for last year. No 10 MHz, /AM or
/MM stations for contest credit. Non -
American stations to dish -out an over
comprising RST plus a three -figure
number indicating power input, in watts.
DX gets 3 points for each W/VE contact,
and the multiplier is the U.S. States, and
VE districts plus VO, giving a maximum
multiplier of 57 per band. Mailing deadline
March 3, to ARRL DX Contest, 225 Main
Street, Newington, Connecticut 06111.
Incidentally the Phone end is down for
March 3-4, and we were amused to see the
normally so accurate W1WY column
saying the same mailing date for both legs
- which would imply sending in the
Phone log before the start to the
contest . . . new technology?

Looking a little further ahead into
March we have the ever -popular Bermuda
Contest on March 17-18, and on March
24-25 the CQ WW WPX SSB contest.

Eighty
First, G2HKU, who dusted off his QRP

rig, and used its CW to enable him to make
a QSO with OZ9WCY.

We have various notes from G2NJ
(Peterborough); the first one was posted
minus page 1, but we noted GBOWCY
appearing in the TOPS CW club net on
December 7 from Scarborough.
GM2CNN/A had been noted as a good
signal with his QRP from the Inverness
area, where he said he was suffering
severely from fish -phone interference. We
gather that by the time this comes to be
read, GM2CNN/A will have upped sticks
and headed for EA6-land, with his HW-8
is the luggage. On a slightly different tack,
Nick notes SM6YF/MM, running five
watts, and working another QRP station,
F2WW - the /MM said his QSL route
was via CT4CH. Another QRP signal
noted was PAOGG, again heard sending
his beacon -style signals on 3550 kHz and
asking for reports. In a more DX business,
G2NJ heard SM6CPY calling CQ DX as
early as 1415z, and at 1445 the SM raised
JA1CAJ, name of Hiro, to whom the SM6
gave a 559 report; this is of interest because
Nick noted the same sort of happenings
back in '81 and '82.

Also from G2NJ, a late letter which just
caught us in time, which asks us to mention
that the TOPS CW club, which has many

Operating /MM is not always as relaxing as one might suppose!
Pictured here is Bob Salmon, G4LJX/MM, arriving in Antigua in
November, after having been dismasted while on passage from the
U.K. The mast went overboard some 350 miles from journey's end
following a structural failure. Having recovered the mast and rigging
(which took several hours) before it holed the hull, Bob, determined to
get back on the air, used a telescopic nylon pipe to form a support right
aft, and the antenna, which had been an insulated section of the
backstay, was replaced with copper/terylene wire made into an
inverted -L from the yacht's bow. Within an hour of starting he was
getting 5 and 8 reports from England! G4LJ X /MM was using an Icom
IC -720A feeding through a Drake MN -7 tuner.

Some readers may not know of the regular /MM nets. The Trans-
atlantic Net at 1300z on 21.400 MHz is concerned primarily with
yachts crossing the Atlantic or cruising the Caribbean; the U.K. /MM
Net at 0800z and 1800z on 14.303 MHz covers sea areas from the
eastern Mediterranean to the Caribbean Sea, and sometimes much
further afield.

members on the Continent, intends to try a
European net on 3592 kHz from 1930 to
2030z, with the net control station G4RAR,
who is located near Derby. This is in
addition to the nets on Wednesdays and
Sundays from 1400-1600 clock on 3508 or
3512 kHz, with GW6AQ, the net control
station, being the TOPS club call.

G3ZPF we have already mentioned
elsewhere, and it only remains to add that
his low -low bit of wire seems to be hearing
the UA9 and UAO stations as well as the
wire at his previous QTH. Perhaps when
the aerial gets up higher David will find he
has landed a super new location!

From D. A. Whitaker we have a list
which makes it clear he spends quite a lot
of time chasing the DX on Eighty SSB,
even though David suffers quite a lot with
TV timebase interference. For instance: at
0400, 8R1RBF, 6Y5IC; at 0500, TI2CCC,
FM7CD; at 0600, FY7AN, FM7WS; at
0700, ZL4PO/C, ZL4OY/C, 6Y5IC,
J73AH, W5-0, CU3AR, C6AEY; at 0800,
HC2RG, YV5ANJ, JA6IEF, HI8MRF,
AA6AA, W7ZRC, NA6T, ZL4AP,
8P6OV, CE8ABF, JAORR, CP8IH,
VP9AD, and KP4AAQ. Evenings weren't
quite so productive, but one notes such as
W6s in mid -afternoon, JA and DU at
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The tiny STX transmitter with which G4BUE made 28 QSO's
(including 13 East Coast U.S.A. stations) during the CQ WW CW
Contest. See "Odds and Ends" in last month's CDXN.

teatime, VK3AOF as an appetiser for
dinner, A92DU with the port, and VS6DO
plus HZ1AB as nightcap.

It was a frustrating month for G4SXE
(Rolleston), who found everyone calling
CQ DX and no-one wanted a call from him
- the best he got was "Sri, DX only!"
However, there were three QSOs worth
reporting; G4TEV in Derby, who was
running five watts of QRP; G2MJ
(Blackburn) who was mistaken initially by
Brian for G2NJ which caused a little
confusion - all well -taken, though; and
DL4BA in Bremen for the only non -G
contact of the month. On a different tack
Brian is gathering the bits together for the
`Acme Foolproof rig featured by George,
G3RJV, in last October's Short Wave
Magazine.

Finally, G4LDS, who says not only has
he been operating on the lower bands but
also he has taken to the key - slow as yet,
but finding it quite enjoyable and
intending to pursue it more in the future.
In the way of contacts it included OK, Y23,
CT2, SP, HBOP, LX1JA (for a new one),
and gotaways WI, W2, and W8. Chris also
adds a note that KH6AT is QRV around
0500, and looking for European contacts.

Top Band
This last season has been livelier than for

some time. It was nice to hear from
GW3YDX, summarising events in
November and December's beginnings.
Ron managed to pick up six new ones
during the CQ WW 160 SSB contest, but

the CQ WW 160 CW leg, of which much
was expected was ruined by awful
conditions. The ARRL contest weekend
was very variable, with no East Coast Ws,
although stations from Montana and
Oklahoma were heard and one from
Kansas worked. Ron has been on from
GW since January 1982, and since then has
managed, with a struggle, to amass the 100
countries worked; ambition number two
was to make it 100 confirmed in the two
years, but that is beginning to look remote
with some eleven to go when he wrote, and
forty days for them to arrive. On a totally
different tack, GW3YDX gently puts us
right about the CQ WW 160 CW 1982
results; W 1 WY passed on these but either
he omitted the multi -op results, or old
cloth -brain at the typewriter here missed
them, because we should have noted that
GW3YDX was World Number 2, to
NP4A, and World Number 1 in the multi -
op single transmitter category - his
second op was, as always in the past, the
late and deeply lamented G3XTJ. What a
fine result to remember G3XTJ by!

Another one chasing the 100 countries is
G4AKY (Harlow) who was, when last we
spoke, up to 93 countries worked on the
band from Harlow. We must be selective
from Dave's long list, since space closes in
on us, but his best included W9ZR,
3V8AG, JX5DW, CN8ES (QSL via
WA3NCP); gotaways included YV2IF on
SSB, KORF, and various W6s, while Dave
also notes that ZD7BW and JW5NM are
known to be active on the bands. Dave

now has his grey -line propagation
computer programme going well, and has
a master and a slave tape thereof, in case he
has a mishap(!) with it; it has shown itself
to be quite useful with a last-minute 9M2
contact when the quarry rose dead on the
predicted time, so that he and G3PQA
were able to get in quick, leaving all
Europe calling and the DX gently sliding
back into the noise!

Turning now to G3BDQ (Hastings),
who is quite amazed at the reliability of the
path between himself and VK6HD. He
received a mystery call from a station
having the last letters 'HY' at 0728 on
December 22; this, John figures, may have
been his pen -pal ZL I HY who helped set
up G3BDQ's ZL skeds and contacts.
Other bits of interest included JW5NM at
0715 on December 10 with a strong
auroral -type flutter and on a dead band,
UH8HCA and TF3KG on December 24 at
0703, ELOAC/MM in the North Sea on
26th, a mysterious 86AJZ (could it have
been 016?) at 2248 on 26th with name
Walej - could be Polish? - and
G6ZY/EA6 back on Ibiza and putting
down a very strong signal. However,
nothing from South America. In the spare
time, work is going on on re -equipping for
the 144 MHz season, after Top Band folds
for the summer.

G2HKU refers simply to his PAOGE
and PAOPN SSB contacts and to a single
CW contact, with UK9CAA.

Now a couple of listener reports. R.
Stone (Plymouth) follows the signals of
G3SZA around quite a bit, and hears quite
a lot thereby; he was a bit puzzled by
hearing PHOHIP, and wonders at the
significance of the prefix. Bob is one of the
few SWLs who take a serious interest in
getting the best possible aerial system
organised into the space available, and it
obviously pays off. Of interest were a
couple of D2 stations, neither of whom
were completely copied, and a strange
hearing which was 'interpreted' as BAHI3
or maybe BAHJ3 . . . any offers as to
what they might have really been?

Our last report is from D. A. Whitaker;
David was on at 0100 to hear SSB from
4Z4DX, W10J, W1CF; at 0200, 4X4NJ
was quite strong, along with N4MM; a bit
of sleep, and then at 0700, VE3MFA,
ZL2BT, WA2SPL, WB3GCG and
WOIFH - real DX in any man's language
for this band this last one - then at 2200,
TF3JX, and finally RA9AKM, VE1 IYX
and W1FC at 2300.

Finale
That's it for another month; thanks to

all you good people for your reports, and
we'd like to see yet more reports on all the
bands. Send your letters and comments for
the March issue to arrive by February 2-
forward dates are in the 'box' as well -
addressed, as ever, to your scribe,
"CDXN" SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.
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Aluminium pole

28ft

The W1TX Tree Antenna

While delving into some files recently, we came across details of the
late Roy Fosberg's, WITX, tree antenna, which had been sent to us by
Stew Perry, W1BB. Roy was a well-known Top Band exponent from
the Forties until his death in 1977, and among his many contributions
to amateur radio was this highly original Inverted -L antenna shown
here in the photograph and drawing. The vertical portion was taken
up the trunk of a maple tree, through a base loading coil using the tree
trunk as core, and then on to a vertical pole which elevated the wire
above the top of the tree; the horizontal part was then taken to another
tree -top pole. Radials and ground rods were buried around the base of
the maple, the whole thing being fed with 50 -ohm co -ax cable through
a series condenser.

In this country, Angus Taylor, G8PG, carried out experiments
using trees as radiators some years ago, and his article "Trees as
Radiators" appeared in the October 1977 issue of Short Wave
Magazine.

Aluminium pale
64ft

6 or more ground rods
(tied together)

THE W1 TX 160m INVERTED "L" TREE ANTENNA

31ft

-Top 55ft high

Two back guys

adjusted to give SWR of 1,1

500pF fixed mica condenser
((exposed to wx - not housed)

50 ohm coax
cable

///1."7/////

6 or more radials
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DIGITALISATION OF THE
KW -2000B TRANSCEIVER,

PHASE II

A SIMPLE ADD-ON VFO STABILISER TO
COMPLEMENT THE DIGITAL DISPLAY
DESCRIBED IN LAST MONTH'S ISSUE

PETER J. COOK, G4NCA

ONE of the fascinating aspects of modernising older equip-
ment (or for that matter, prototype construction) is that no

sooner has a problem been identified, solutions found and
modifications completed, than attention is brought (as a result of
the initial modification) to other, often more subtle,
shortcomings within the equipment. A consequence of this is that
a continuous process is set up of successive modifications, with
(hopefully) an end product that performs exactly to the
individual's wishes. This approach is undoubtedly the best for
home construction, ensuring that individual circuit elements do in
fact work before stringing them all together. There is nothing
more frustrating, having neatly built a large project, than turning
on to find nothing happens (and even worse, seeing it go up in
smoke!), to be faced with the prospect of breaking it down to
fault -find. It was for this reason that the above title was chosen,
this unit being the second modification undertaken on the 'old
faithful' KW -2000B.

Having constructed a digital frequency display for the KW -
2000B, it rapidly became apparent just how much the VFO drifts
from initial turn -on, and indeed for several hours after. When
using the rig for CW or SSB contacts this drift is quite tolerable,
simply necessitating a slight tweak of the tuning every now and
again. However for the more frequency 'sensitive' modes such as
RTTY or SSTV the problem becomes more acute; for instance, in
the author's case, obtaining reliable copy from the Sunday
morning GB2ATG RTTY broadcasts on 80m. would involve
tracking the VFO throughout the transmission. Additionally, this
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inherent drift proves to be very annoying for the distant receive
station during transmission, in turn having to track his/her VFO,
often resulting in the QSO wandering up and down the band at an
alarming rate.

As much of the work in producing some type of digital
stablisation unit had already been undertaken with the
construction of the digital display, a simple add-on unit became a
very attractive solution to the problem.

Within the VFO tank circuit of the '2000B there are (very
conveniently) two DC controlled varicap diode branches; one of
which is used in the IRT circuitry, the other involved in the
calibration adjustment of the now obsolescent analogue dial. Use
is made of this in the stabliser circuitry, enabling any offset
frequency to compensate for drift to be created by a small change
in the steady reverse bias DC voltage across the varicap diode. An
increase in this voltage will reduce the capacitive effect of the
diode and cause the frequency to rise. Correspondingly, a
reduction in voltage will increase the capacitive effect and the
frequency will fall.

Operation
The basic outline of the system is shown in Fig. 1, all power,

control and timing signals being derived from the digital display
board. Input pulses, supplied by the subtractive mixer (IC7) in the
display board are applied to the clock input of the BCD counter,
IC14. The signal applied to the clock enable input of the counter
is, in fact, exactly that applied to the counters in the display board.

Tables of Values

Fig. 2

R18 to R21, R23 to R25 = 47K IC14 = 4518
R22 = IM IC15 = 4042
R26, R27 = 1K IC16 = 4063
R28 = 470K IC17 = 4081
C5 = 100 piF Q3, Q4 = BC109
C6 = 1000 µF Q5 = BC212
C7 = 220 pF, 12V elec. D4, D5 = 0.2 -in. LED
C8 = 100 nF polyester

Note: capacitors C5, C6 should be preferably low -leakage types, such as
tantalum 10V working.

RA, RC = 10K
RB, RE = 3K3

Fig. 4

RVD = 1K linear

1C15 Latch IC16 Magnitude comparator

DI QI AO BO

D2 02- Al El

D3 Q3Q3 A2 B2 B= 5

D4 04 A3 83

Clock A> B A< B

Increase Decrease

Voltage control

To
Varicap
diode

1-0-1111.

Fig. 1 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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In this case however, as this signal is connected to the clock enable
input (as distinct from the clock inhibit input), the count will be
for 320mS, followed by a 10mS inhibit period. As the count is
operational for approximately 1/2 -second, the output from the
counter will consist of the four least significant bits representing
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the frequency in 3 Hz steps. during the 10mS inhibit period the
count is applied to the latch, IC 15, and the counter is subsequently
reset in anticipation of the next count period. The output of the
latch is applied to the 'A' input of IC16, a 4 -bit magnitude
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out of the three outputs from the comparator are used, A>B
which will go high when the magnitude of input 'A' is from 6 to 9
and A<B, which will go high when the magnitude of 'A' is less
than that of `B', i.e. from 0 to 4. These outputs are fed to the
voltage control unit, which applies a voltage (via the high
resistance resistor, R) to the capacitor C and the varicap diode
within the VFO tank circuit. The voltage control unit will increase
the voltage across C when A>B, maintain a constant voltage when
A = B and decrease the voltage on the capacitor when A<B. The
rate of change of voltage is controlled by the values of R and C and
the time constant was found to be fairly critical in the author's
unit for smooth operation of the stabiliser, although a large range
of values was tried and gave satisfactory results.

If either R or C are of too small a value, a noticeable 'warbling
tone' is produced due to rapid changes in the value of voltage as
the stabiliser overshoots its locking point. Conversely, if R and C
are of too large a value, the stabiliser will not be able to cope with
the large frequency drifts occurring soon after turn -on and lock
will be lost. The locking point exists when the condition A = B = 5
occurs within the magnitude comparator, at which point a
constant voltage will be present on the varicap diode. The locking
points occur at approximately 33 Hz steps, once the tuning is set
onto a specific frequency, and the unit will lock to the nearest step
and remain there until the tuning is again adjusted. Assume that
the VFO drifts slightly high of the locking point (i.e. by more than
3 Hz): as the VFO frequency rises, the output from the subtractive
mixer will fall, in turn causing the magnitude of 'A' to fall. A<B
will go high, decreasing the voltage on the varicap, increasing the
effective capacitance in the tank circuit and lowering the VFO
frequency. This action will take place until the condition
A = B = 5 is attained, upon which the voltage once again returns to
a constant value. Using this method of locking, drifts in either
direction can be catered for, enabling even the most stubborn of
oscillators to be 'tamed' easily.

Fig. 2 details the schematic diagram of the unit. The operation
follows that of the block diagram but with one important

-I-150V

additional facility. For the effective operation of the unit it is
essential that the capacitor C (C6 in Fig. 2) is charged to its steady
state value (in the case of this unit, 4 volts) before any attempt at
stabilisation is made; failure to do this will result in the capacitor

"I picked up this tummy bug at a recent rally. . . ."

being only partially charged on the formation of the first locking
point, and if a positive VFO drift occurs (causing A<B) then the
amount by which the capacitor can discharge will be severely
limited - in turn limiting the amount of stabilisation possible.
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Fig.5 RELATIVE DRIFT vs TIME

It is also pointless attempting to stabilise the VFO frequency
immediately following turn -on, as drift during the first minute or
so is inevitable in any valve equipment. Both the initial charging
circuit and stabilisation inhibit circuits are controlled by the one-
shot monostable consisting of R22, C5 and IC17b. When the
supply voltage is connected, C5 charges via R22, causing a low
output from the gate IC17b until a threshold voltage is reached,
upon which the output goes high. The delay produced by the
circuit is in the region of two minutes, after which control signals
are extended via IC17c-d to the voltage controller transistors Q3
and Q4; if neitherQ3 or Q4 are conducting, a voltage of 4V will be
present at point 'M' and both LEDs will glow dimly. If Q3 is

conducting, a voltage of approximately 8V will be present at 'M'
and D5 will glow brightly, indicating a charge condition.
Similarly, when Q4 conducts, a voltage of approximately OV will
be present at 'M' and D4 will be illuminated, indicating the
discharge (or A<B) condition. From the table of values, it can be
seen that R28 (shown as R in Fig. 1) and C6 (C in Fig. 1) are of
comparatively large value. To effectively charge C6 to the 4V
value was found to take around 10 minutes; obviously this time
interval is excessive. The addition of R25 and Q5 will effectively
short-circuit R28 for the duration that the output of IC17b is at
logic 0, becoming a virtual infinite resistance as soon as the output
flips to the '1' state. In this way, very effective initial turn on
charging occurs, whilst maintaining a sufficiently high R, C time
constant.

Modifications
Figs. 3 and 4 detail the relevant parts of the VFO circuitry

before and after modification, points 'X' (connected to purple
wire), 'Y' (blue wire) and 'Z' (yellow wire) being connections to
feedthrough capacitors on the bottom of the VFO enclosure.
Note that the roles of the varicap diode branches are in fact
reversed; that is, the one which was used for the IRT circuitry
before modification is now used for the stabiliser, the diode
branch previously used in the calibrate circuitry now being used
for the IRT. The addition of the four resistors, RA to RE, will
reduce the effective spread of the IRT control from ±6 kHz
(which the author found very awkward - requiring 'safe cracker'
fingers to net precisely on frequency) to a less daunting ±600 Hz.
The complete stabiliser should be placed in a screened box (in the
same box as the display unit if possible), with D4 and D5 mounted
in the lid of the box so that operation of the stabliser may be
readily checked.

Conclusion
The improvement in stabilisation is best illustrated with the aid

of Fig. 5, graphically showing drift of the VFO with and without
stabilisation, relative to the frequency at transceiver turn -on
(valves having warmed up of course!). In both cases the drift was
measured at an initial frequency of 2.600 MHz, at an ambient
temperature of 15°C, ensuring similar heating cycles. Operation
of the transceiver is made much simpler, frequency stability being
in the order of that given by most present day synthesised
transceivers - admittedly without some of the facilities of the
modern 'Far East wonders', but then again at a fraction of the
cost.

Undoubtedly, within a few weeks the lid will be off the rig again
as yet another mod. is performed - in fact the author has already
some ideas on improving sensitivity on the higher frequency
bands; well, fingers crossed. . . .

Comtech announce the introduction of the new DB-1 series of desk
microphones. Features include a wide range of inserts of various
impedances, p44 or on -off switching, and models are available with
integral microphone pre -amplifiers or line amplifiers, 'busy' signal
lights and 'time-out' timers. For full details contact R. L. Glaisher,
Communication Technology Ltd., 279 Addiscombe Road, Croydon
CR0 7HY. Tel: 01-656 3631. Telex: 269738.
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A QRP TRIP
TO A QRO STATE

A QUICK SKETCH OF A VISIT TO THE
ARRL NATIONAL CONVENTION IN

HOUSTON, TEXAS

REV. G. C. DOBBS, G3RJV

IT is interesting that when the ARRL National Convention was
planned for Houston in October, 1983, it should be the first

occasion on which a major QRP Section was included. Texans are
generally associated with all that is big, an association confirmed
by their favourite expression "Y'all." This slurring of "you" and
"all" is more often used as a singular address commonly in shops
when a departing customer will be told "Y'all come back now".
Etymologists put it down to the Texan dislike of the singular or
small, perhaps due to the long association with large herds. The
Texas QRP Committee, a group consisting mainly of officers
from the American QRP Amateur Radio Club International,
invited three members of the G-QRP Club to lecture at the
Houston Convention. These were George Burt, GM3OXX,
Christ Page, G4BUE, and myself with my wife as chaperon.
Trying to avoid the egotistic tedium of someone showing their
favourite holiday slides, I will attempt to share some of our
experiences of the Convention and amateur radio in Texas.

We arrived in Texas from cold, wet England on October 3rd to
our first surprise - 88°F and 90% humidity; we had overlooked
the fact that Houston is on the same latitude as New Delhi, Lhasa
and Kuwait. Houston is an interesting city, essentially a boom
town, based upon the oil trade, that just grew. I cannot be blamed
for Frank Lloyd Wright's view, "Houston is an example of what
happens when architecture catches venereal disease" but it is quite
a hotch-potch of a place. Our host was Leo Delaney, KC5EV,
who lived in a suburb of Houston which proved to be some 40
miles out from the city centre. Like most of Texas it is a cheerful,
self assured place; where else would people say, "There are only
two certainties: Death and Texas". Leo, like all Texans, turned
out to be an excellent host. Many are the stories of American
hospitality told by visitors on their return but sadly much of it
seems superficial. The Texans, however, are gregarious by nature
and with the appropriate responses from the visitors, will extend a
generous welcome.

Since clergy, when they go to see places generally look at the
people instead, a few words about the Texan culture. There are
still cowboys in Texas, we saw a few genuine ones in the west of the
State and lot of non -genuine urban ones all over Texas. The latter
are the dangerous ones! The horse has been superceded as the
chief mode of transport by the pickup truck. Again these come in
two types, country and urban. The urban pickup has lots of lights,
big wheels, too much chromium, a prominent empty gun rack and
bumper stickers relating to beer, nightclubs or armadillos. The
country pickups are of unrecognizable colour or make, full of
junk and look as if a collection of small animals once lived in
them.

Food in Texas is a subject of singular importance. My wife
refuses to tell how much weight she gained but I am sure that had I
stayed longer I would have died young, fat and happy. The
commonest dish is not chilli but 'chicken fried steak'. A nice,
usually large, piece of beef fried in a manner more usual to a
southern American gentleman's treatment of fowl. Like most
Texan food, it is invariably good and I must confess to having

eaten it at breakfast. Mexican food is very common, not
surprising if one recalls that not so long ago Texas was part of
Mexico until a little battling around The Alamo and other local
shrines enabled the Scots and English to give Texas to the Texans.
Some of this Mexican food is the genuine stuff but most of it is a
perversion called "Tex-Mex". The language is a delight, my
favourite being "mayon" (man) and "bob war" (barbed wire);
the chief linguistic sin is to call a RO-dee-o a re -DAY -o.

The Texan attitude to amateur radio was just about what we
had feared. Most of the stations had a large array of the latest, and
most expensive, commercial equipment. I have often complained
that amateur radio in the U.K. had largely become a user hobby,
controlled by the chequebook and credit card. Texas was proof
that we caught that demise from America. In general conversation
I found that a lot of amateurs consider a complete change of
station over a period of three or four years to be quite normal. It
could be called, and is, a place of consumer excess-and that spills
over into hobbies. The contrast to the U.K. is that overt
consumerism is so much part of life that I found little of the "I've
got the latest rig" snobbery that sometimes occurs here. In spite of
the commonplace expensive commercial set-ups most Texans
appeared to retain a high level of interest in their hobby. Perhaps
changing equipment often keeps the interest alive. I visited large
amateur radio retailers in Houston, Austin and Dallas and was
impressed by the high level of technical expertise, helpfulness and

Above, not all of the small traders were gentlemen in the tailgating
section of the Flea Market at the ARRL Convention, Houston.
Below, bargain hunters in the covered part of the Flea Market.

photo: Jo -Anna
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sheer good manners of the traders. One useful spin-off is that
good quality, secondhand equipment is considerably cheaper
than in the U.K. Beautiful items of equipment like fine Drake
receivers of yesteryear and the classic 75A-2 receiver were
available at very reasonable prices.

The chief task of the three British QRP-ers visiting the colonies
was to lecture at the ARRL National Convention. The
Convention moves from State to State each year. The site chosen
in Texas was the Astro Village, a conference and convention
complex adjacent to the massive baseball Astrodome and the
Astroworld amusement park. The site includes three hotels, an
exhibition hall, suites of meeting rooms, a row of shops and the
local KGOL radio station. The convention is far more than the
U.K. style of amateur radio exhibition, it is a real convention with
hundreds of amateurs staying on the site. The pleasant result of
this is that the chief attraction becomes meeting, eating and
drinking with lots of other radio amateurs; each specialist group
at the convention extended hospitality to the visiting amateurs.
The QRP Committee, like several other groups, rented a suite of
rooms as a 'hospitality suite'. The pleasant lounge, with a small
bar, provided something sadly missing from many U.K. radio
events, a chance for likeminded people to meet and talk together.

The actual exhibition section of the convention was
surprisingly small. Smaller, for example, than either the RSGB
Exhibition at the Birmingham NEC or the ARRA Exhibitions
held in the Midlands. The usual type of trader stands were all
present, perhaps a little more lavish, but very much like the similar
U.K. trader stands. The number of dealers in components and
small bits and pieces was noticeably less than at a U.K. exhibition.
Alongside the exhibition were a number of events unknown in the
U.K. A series of breakfasts for specialist groups, a complete
programme of ladies activities and lectures, a series of FCC
examinations for upgrading the licence and the mysterious Wouff
Hong Ceremony. Two conducted tours were also offered, one to
the Celestial Suite, the world's most expensive hotel suite
(according to the Guinness Book of Records) and a tour of the
Johnson Space Center. The former was carefully missed by the
U.K. QRP-ers but they were invited on the VIP version of the
latter as guests of the ARRL. The Space Center tour, as guests of

"It's somebody from the QRP.Club to measure your input,
dear."

Rev. George Dobbs, G3RJV, operates as G3RJV/W5 at the QTH of
Leo Delaney, KC5EV. The station is situated in Spring, Texas, on the
northern edge of Houston. photo: Jo -Anna

NASA, is a real delight although a little slow moving at times. The
first surprise was literally bumping into John Allaway, G3FKM,
on the tour; amongst many other things John is also a member of
the G-QRP Club. Perhaps the highlight was visiting the press
gallery of the main Mission Control Room, that well televised site.
The Mission Control Room has complete control of each space
mission once the vehicle has cleared the tower on launch. Do you
remember the words, "Columbia has cleared the tower"? Well
that is the signal for Houston to begin their work.

The main planned events for the convention, and again this
differs from U.K. events, was the extensive programme of
seminars and lectures. These covered a vast range of subjects
from the mundane "Amateur Radio Teletype" and "EME
Techniques" to the intriguing "Holographic Videa" and "The
Collapse of the 2,000 -ft. Secior Road Tower". The QRP Forum
section offered a series of six lectures through one day. I gave an
Americanised version of my lecture "Amateur Radio on a
Shoestring". George Burt, GM3OXX, lectured on "QRP Design
and Construction Techniques" and Chris Page, G4BUE, lectured
on "Milliwatting in the U.K". We were joined by two American
lecturers, Ade Wiess, WORSP, the QRP Editor of CQ magazine,
who lectured on "Single -Hop Propagation to Great Distances
and QRP", and Wes Hayward, W7ZOI, who lectured on "QRP
Equipment in the Mountains" and "Single Phase Lock Loop
Design". W7ZOI is perhaps one of the most respected amateur
radio writers being, with W1FB, the joint author of Solid State
Design for the Radio Amateur, believed by most of us to be the
definitive book on amateur radio home construction. The QRP
lectures were all full to capacity and received by a very interested
audience who not only asked many questions after the lecture but
continued the discussion later in the hospitality suite.

One of the paradoxes about the Texan radio scene was
comparing the high level of commercialism with the inexpensive
fun of the large outdoor flea market. The flea market was held at
the back of the main hotel and was really unlike U.K. radio junk
sales. Small traders and individuals could either rent a stall in a
large covered area (advisable as the temperatures touched the 90's
at midday) or rent space to park their car or van and
"tailgate" -sell goods from the vehicle. I enjoyed it! The
selection, the quality and the prices were, on the whole, much
better than in the U.K. I even went without lunch on the day of the
QRP Forum, and I had been up since 5 a.m. to explore the little
junk tables. The only real problem was fighting with crowds of big
Texans in the heat of the day! It would be possible for someone
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with a little money and perhaps a little skill to assemble a good
amateur station from buys at the flea market. Most of the traders
were prepared to haggle and I never paid the asking price for any
item. I think an English accent is perhaps worth a few dollars off
the price too! A good tip for the would-be English barterer at
American radio functions is to take a pocketful of QSL cards and
some English radio badges . . . beads, pans and "firesticks"
don't seem to cut much ice as trade items in the Americas these
days!

The reluctance of many Texan radio amateurs to construct
their equipment seemed even more odd after our visit to
Houston's largest radio component shop. Gateway Electronics is
a huge shop filled with racks of self-service radio bits and pieces.
My wife and I stayed for a month in America and I gather she
thought there was some danger of me spending the whole of it in
that shop. The cheerful manager, Dan Bretch, and his staff were
helpful and knew their stock and its possibilities. Much of it was
surplus and compared well with similar U.K. items although the
new manufacturers' items seemed to be highly priced. Another
"radio goodies" place was the surplus shop attached to Collins
Radio (a name to conjure with!) in Dallas. This hard -to -find
Aladdin's cave was filled with junked manufactured items, test
equipment and prototype boards. All good stuff but they appear
to know the worth of their junk when working out prices.

G3RJV/W5 did a little HF and VHF operating in Texas by
borrowing equipment and stations. Texas is not a good DX site,
the number of countries I heard on the HF bands was very
limited-it's a long way from many of them, but hearing XE as
local was novel. My one experience of operating near the centre of
Houston on the LF bands showed that the local noise level is
horrific. K5GHB was kind enough to lend me a 2 -metre mobile rig

Wes Hayward, W7ZOI, gives a lecture on simple phase -lock -loop
design. Wes is the joint author of ARRL's "Solid State Design for the
Radio Amateur", and a frequent magazine writer. photo: Jo -Anna

Gateway Electronics in Houston, with manager Dan Bretch (hands in
pockets). photo: Jo -Anna

for driving around the west of the state in a hired car. This was
great fun as U.K. amateurs, in fact almost any non -local
amateurs, are rare in the remoter rural areas. Being a DX station
on small, local private repeaters is perhaps as near as I will ever get
to the real thing. The good manners on the 2 -metre band FM was
astounding and I was offered continual good wishes, local tips
and route information. My only notable QSO was a two-way
QRP CW contact on 10 metres between myself in Austin (on 4
watts) and G-QRP Club Chairman G3DNF (on 3 watts) in Leeds.
An unplanned QSO that made the day for both of us.

I have enough Texan anecdotes to bore a barber, the splendour
of Austin and its radio club, Galvaston and the Gulf of Mexico,
the cowboy country of West Texas, "Gillys" (the biggest
nightclub in the world), a genuine Old Western dance hall, seeking
the sin in New Orleans . . . and so on. But this is a small report on
a radio convention and having paid good money for this
magazine, you will not want to be bored by me. Of all the
American States, I would not have chosen to go to Texas but I am
pleased I did. Americans from other States sometimes like to deny
that it is a real part of America, and a lot of Texans agree. But in
the classical turn of phrase from the Brazoria County bullbreeder,
"It sure beats anything I've ever helt, smelt, felt, slept with, or
stepped in!"
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CLUBS ROUNDUP
By "Club Secretary"

The Mail

ABERGAVENNY and Nevin Hall notify us of a change of
address of their Hon. Sec. which we have taken in the Panel.

Find the group every Thursday evening in the room above Male
Ward 2 at Pen-y-Fal Hospital, Abergavenny. Their RAE class is
held on Tuesdays in the Seminar Room at Nevill Hall Hospital -
but we would think you should go to the club and talk to the Hon.
Sec. about the starting date for the next course.

At Acton Brentford and Chiswick they will be having a
discussion on February 21 at Chiswick Town Hall, High Road,
Chiswick; the topic this time will be receiver pre -amplifiers. The
start is at 7.30 p.m.

While 7.30 is early for London clubs it is much more usual
elsewhere, such as at Axe Vale, where the gang will be in the
"Cavalier Inn", Axminster, on February 3 for a junk sale; the
routine is to foregather on the first Friday of each month.

On Bangor's seafront is the Sands Hotel, where the February
meeting will be addressed by Hugh Irvine, GI3TLT, on the
subject of towers, aerials and associated topics. Friday, February
3 is the date, and we understand that after the talk they will have
an Extraordinary General Meeting to discuss some constitutional
matter, so all should try and attend.

Still over there we have Belfast College of Technology; they
have a film night on February 29, in Room B10 of the Millfield
complex of the college starting at 1900z sharp - and these events
are open to the public. The Hon. Sec. can be contacted at the
college on Belfast 227244, ext. 243, except Thursdays.

February 21 is the next meeting of the Biggin Hill club, which
will have moved by then to St. Mark's Church Hall where they will
have future meetings, starting at 8.30 p.m. February's bash is a
talk and demo on 10 GHz.

At Bishops Stortford they have just passed the AGM, so the
new committee will be organising the programme for '84. Find
them on the third Monday of the month in the British Legion Club
in Windhill for the formal nights, and on the first Thursday
informally in the "Nag's Head" on the A120 Dunmow Road next
door to the Golf Club, in the saloon bar.

Following that same A120 will take you through Dunmow to
Braintree, where they forgather at the Community Centre,
Victoria Street, which is next to the bus station in the centre of
Braintree, on the first and third Monday of each month. February
6 is a talk on the theory of transmitters and on 20th the collection
and renovation of old radio equipment.

Next down to Brighton where they now foregather in the Seven
Furlongs Bar at Brighton Racecourse, lying at the northerly end
of the Stand complex. For more details we must refer you to the
Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his details.

B.A.R.T.G. is the one for all exponents of the RTTY mode of
operation, whether they use the older mechanical teleprinter type
set-up, AMTOR, or a home -computer type operation. Details
from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

Bromsgrove A.R.C. have their meetings on the second Friday
of the month at Avoncroft Arts Centre. More details from the
Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

The other Bromsgrove A.R.S. is a new one, based on Rigby
Lane School, Rigby Lane on the second Tuesday of the month.
Again details from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

Now up to Bury which means the Mosses Community Centre,
Cecil Street, Bury, every Tuesday evening. The main meeting is on

the second Tuesday, and in February it will be hearing all about
earthing from G3NKL. In addition they will have a 'Ham Feast'
at Hq. which they describe as a rally with a difference - doors
open on Sunday, February 5 at 11 a.m. talk -in on S22, and there
will be a bring-and-buy, and food will be available.

The Visual Aids Room on the ground floor of Coleridge
Community College, Radegund Road, off Coleridge Road, is the
home of the Cambridge club; February 3 and 17 are informaLs,
and on 10th there is a video show. For more details, contact the
Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his details.

Cambridgeshire (Repeater Group) have a real extravaganza set
up for February 21 at the "Golden Hind", Milton Road,
Cambridge, starting at 7.30 p.m. There will be a surplus
equipment sale, trade stands, an RTTY demonstration, raffle,
licensed bar, and of course a Repeater Group stand. More details
from the Hon. Sec. -see Panel.

Cannock Chase comes next, and they are to be found every
Thursday evening at Bridgetown War Memorial Club,
Bridgetown, Cannock, where they have chat nights, lectures,
films or whatever, and at each meeting a bit of Morse practice for
aspiring G4s.

At Cheltenham they have a booking at the Stanton Room,
Charlton Kings Library, Cheltenham; they don't say so but we
believe their booking is first and third Fridays.

The Chesham crowd foregather in the Stable Loft, Bury Farm,
Pednor Road, Chesham at 8 p.m. on Wednesdays. New members
are more than welcome. More details from the Hon. Sec. - see
Panel.

Deadlines for "Clubs" for the next three months-
March issue-January 27th
April issue-February 24th

May issue-March 30th
June issue-April 27th

Please be sure to note these dates!

Cheshunt are to be found on Wednesdays too, their base being
the Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, near Cheshunt, in
Hertfordshire. February sees natter nights on 1st, 15th and 29th;
February 8 is an equipment evening, and on 22nd G4OAA will be
talking about the Sierra Leone Beacon Project.

Down south now, to Chichester, and here they have a visit on
February 7 from Solent Component Supplies, in the Long Room;
February 16 sees them back in the Green Room, for a talk on the
GB3VR Video Repeater. Both at the Fernleigh Centre, 40 North
Street, Chichester.

The design and construction of printed circuit boards is the
topic on February 9 at Colchester, the speaker being Bev Clues.
Robin Cobbold takes the stand on 23rd, to tell the group "how to
make the micro work". The venue is the Colchester Institute,
Sheepen Road, Colchester.

The first Thursday in the month it is for Cornish; but we are not
sure whether they will be at the Church Hall, Treleigh, or whether
their old Hq. will be ready for re -occupation in time - so we
suggest you check with Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

For details of the Crawley doings after the AGM we will have to
refer you to the Hon. Sec. - even if he has changed we feel sure
the name and address we have on record will be enough to get you
into contact with the gang. See Panel.

On February 18 the Crystal Palace crowd have their AGM and
constructional contest; the venue for this is All Saints Parish
Room, which is at the junction of Beulah Hill and Church Road,
Upper Norwood, opposite the IBA mast.

Now Derby, which must mean 119 Green Lane, Derby, where
the club have the whole top floor. February 1 is the junk sale, and
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Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:

ABERGAVENNY: D. F. Jones, 80 Craesonen Parc, Abergavenny, Gwent
NP4 6PE. (0873 78674)

ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH, 188
Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London W3 8LB.

AXE VALE: P. L. Peach, G3GOS, The Firs, Goldsmiths Lane, All Saints,
Axminster, Devon. (Axminster 34259)

BANGOR: S. Mackay, GI4OCK, 11 Dellmount Park, Bangor, Co. Down
BT20 4UA.

BELFAST (College of Technology): J. Barr, GI10ET, 121 Kitchener Street,
Belfast BT12 6LF.

BIGGIN HILL: I. Mitchell, G4NSD, 37B The Grove, Biggin Hill, Westerham,
Kent TN14 3TA. (09594 75785)

BISHOPS STORTFORD: B. J. Salt, G4ITL, 135 Kingsland, Harlow, Essex.
(0279 20478)

BRAINTREE: Mrs. P. Penny, G6TAF, 13 Newnham Close, Braintree, Essex.
(0376 26487)

BRIGHTON: N. V. Hewitt, G8JFT, 36 Princes Terrace, Kemptown,
Brighton, Sussex BN2 5JS.

B.A.R.T.G.: E. Batts, G8LWY, 27 Cranmer Court, Richmond Road,
Kingston -on -Thames.

BROMSGROVE (ARC): J. Calder, G6EAM, 30 Camberley Road,
Kingswinford, W. Midlands. (Kingswinford 8580)

BROMSGROVE (ARS): A. Kelly, G4LVK, 8 Greenslade Crescent,
Bromsgrove, Worcs. B60 IDS.

BURY: B. Tyldesley, G4TBT, 4 Colne Road, Burnley, Lancs. (Burnley 24254)
CAMBRIDGE: D. Willcock, G2FKS, 6 Lyles Road, Cottenham, Cambridge

CB4 4QR. (Cottenham (0954) 505917)
CAMBRIDGE (Repeater Group): C. Lorek, G4HCL, 11 Bevills Close,

Doddington, March, Cambs. PE15 OTT.
CANNOCK CHASE: K. T. Ward, G4RJW. 2 Tame Grove, Cannock, Staffs.

WS11 ILL.
CHELTENHAM. Mrs. G. Hannsworth, G6COH, 42 Leckhampton Road,

Cheltenham, Glos. (Cheltenham 25162)
CF1ESHAM: J. Alldridge, G6LKS, 15 Wichcote Gardens, Chesham, Bucks.

(Chesham 786935)
CHESHUNT: R. Frisby, G4OAA, 2 Westfield Road, Hoddesdon, Herts.

EN11 8QX.
CHICHESTER: T. M. Allen, G4ETU, 2 Hillside, West Stoke, Chichester,

Sussex P018 9BL. (West Ashling 463)
COLCHESTER: F. R. Howe, G3FIJ, 29 Kingswood Road, Colchester, Essex.

(0206 70189)
CORNISH: J. J. Vinton, G6GKZ, Cheriton, Alexandra Road, St. Ives,

Cornwall. (Penzance 795860)
CRAWLEY: D. L. Hill, G4IQM, 14 The Garrones, Worth, Crawley, W.

Sussex RH 10 4YT. (Crawley 882641)
CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook Crescent,

London SE23 3BN. (01-699 6940)
DERBY: Mrs. J. Shardlow, G4EYM, 19 Portreath Drive, Darley Abbey,

Derby DE3 2BJ. (0332 556875)
DERWENTSIDE: Mrs. J. Wallis, GIAAJ, 10 Middlewood Road,

Lanchester, Durham DH7 OHL.
DROITWICH: E. G. Taylor, G4HFP, 6 Marlborough Drive, Stourpon-on-

Severn, Worc. DY13 OJH (S -o -S 3818)
DUDLEY: Mrs. C. Wilding, G4SQP, 92 Ravenhill Drive, Codsall,

Wolverhampton WV8 1BW. (Codsall 5636)
EAST KENT: S. Alexander, G6LZG, 66 Downs Road, Canterbury, Kent CT2

7AY.
EDGWARE: H. Drury, G4HMD, 11 Batchworth Lane, Northwood, Middx.

(Northwood 22776)
EXETER: R. Tipper, G4KXR, 11 Chancel Court, Chancel Lane, Pinhoe,

Exeter. (Exeter 68065)
FYLDE: H. Fenton, G8GG, 5 Cromer Road, St. Annes, Lytham St. Armes,

Lancs. FY8 3HD.
GLENROTHES: A. Givens, GM3YOR, 41 Veronica Crescent, Kirkcaldy,

Fife KY1 2LH. (Kirkcaldy 200335)
G-QRP: Rev. G. C. Dobbs, G3RJV, 17 Aspen Drive, Chelmsley Wood,

Birmingham B37. (021-770 5918)
GREAT YARMOUTH: A. D. Besford, G3NHU, 49 Blake Road, Gt.

Yarmouth, Norfolk NR30 4LT.
GREATER PETERBOROUGH: F. Brisley, G4NRJ, 27 Lady Lodge Drive,

Orton Longueville, Peterborough. (0733 231848)

HARROW: C. D. Friel, G4AUF, 17 Clitheroe Avenue, Harrow, Middx. H A2
9UU. (01-868 5002)

HASTINGS: G. North, G2LL, 7 Fontwell Avenue, Little Common, Bexhill -
on -Sea. (Cooden 4645)

HAVERING: A. Negus, G8DQJ, 17 Courtenay Gardens, Upminster, Essex
RM14 1DH. (Upminster 24059)

HEREFORD: S. Jesson, G4CNY, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford. (Hereford
273237)

HORNDEAN: P. Phelps, G6IOV, 152 Cherrytree Avenue, Cowplain,
Portsmouth, Hants.

HORNSEA: N. A. Bedford, G4NHP, 39 Hamilton Road, Bridlington, Yorks.
Y015 3HP.

IPSWICH: J. Tootill, G4IFF, 76 Fircroft Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, IPI 6PX.
(0473 44047)

I.R.T.S.: S. Nolan, EI7CD, 68 Ratoath Estate, Ratoath Road, Dublin 7.
JERSEY (AEC): P. Johnson. GJ8KNV, Mon Repos, Fauvie Grauville, Jersey.

(Jersey 53333)
LINCOLN: Mrs. P. Rose, G8VRJ, Pinchbeck Farmhouse, Mill Lane,

Sturton-by-Stow, Lincoln, LN1 2SA (Gainsborough 788356)
MIDLAND: N. Gutteridge, G8BHE, 68 Max Road, Quinton, Birmingham

B32 1LB. (021-422 9787)
MID -SUSSEX: R. Hodge, G4MMI, Corner House, Manor Gardens,

Hurstpierpoint. (Hurstpierpoint 833559)
MID -WARWICKSHIRE: Mrs. C. Finnis, G4TIL, 37 Stowe Drive, Southam,

Warks. CV33 ONZ. (Southam (0926814765)
NENE VALLEY: L. Parker, G4PLJ, 128 Northampton Road,

Wellingborough, Northants NN8 3PJ.
NORTH WAKEFIELD: S. Thompson, G4RCH, 3 Harlington Court,

Morley, LS27 ORT. (0532 536603)
PLYMOUTH: C. Stevens, 1% Lipson Road, Plymouth.
R.A.I.B.C: Mrs. F. Woolley, G3LWY, 9 Rannoch Court, Adelaide Road,

Surbiton KT6 4TE.
REIGATE: C. S. Barnes, G8FEE, 25 Hartswood Avenue, Woodhatch,

Reigate, Surrey RH2 8ET.
ROYAL NAVY: M. Puttick, G3LIK, 21 Sandyfield Crescent, Cowplain,

Portsmouth, Hants. P08 8SQ.(Waferlooville 55880)
SALOP: Ms. D. E. Parslow, G6UDB, 1 Willington Close, Little Harlescott

Lane, Shrewsbury SY1 3RH. (0743 62737)
SOUTH BRISTOL: L. Baker, G4RZY, 62 Court Farm Road, Whitchurch,

Bristol, Avon BS14 OEG.
SOUTHDOWN: T. Rawlance, G4MVN, 18 Royal Sussex Crescent,

Eastbourne.
S.E. KENT YMCA: A. Moore, G3VSU, 42 Nursery Lane, Whitfield, Dover,

Kent (0304 822738)
SOUTH MANCHESTER: D. Holland, G3WFT, 32 Woodville Road, Sale,

Greater Manchester. (061-9 73 1837)
STOURBRIDGE: M. Davies, G8JTL, 25 Walker Avenue, Quarry Bank,

Brierley Hill, Staffs. (Lye 4019)
SURREY: R. Howells, G4FFY, 7 Betchworth Close, Sutton, Surrey SM1

4NR. (01-6429871)
SUTTON & CHEAM: J. Komdorffer, G2DMR, 19 Park Road, Banstead,

Surrey.
SWALE: B. Hancock, G4NPM, Leahurst, Augustine Road, Minster,

Sheerness, Kent ME12 2NB.
THANET: I. B. Gane, G4NEF, 17 Penshurst Road, Ramsgate, Kent. (Thant

54154).
TODMORDEN: Ms. J. Gamble, 283 Halifax Road, Todmorden, Lancs.

OL14 5SQ.
VALE OF WHITE HORSE: I. White, G3SEK, 52 Abingdon Road, Drayton,

Abingdon, Berks. (0235 31559)
WEST KENT: P. Reeve, G4GTN, 2 Court Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

(Mr:bridge Wells 24689)
WIRRAL: N. B. McLaren, G4OAR, 596 Woodchurch Road, Oxton,

Birkenhead. (051-608 1377)
WORCESTER: A. C. Lindsay, G4NRD, 11 Durcott Road, Evesham, Worcs.

WR11 6EQ. (Evesham 41508)
YEOVIL: E. H. Godfrey, G3GC, Dorset Reach, 60 Chilton Grove, Yeovil,

Somerset BA21 4AW. (0935 75533)
YORK: K. R. Cass, G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York.
308: D. Davis, G6YQD, 13 Maple Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4AA.

on 8th G4PMM will talk about the Salem Repeater; a film show
on February 15 is followed on 22nd by a talk "Forensic Science
and Failure Investigation" by Jim Campbell. That leaves
February 29 for a talk on choosing your rig - an explanation of
the performanace claims and their worth in practical terms.

Nice to hear again from Derwentside, who are to be found at
the R.A.F. Association Hq., Sherburn Terrace, Consett, every
Monday evening. We rather gather that they have had a good year
in 1983, and are looking forward to more expansion. Details from
the Hon. Sec. - see Panel - or why not just turn up?

Looking at Droitwich, we find they have their base at the Scout
Hq. in Droitwich on second and fourth Mondays; March 26 will
see a 'special' with G3RJV giving his talk on QRP.

Every second and fourth Tuesday the Dudley crew go to the
Central Library in Dudley; contact the Hon. Sec. for February's
activities.

According to our records, East Kent are at the Cabin Youth
Centre, Kings Road, Herne Bay; from their letter, we see
February 2 is a junk sale, and on 16th there is a natter and the club
project. For more details, contact the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

February 9 for Edgware should be of interest, as they have a
Bosch representative coming along to talk about mobile radio
interference; February 23 is the informal date for this month. Find
them on the second and fourth Thursday of any month at 145
Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak, Edgware.

Down at Exeter the venue is the Community Centre, St. Davids
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Hill, and on February 13 they have a talk on transmitter valves by
G3AOJ - should be something of interest for the newcomers!

On the first and third Tuesdays the Fylde club foregather at the
Kite Club, Blackpool Airport; this change of venue, about a year
ago, has resulted in a rapid gain in membership and facilities.
February 7 sees a talk on public service radio by G6DNK, and on
21st they have the informal meeting with a Morse class thrown in.

Up to Scotland now, to Glenrothes who have their base at
Provosts Land, Leslie, Fife. Every Wednesday evening and third
Sunday is what our records say, but the only date mentioned in the
current newsletter is February 19 - so a call to the Hon. Sec.
should resolve the question; his details are in the Panel.

The G-QRP Club, going from strength to strength, has now
well over 2000 members; this is one for anyone who has an interest
in low -power operating or home-brew equipment. Details from
the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his details.

At Great Yarmouth the group has a place in the STC Sports and
Social Club, Beevor Road, South Denes, where the past year has
well justified the move. Visit them on February 2 or 16; details of
the programme will have been settled by now, but at the time of
writing awaited a committee meeting.

February 16 is the date for Greater Peterborough, at
Southfields Junior School, but at the time of their last letter the
details had not been finalised. Try the Hon. Sec. - see Panel -
for the latest gen.

At Harrow the lads are all at Harrow Arts Centre, High Road,
Harrow Weald, on Friday evenings; February 3 sees them in the
Belmont Room for a contest forum and on 10th they will be in the
Roxeth Room for an informal. As the given programme stops
there we can't say what happens for the rest of the month, but it
does seem as though the Roxeth Room is the one for the informals
and that these are on alternate weeks.

Hastings have a complex programme to sustain their 187
membership . . . the third Wednesday in the month is the main
meeting at West Hill Community Centre. Tuesdays, other
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays are taken at Ashdown Farm
Community Centre and cover specialist interests save for the
Friday evenings which are set aside for chat nights.

February at Havering means: February 1, surplus sale;
February 8 an informal; February 15, part -two of a talk by
G3EUR on war -time wireless. February 22 is a pre -contest
briefing and then an informal, while the month ends on 29th with
G8APZ talking about the HADRABS DX-pedition to Andorra.
All are at Fairkytes Arts Centre, Billet Lane, Hornchurch.

After all the months of waiting the Hereford club are back in
their old Hq. at County Control, Civil Defence Hq., Gaol Street,
Hereford. See the palatial new home on February 3 for the AGM,
or February 17 which is the informal evening.

If you are in the Horndean area you could try looking in at
Merchistoun Hall, London Road, Horndean, Portsmouth, on
the first Monday of every month. G3JFF has the stand on
February 6, to talk about award hunting.

Hornsea seems to foregather at The Mill, Atwick Road,
Hornsea, N. Humberside on a weekly basis, on Wednesday
evenings. Unfortunately, we don't have the February data, for
which we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

Over to Ipswich where they gather in the "Rose and Crown" on
the second and last Wednesday of each month, and often on other
Wednesdays too. The venue is at 77 Norwich Road, which is the
junction between Bramford Road and the A45 to Norwich.

Over the water to EI now, and here we have I.R.T.S.,
combining the functions of a local club and a national society; so
if there is anything you need to know about amateur radio club
activity in Eire then contact the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his
details.

More sailing, this time to Jersey in the Channel Isles, where the
locals have the AGM on February 8, at the Communicare Centre,
St. Brelade, starting at 2015 sharp.

Lincoln now, and this means the City Engineers' Club, Central
Depot, Waterside South, Lincoln; February 1, 15, and 29 are all
CW/RAE nights; February 8 is a talk with slides on

Shown here is the Osborne Electronics Model 4100, a new 500 -volt,
low-cost, hand-held, self-contained insulation tester which, the maker
says, offers radical improvements over existing test units. The Model
4100 has many interesting features, and for further information
contact the manufacturer, Osborne Electronics, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
Tel: 0983-63622. Telex: 86363.

astrophotography by Don, G4GZA, and on 22nd they have an
activity night with the club station on the air.

At Midland the club have their own place at 294A Broad Street,
Birmingham. February 21 is the main meeting and the subject "A
Fireman's Life". However, there are construction sessions on
Monday evenings, and on Wednesdays there is Morse and
nattering. We believe there is usually someone around on any
weekday evening! Look for the Repertory Theatre, and 294A is
opposite.

Mid -Sussex seems to have first and third Thursdays, at Marle
Place Adult Education Centre, Leylands Road, Burgess Hill, but
unfortunately we don't have the February programme data for
which we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.

February 24 is down for a talk on RTTY by G3ZCG, and the
AGM of the Mid -Warwickshire club is on 28th. The practical
situation is that you can find them on the second and fourth
Tuesday at 61 Emscote Road, Warwick.

Nene Valley have Jack Hum, G5UM, on February 1, talking
about "VHF, then and now". February 8 is a natter evening.
Either February 15 or 22 will be the date for G4BAO to do his talk
on Six Metres, and on 29th they have the Heard Island DX-
pedition video. They don't mention the venue, but luckily our
card index says the lectures and natters are at the "Dolben
Arms", Finedon, while the transmitting sessions are from the 1st
St. Mary's Scout Hall, Finedon.

North Wakefield are at the Carr Gate Working Men's Club on
February 2 for a talk on repeaters by G4EZV; and again on
February 16 when they have a video of satellite communication.

Next we are to note a change of venue for the Plymouth crowd;
they have moved to Hyde Park Junior School, Hyde Park Road,
Mutley, Plymouth. We believe they are to be found on alternate
Mondays, but our information is a little out of date, so a reference
to the Hon. Sec. is in order - see Panel.

R.A.I.B.C.'s members are those who are interested in amateur
radio but are blind or disabled; and of course there are able-
bodied supporters and representatives necessary to make it all go
with a swing. To help, or to become a member, contact the Hon.
Sec. - see Panel for her address.

Now Reigate, which means the Constitutional and
Conservative Centre, Warwick Road, Redhill, on the third
Tuesday of each month. For the February programme we must
refer you the Hon. Sec. -see Panel for the needful.

Turning now to the Royal Navy, we reckon that all those who
have connections with salt water, either past or present, RN or
MN or even foreign navies, all have a slot available for them in this
club - and a good club it is too. Details from the Hon. Sec.
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At Salop they have a place at the Albert Hotel, Smithfield
Road, Shrewsbury every Thursday. Alternate weeks are for
nattering, leaving February 2 for a telephone exchange visit, and
February 16 for a talk by G3VRI.

Every Wednesday evening at Whitchurch Folk House, Dundry
Road, the South Bristol gang are to be found all doing their thing;
they don't say just what it is, but we do get the impression that the
club is very definitely increasing its membership. February 1 is a
bring-and-buy plus trade stands evening, and on February 15
G8XIH gives a talk on Raynet; on February 22 they have a QRP
night with G4MCQ and on 29th it is a video night with G4EIA.

The first Monday in the month is the date for the meetings of
the Southdown club; the venue is the Chaseley Home for Disabled
Ex -Servicemen, Southcliff, Eastbourne. We don't have any more
details, but we can say they always have something of interest set
up for their meetings.

The Dover area is catered for by South East Kent YMCA who
have their place at Dover YMCA, Godwynehurst, Leyburne
Road, Dover, where they are to be found on Wednesday evenings
for their club meetings with Mondays for RAE and Tuesdays for
Morse.

South Manchester still lives at Sale Moor Community Centre,
Norris Road, Sale, where they are to be found on Friday evenings.
February 3 is a talk on fault finding, and a radio clinic. February
10 is an "audio-visual spectacular" by G6MOQ to which
members will bring wives and YLs. February 17 and 24 were still
to be settled when they wrote, but on February 25 they have a
night Top Band D/F contest for the keen (or nutty!).

Yet another move of Hq. comes up for mention from
Stourbridge - these chaps seem to have wanderlust! This time
they have moved to the Robin Woods Centre, in School Street,
off Enville Street - this is the Bridgnorth turning off the Ring
Road. Contact the Hon. Sec. for programme details.

From Stourbridge to Stratford -on -Avon where the locals
nowadays have their Hq. at the Control Tower, Bearley Radio
Station, which is about three miles north of Stratford -on -Avon.
February 13 is a session on power supplies, and on 27th they have
a surplus sale.

February 6 for Surrey looks like being an evening of short talks
at the time of writing, but what happens on 20th is unknown; we
can say that both will be at TS Terra Nova, 34 The Waldrons,
South Croydon.

We don't quite grasp what has happened to Sutton and Cheam,
but their newsletter has completely omitted any reference to
February's meetings! January and March - but no February.
Therefore, we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. - his name and
address appear in the Panel.

Nice to hear that the Swale group are still making progress; they
are still to be found at Nina's Restaurant, 43 High Street,
Sittingbourne, on Monday evenings.

February 14 is a junk sale for Thanet, at Grosvenor Club,
Grosvenor Place, Margate; and on 28th, they will be entertaining
the folk from R.A.F. Manston to hear them talk about Air -Sea
Rescue.

A new club to mention now; this one is at Todmorden in
Lancashire; the Hq. is at the Queens Hotel, Todmorden, and the
date the first Monday in each month. The talk on February 6 will
be on the important topic of safety in the shack. Already the club
has about forty members and they are keenly looking for more!

The Vale of White Horse club is now based on the Lansdown
Club, Milton Trading Estate, Milton, Abingdon; on February 7
G3UMF will be talking about fast -scan TV transmission.

Over now to West Kent; the formal meetings on February 10
and 24 are respectively for a talk on airline communications
systems, and a surplus sale respectively. Informals are at the Drill
Hall in Victoria Road, on February 14 and 28 (the letter says
February 18 but we think that's wrong!). The Hq. for the main
meetings is the Adult Education Centre, Monson Road - both
venues being in Tunbridge Wells.

Club nights at Wirral are the second and fourth Wednesday of
each month at Irby Cricket Club; the former is a technical film

night, and on 22nd they have a visit by a local trader. In between
they have their 'D & W' nights - drink and waffle! - the dates
for which are February 1 at the "Basset Hound", Thingwall, and
the other one on February 15 at "The Wheatsheaf", Ness.

The Oddfellows Club, New Street, Worcester, is Hq. to the
Worcester club; on February 6 they have a talk on calculations for
amateur radio by G4JSZ. On February 20 they have the informal
at the "Old Pheasant" in New Street, starting time for both being
8 p.m.

Down at Yeovil the lads have every Thursday evening booked
at the Recreation Centre, Chilton Grove, Yeovil. February 2 is a
talk on radio noise, by G3MYM, and on 9th he takes over again
for a talk on how to make radio equipment. February 16 is
G3MYM again for a talk on how bipolar transistors work, and on
23rd they let him off the hook while they have a natter night - but
what would they do without him!

As always, the York crowd will be heading on Friday evenings
for the United Services Club, 61 Micklegate, York; as they say,
they don't know what 1984 will bring them, but they will enjoy it
whatever it is!

Finally, 308; the club name was derived from the room number
in which the members did their RAE classes; now they gather
every Tuesday evening in the Coach House behind St. Mark's
Church, Surbiton - and they add that the pink -painted Coach
House is not a pub!

Finale
That's it for another time; the deadline dates are in the box for

the next few months, and the dates are for arrival, addressed to
your "Club Secretary", SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High
Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Mendascope
As many readers may already be aware, Scopex Instruments

Ltd., who made a widely -used range of test gear, have been forced
to call in a receiver. However, the person who was responsible for
the design of all Scopex analogue instruments is now one of the
directors of a new firm, Mendascope, which is therefore in a
position to offer a unique service on Scopex equipment, including
collection and free estimates. The address of Mendascope Ltd. is
Otter House, Weston Underwood, Olney, Bucks. MK46 SJS.
Tel: Bedford (0234) 712445.

Corrections
In "Data Processing the Log Book - on a Microcomputer" in
last month's issue errors appeared in Program 2, which should be
amended as follows:
Line 130 should read Z$ = "

i.e. 25 space characters are enclosed within the quotes.
Lines 240, 260, 280 each contain two double -quotes - these
enclose one space character; i.e. " " or "one space".
Line 240 should start T$ = not T$ -
Line 280 has a missing + sign. It should include

. . . M(I) = B$ + M$ + " " + C$
Also, "83" which appears in all dates throughout the article
should be "82".
Some readers may wonder where to find the £ sign on their
keyboards: on PET and Commodore 64 machines it is the 'hash'
key.

In "Maidenhead Squares", also in the January issue, "39°S" in
the 4th line from the bottom of the first column on p. 569 should
have been "30°S".
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ANTENNAS
High quality BritishYagis to N.B.S.

GAIN OPTIMISED FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
* WHAT IS N.B.S.?
In 1976 the U.S. National Bureau of Standards
published a report under the authorship of Peter
P. Viezbicke detailing some nine man-years of
work undertaken in the optimisation of Yagi
design.
Investigation took place on the N.B.S. antenna
ranges at Sterling, Virginia and Table Mountain,
Colorado into the inter -relationship between
director and reflector lengths, spacing and
diameters as well as the effect of the metal
supporting boom, in order to achieve maximum
possible forward gain. MET Yagis have been
designed and engineered within the strict
specifications of the N. B. S. report.

* MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION
High strength 5mm elements from HE30 aluminium
and a 19mm boom combine for low windage and long
life. We use 19mm bracing struts on the 14 and 19
element 2 M Yagis whilst aluminium fittings minimise
any dissimilar materials problem.

* 'N' SOCKET TERMINATION
Low loss 'N' sockets are used on all our antennas for
an inherently weatherproof termination. Plug
protection is provided by the silicon grease and
universal cable boot we supply.

METALFAYRE

* EASY ASSEMBLY
All elements are numbered and colour coded for fast
assembly so you won't need a tape measure.

* TILTING MAST CLAMP
Not just any mast clam d Ours allows the elevation of
all our Yagis by up to 20 on a maximum of 2" mast.
Horizontal, vertical, slant and in the case of crossed
Yagis, X configurations are possible. The benefit to
satellite users is obvious, but if you live in a low
obstructed site, tilting your antenna can bring a vast
improvement in signals. Clamp available separately -
see accessories.

* USER ADJUSTABLE MATCHING
All antennas are impedance matched using a gamma
match with a PTFE dielectric for low loss. Both the tap
point on the driven element and the coaxial capacitor
are adjustable for minimum VSWR and better than
1 KW power handling.

* PROMPT SPARES SERVICE
A comprehensive range of spares for our products
are readily available from MET and our stockists.

* BEACON MAPS
A wall map of the European 2M or 70CMS beacons is
given free with each antenna supplied. Available
separately.

Callers welcome byprior appointment- PLEASE
Please allow 14 days for delivery

Code

70 cms
Model Length Gain Price

(inc VAT)

432/191 19 Ele 2.2 m 14.2 dBd £33.90
432/17X 17 Ele crossed 2.2 m 13.4 dBd £46.83
432/171 17 Ele long 2.9 m 15 did £37.33

2M
144f7T 7 Be 1.6 m 10 dBd £19.99
144781 8 Be long 2.45 m 11 dBd £31.26
1444147 14 Fie 4.5 m 13 dBd £44.49
144/19T 19 Be 6.57 m 14.2 dBd £53.22
144f6X 6 Ele crossed 2.5 m 10.2 dBd £37.86

U.K P&P on all above is £2.95
4M
70/3 3 Ele 1.7 m 7.1 dOd £28.69
70/5 5 Ele 3.45 m 92 dBd £43.56

UK P&P on above is £5.49

144/GP 2 m Ground Plane E14.41 + PEP £1.30

* MET ACCESSORIES
Tilting mast -head clamp. £2.25 inc VAT + 50p P&P
N -Plug (UR67 or RG213). £2.65 inc VAT + 20p PEP
Beacon Maps 70 CMS cc 2M £0.50 inc VAT + 20p PEP

NON-METALLIC MAST
Exclusive from MET

Polyester reinforced 11/2" diameter. 1.5 metres
complete with fixing clamp.
RPM 1.5 £17.25 inc VAT + E1.95 P&P
3 metres complete with joiner and epoxy resin.
RPM3 £34.50 inc VAT + £2.25 P&P

12 Kingsdown Road, St. Margarets-at-Cliffe, Dover, Kent CT1 5 6AZ
Telephone 0304 853021

(Enquiries from Dealers and Overseas Distributors welcome)
OZTILIS 17SA

73 FROM AMERICA!
IN YOUR HOME, EVERY MONTH, FOR LESS THAN £17!

Now, 73: Amateur Radio's Technical Journal is available to the readers of The Short Wave Magazine at a special introductory
rate of under £17.

That's right. 73 magazine, a leader in the ham radio and electronics field for over 23 years. is coming to the United
Kingdom.

73 is packed with construction projects. From antennas to transmitters to test equipment. 73 gives you 146
pages of easy -to -build designs for your building pleasure.

73 is state-of-the-art. Get the latest US news on new products. ham satellites, microcomputer applications.
and digital communications.

73 is international. From Poland to Papua New Guinea, our 31 foreign correspondents report to 73 readers in
more than 85 countries!

Order your subscription to 73 now and take advantage of our special introductory offer.

OK I I want a subscription to 73: Amateur Radio's
Technical Journal.

 Please send me 12 issues of 73 for US$25 (that's less
than £17 a year!), surface delivery.

 I have enclosed a check or money order. US funds
drawn on US bank.

 Please bill me.

 Please send me 12 issues of 73 for US$55, airmail delivery.
 Please charge my credit card.

American Express  Master Card  VISA
Card # Exp Date

Signature
Name
Address

Post Code
Country

73: Amateur Radio's Technical Journal PO Box 931, Farmingdale, NY 11737, USA.
742 RSW

Offer expires on April 30, 1984.
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P.M.
ELECTRONIC
SERVICES

PRICES SHOWN EXCLUDE VAT

UK CUSTOMERS PLEASE ADD 15%

2 ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL

WIRRAL MERSEYSIDE, 161 ACT

Tel: 051-342 4443. Telex: 627371 (PMES GI.

CRYSTALS MANUFACTURED
TO ORDER

AMATEUR SPECIFICATIONS

Prices shown are for "one off", to our standard amateur
specs., closer tolerances we available. Please send us
details of your requirements.

A Low frequency fundamentals in HC13/U or HC6/U
Total tolerance ±100 ppm. 0° to 70°C.
6.0to 9.99 kHz HC13/U £32.80
10to 19.99kHz HC13/U £31.00
20to 29.99kHz HC13/U £23.08
30to 59.99kHz HC 13/U £21.73
60 to 79.99 kHz HC13/U £15.69
80to 99.99kHz HC13/U E13.08
100to 159.9kHz HC13+ 6/U £11.32
160to 399.9 kHz HC6/U £7.83
400to499.9kHz HC6/U E7.00
500to 799.9 kHz HC6/U E7.83

B High frequency fundamentals/overtones
Adj. tol. ±2Cppm. Temp. tol. ±30 ppm - 10° to + 60°C.

830to 999.9 kHz (fund) HC6/U £11.01
1.0to 1.499MHz (fund) HC6/U E11.25
1. 5to 2.59MHz (fund)HC6/U £5.36
2.6 to 20.99MHz (fund) HC6/U £4.87
3.4to 3.99MHz (fund) HC18&25/U £6.75
4.Oto 5.99MHz (fund) HC18& 2&U E5.36
6.Oto 21MHz (fund) All holders £4.87
21 to 25MHz (fund) E7.31
25to 30MHz (fund) £9.00
18 to 63MHz (30/T) £4.87
60to 105MHz (50/T1 £5.61
105to 125MHz (50/T) E8.44
125to 147MHz (70/T) E11.25
147to 175MHz (90/T) £12.66
175to 250MHz (90/T) E13.50

Deivery - Mid range 1 MHz to 105 MHz normaNy 4/6
weeks. Other frequencies 6/8 weeks.

Holders: Low Frequencies 6 to 150k Hz HC13/U, 150 kHz
to 3.4MHz HC6/U, 3.4 MHz to 105 MHz HC 6/U, HC18/U
or HC25/U, over 105 MHz - HC18/U and HC25/U.
HC33/U (wire end HC6/U) is available on request as per
HC6/U.

Unless otherwise specified, fundamentals wil be supplied
to 30pf circuit conditions and overtones to sedes
resonance.

COMMERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL CRYSTALS
NEW FASTER SERVICE

We are now supplying crystals to most commercial and
MIL specifications in the range 1MHz to 6CMHz ordered in
small quantities in 23/4 weeks AT NO EXTRA CHARGE. We
also have even faster EXPRESS SERVICES available for
that VERY URGENT order.
We can also supply crystals for commercial applications
e.g. Microprocessor, TV, etc., at very competitive prices.
Let us know your needs and we will send you a quote by
return, alternatively telephone or telex our Sales Engineer
Mr. Norcliffe who is normally available in the office for
technical enquiries between 4.30 and 6.30 p.m.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER - MAIL ORDER ONLY.
PRICES INCLUDE P. & P. (BRITISH ISLES) EXCEPT
WHERE STATED - OVERSEAS CHARGED AT COST.

TWO METRE CRYSTALS

CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY
RANGE
USE(TXorRX)
and HOLDER

OUTPUT
FREQUENCY
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144.4(433.2) be be e b e e e
144.800 e e e e e c c c e
144.825 e e e e e e e e e
144.850 e e e e e e e e e
145.000/ROT a c a c c e c
145.025/R1T a ca e e e e
145.050/R2T a ca e e e e
145.075/R3T a ca e e e e
145.10O/R4T a ca e e e e
145.125/R5T a ca e e e e
145.150/R6T a ca e e e e
145.175/R7T a c a e e e e
145.200/R8R a c a e e b c
145.300/S12 e e e e e e e e
145.350/S14 e e e e e e e e e
145.4031516 e e e e e e e e e
145.425/S17 e e e e e e e e e
145.450/S18 a e a e e e
145.475/S19 a e a e e e
145.500/S20 a c a c c c
145.525'S21 a ca cc c
145.550/S22 a c a c c c
145.5751S23 a ca cc c
145.603/RCR a ca c c e c
145.625/R1R e e e c c e c
145.650/R2R e e e c c e c
145.675/R3R e e e c c e e c
145.70O/R4R e e e c c e e c
145.725/R5R e e e e c e e c
145.750/RER e e e c c e e c
145.775/R7R e e e e c e e c
145. 83CV R8R a ca c c b b e
145.950/S38 a e e c e e e e e

PRICES: la) £2.15 (b) E256, c) E280 and lel £4.87.

AVAILABILITY: (a), )b), (c) stock items, normally available by
return (we have over 50:0 items in stock). (e) 4/6 weeks normally
but it is quite possible we can supply from stock.
N.B. Frequencies as listed above but in alternative holders and/or
non stock loads are available as per code le).

ORDERING. When ordering please quote (1) Channel, (2) Crystal
frequency, (3) Holder, (4) Circuit conditions (load in pf). If you
cannot give these, please give make and model of equipment and
channel or output frequency required and we will advise if we
have details.

EXPRESS SERVICE
Many types of made to order crystals are available on our
"EXPRESS SERVICE" - with delivery of three days on our class
"A" service. Telephone for details.

70 cm CRYSTALS
Due to the much higher multiplication involved compared
with 2 metres all our stock 70cm crystals are to much
higher tolerances than our standard amateur spec.
crystals.
We are stocking the following channels: RBO, RB2, RB4,
RB6, SUS, RB10, RB11, RB13, RB14, RB15, SU18, and
SU20, TX & RX for use with:- PYE UHF Westminster
(W15U), UHF Cambridge (U1013), Pocketfone (PF1) and
UHF PF70 Range, and STORNO CCIL/CQM 662 all at
£2.55.
For other channels and/or equipments crystals can be
made to order to the same closer tolerances as our stock
range at a cost of E5.72 for frequencies up to 63MHz and
£6.58 for 63-105 MHz, or to our standard Amateur
specifications see "CRYSTALS MANUFACTURED TO
ORDER" prices opposite.

4m CRYSTALS FOR 70.261MHz - HC6/U
TX8.7825MHz and RX6.7466MHz or 29:780CMHz £2.55

10.245MHz "ALTERNATIVE" I.F. CRYSTALS - £2.55.
For use in Pye and other equipment with 10.7MHz and
455kHz I.F.s to get rid of the "birdy" just above
145.CMHz. In HC6/U, HC18/U and HC25/U.

CRYSTAL SOCKETS (LOW LOSS)
HC6/U and HC13/U 25p each, HC25/U 20p each plus 20p
p. & p. per order (p. & p. free if ordered with crystals).

CONVERTER/TRANSVERTER CRYSTALS - HC18/U
All at £3.00, 38.666EMHz 1144/28), 42MHz (70/28),
58MHz (144/28), 70MHz 1144/41, 71MHz (144/2), 96VIHz
11,296/432/1441, 101MHz (432/28), 101. 5CMHz 1434/28),
105. 666EMHz (1,296/28) and 116MHz (144/28).

TEST EQUIPMENT FREQUENCY STANDARD CRYSTALS
203(Hz and 455MHz in HC6/U £3.50
10CkHz in HC13/U and 1MHz in HC6/U £295
5MHz in HC6/U and 10MHz and 10.7MHz in HC6/U
and HC25/U £2.80.

CRYSTALS FOR MICROPROCESSORS
Please let us know your requirements e.g. 4MHz HC18/U
1 off E200; 100 off £1.10; 1000 off 99p; 2500 of f 50p.

AERIALS
THE ARAKI RANGE OF AERIALS

10 metre whip only 1.3 metre
long with magnet E18.00p & p. £3.03
10 metre whip only 1.3 metre
long with guttermount E15.20p p. E3.00
2 metre 4 A whip with
magmount £12.50p & p. E2.50
2 metre % A whip with
guttermount £9.70p p. E2.50

Base Station Aerial
2m 3/4 A groundplane 3.5dB gain E 18.95 p. & p. £3.50
The Araki Range are handmade of top quality anti-
corrosion treated aluminium or stainless steel.

DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER
We are now stocking two new double balanced mixers
which are pin compatible with both the MD108 we used to
stock and also the SBL1, but have much superior
specifications covering 500 kHz to 500MHz.
The M8 is hermetically sealed @ E7.83.
The M18 is non hermetically sealed @ £6.09.

PLEASE ENCLOSE S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST
J. BIRKETT 13 THE STRAIT,

LINCOLN. LN2 1JF. Phone. 20767
WIRE ENDED RF CHOKES 2.5MH 1C0MA @ 50p each.

published by GEOFF WATTS VHF PRECISION GLASS PISTON TRIMMERS 0.5 P.F. to 5.3 P.F. @ 25p.
Editor of "DX News -Sheet" 1962-82 470MH FERRITE RINGS 3/4" dia. @ 20p. Sub -min. type 39UH @ 5p.

HF LOW POWER TRANSMIT -RECEIVE AERIAL SWITCHING PIN DIODES 10 for 60p.The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and all VHF TRANSMIT -RECEIVE AERIAL SWITCHING PIN DIODES @ 5 for 041.
on one line! For each country: - LINEAR NPN TRANSISTOR In Stripline Form 50MW, 4GHZ, 18 vott @ E1.95.
a. its DXCC "status" e. the continent P.C. MOUNTING TUBULAR TRIMMERS 2.8 P.F. @ 15p each.
b. the normal prefix f. the "CQ" Zone No. NUT FIXING FEED THRUS 3C00 volt insulation @ 6 for 5Cp.

HCOU CRYSTALS 10MHz, 10.1125MHz, 10.125N1Hz all Et each.c. the special prefixes g. the ITU Zone No. 20 ASSORTED HC6U CRYSTALS for Et.
d. the ITU callsign block allocation 20 ASSORTED METAL FT243 TYPE CRYSTALS for El.
Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub-stations, obsolete 20 ASSORTED 10XAJ TYPE CRYSTALS for El.

20 ASSORTED FT241 CRYSTALS 54th, 96th Harmonic type for El.prefixes used during the past 10 years, and much more. CRYSTALS 10XAJ 50CkHz @ £1.50, 033cHz @ 60p, 1MHz @ E1.50, 5MHz 10x @ 60p,
The List can be kept always up-to-date because ample space has been 1CCkHz B7G glass @ E 1.50.
provided for adding every new prefix, each new ITU allocation, etc. 470MH FERRITE TOROIDS 3/4" dia. @ 20p. Sub -min. 39UH 400MA @ 5p.
Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix. Ideal V-MOS POWER TRANSISTORS VN1CKM @ 50p. VN9Q.A @ 80p.

PHIUPS CONCENTRIC TRIMMERS 3 to 30p @ 15p each.for Contest operators and SWL's. CERAMIC SWITCHES 2 -pole 4 -way @ E 1. 1 -pole 10 -way 5 -bank @ 1.50.
Tell your Club -members about it. Order an extra copy for that overseas SPECIAL NUT FIXING STAND-OFF CAPACITORS 500VW 68 P.F., 1500 P.F., both 20p
friend. 15 pages. Price 75p (UK), overseas (air mail) $ 2.00 or 6 IRCs. each.

SPECIAL GLASS PRECISION PISTON TRIMMER 80 P.F. @ 35p each.
GEOFF WATTS GOLD PLATED NUT FIXING'/." CERAMIC COIL FORMER with core @ 2Cp.

50 STAND-OFF INSULATORS assorted @ 45p. Metal Spacers 50for Mp.62 BELMORE ROAD, NORWICH NR7 OPU, ENGLAND Please add 30p for post and packing. Orders over E3 post free.
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S0 RA UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN
S . LE. Tel: MAROWN (0624) 851277

For 1984 we are doing a series of SEM FACTS about us. SEM FACT 1. We have been
supplying the Amateur for 16 years.
NEW. S.E.M. IMABIC KEVER. We have replaced its plastic box, with an attractive
plated steel case. No better fully auto keyer anywhere. Uses Curtis chip. R.F. proof.
E38. A first class twin paddle key E15. Ex Stock.

BRAID BREAKER/HI PASS FILTER. Put in T.V. ant. lead to cure TVI. E6.50 Ex Stock.

NEW RF NOISE BRIDGE. Adjustable 01.000ohms, 3" x 1", " x 2" only. S0239s. 1 170
MHz. Neat, accurate Et economical. E29.50 Ex Stock.

S.E.M. TRANZMATCH
The most VERSATILE Ant. Matching system. Will match from 15-5000 Ohms
BALANCED or UNBALANCED at up to 1kW. Link coupled balun means no connection
to the equipment which can cure TV 1 both ways. S0239 and 4mm connectors for
co -ax or wire feed. 19010 metres TRANZMATCH £75.50. 80-10 metres E67.50.
EZITUNE built in for E24 extra. (See below for details of EZITUNE). All ex stock. Note.
We sell many more with EZITUNE fitted.

3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH 1Kw SO 239s. Good to 2 metres. E15.00Ex stock. Or 4th
position to earth output E 17.50 Ex Stock.

S.E.M. 2 METRE TRANZMATCH. 5"," x 2", 3" deep. S0239s. E24.90 Ex stock.

S.E.M. EZITUNE NEW CIRCUIT
Gives MORE noise a bomb proof operation. Because no similar unit is made, its
usefulness is not appreciated until you have used one. Eliminates need for S.W.R.
bridge.
Clean up the bands by tuning up without transmitting.
Connects in aerial lead, produces S9 11 - 170MHz I noise in receiver. Adjust A.T.U.
or aerial for minimum noise. You have now put an exact 500hms into your transceiver.
Fully protected, you can transmit through it, save your P.A. and stop QRM S0239s. 3"
x 1'h" x2". £29.50 Ex stock. P.c.b. to fit in any A.T.U. £24.00 Ex stock.

SENTINEL 2M LINEAR POWER/PRE-AMPLIFIERS
Now feature either POWER AMP alone or PRE -AMP alone or both POWER AND PRE -
AMP or STRAIGHT THROU when OFF. Plus a gain control on the PRE -AMP from 0 to
20dB. N.F. around 1dB with a neutralised strip line DUAL GATE MOSFET. 0E981).

MBA -R0
RTTYICWIASCII READER

The only self contained reader available.
Excellent performance. Just plug into the speaker output of
your receiver, 12V supply. 32 Character built in display (blue).

Add a new dimension to your hobby for just

5498 £ 1 79 inc. VAT
plus £2 PEEP Et Ins.

SPECIAL: Limited number of brand new Send/Receive ver-
sions of the above at 40% off list.

First come, first served.
Will drive printer, keyboard. Call for details.

AMTOR-RTTY-CW for BBC and Commodore micros. We have
the best equipment available.

Send for details.

Access

I.C.S. Electronics Ltd
PO Box 2, Arundel,

West Sussex BN18 ONX
Phone: (0243651 590

All prices include VAT @ 15%

Barclaycard Visa

BARCLAYCARD

Ultra LINEAR for all modes and R.F. or P.T.T. switched. 13.8V nominal supply. S0239
sockets.

Three Models.
1. SENTINEL 35 Twelve times power gain. 3W IN 36fN OUT. 4 amps. Max. drive 51N.

6" x 2':" front panel, 4'," deep. E65.00 Ex stock.
2. SENTINEL 50 Five times power gain. 10W IN 50W OUT. Max. drive 16W 6amps.

Same size as the Sentinel 35. E79.50 Ex stock.
3. SENTINEL 100 Ten times power gain. 100W IN 100W OUT. Max. drive 16W. Size:

6', " a 4" front panel, 3', " deep. 12 amps. 115.00 Ex stock.

POWER SUPPLIES for our linears 6 amp E34.00. 12 amp E49.00.

SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
400W P.E.P. power rating. Use on any mode. 12V 25mA:. E28.00  Ex stock.

PA5 Same specification as the Auto including 240V P.S.U. E33.00'

SENTINEL STANDARD PRE -AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switch. £15.00* Ex stock.

S.E.M. AUDIO MULTIFILTER IA very good filter at a very good pricer.
To improve ANY receiver on ANY mode. The most versatile filter available. Gives
"passband" tuning, "variable selectivity" and one or two notches. Switched Hi -pass,
Lo -pass, peak or notch. Selectivity from 2.5KHz to 2114z. Tunable from 2.5KHz to
250Hz. PLUS another notch available in any of the four switch positions which covers
10KHz to 1CCHz. 12V supply. Sizes, 6" a 2':" front panel, 3':" deep, all for only
E 57.00 Ex stock.

SENTINEL AUTO H.F. WIDEBAND PRE -AMPLIFIER 2-40N1Hz, 15dB gain. Straight
through when OFF, 9-12V. " x 1 ' " x 3" . 200W through power. E 19.55' Ex stock.

SENTINEL STANDARD H.F. PRE -AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switching. E12.6.2* Ex stock.

S.E.M. VISA 80 METRE RECEIVER
Already a great success. If you want an 80 metre 13.55-3.8MHzi Rx. Only 2', " x 6" v
3" . 12 volt operation. I.W. o. p. This is for you. E45.00.

12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING ALL TRANSISTORS.

Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your credit card number for same
day service.
'Means Belling Lee sockets, add E1.90 for SO 239s or BNC sockets. Ring or write for
more information. Place orders or request information on our Ansaphone at cheap rate
times.

Goods normally by return.

Train now for the Radio Amateur
Licence examination. An exciting
hobby which will enable you to talk and listen to the whole world.
No previous knowledge needed, only a few hours a week of home
study for 3 to 6 months. We have successfully trained people over
the past 40 years! Post coupon below for details or telephone 0734
51515 (24hr service).

British Notional Radio & Electronics School
Reading, Berks. RG1 1BR

If

It

if

it

t-Xot"

Name

Address

LSWM 2 845

FREE brochure without obligation from:- -I
British National Radio &Electronics School

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE J
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R. T. Et I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Ashville Old Hal, Ashville Road, London El 1 40X Tel. 01-5394986

Nearest Station: Leytonstone (Central Line)

We are MAIN DISTRIBUTORS for
AVO, MEGGER, TAYLOR and SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS

FULLY OVERHAULED EQUIPMENT
EDDYSTONE 830/7. RECEIVER £460.00
EDDYSTONE 890/2. RECEIVER £420.00
EDDYSTONE 1001. RECEIVER £517.50
G.E.C. RC -41138 £550.00
YAESU FRG -7700 RECEIVER, AS NEW £287.50
RACAL. RA17. RECEIVER £500.00
DRAKE MODEL SPR4 RECEIVER f 300.00
YAESU FT20214 + NC I CHARGER + YM24MIC. £90.00

NEW EQUIPMENT
TRIO R-300RECEIVER £193.89
YAESU FRG -7700 RECEIVER £335.00
YAESU FRG-77 MM RECEIVER £399.00
YAESU 7000 RECEIVER £299.00

AVO & MEGGER EQUIPMENT IA Few Examples)
AVO MODEL 1000 MULTIMETER E45.42
AVO MODEL 1001 MULTIMETER £32.77
AVO MODEL 2000 MULTIMETER (DIGITAL) £79.81
AVO MODEL 2001 MULTIMETER (DIGITAL) E98.21
MEGGER MODEL BM1001500V.D.0 I £83.37
MEGGER MODEL BM101 (500 V.D C) E79.92
MEGGER MODEL BM102 (250 V.D C 1 E79.92

Cases for AVO, TAYLOR & MEGGER instruments in stock. Send for Details.
We also repair all types of instruments. Trade and Educational enquiries invited.

SINCLAIR DM 235 Digital Multimeter £60.38
Carrying Case for DM 235 £8.86
Mains Adaptor for DM 235 £5.69
SINCLAIR PDM35 Pocket Digital Multimeter £39.68

BROWNS TYPE F HEADPHONES, 4K, 2K & 15ohms £29.95 per pair
RUBBER EARPADS £3.26 per pair

CROTECH OSCILLOSCOPES IN STOCK.
TMK METERS: Model TP106, £27.16. Model 500TU-B, £48.66. Model TW20CB, f 54.68.
Model TP5SN, £31.59. Model 700, £94.20. Also in stock Leather Cases for above. Model

7008, £101.48. Full details on request.

In present conditions we regret that al prices are subject to alteration without notice.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE. Terms: C.W.O., Approved Monthly
Accounts, Part Exchange. Special facilities for export.

HOURS - 9.30 am - 5.30 pm MON.-FRI. CLOSED SATURDAYS

I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Butterworth Group
publications now in stock
Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd edition £10.60
Two -Metre Antenna Handbook £6.35
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio £2.40
Beginners Guide to Radio, 8th edition £ 5.05
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th edition £ 5.05
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio £4.95
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave

Listening £3.65
Guide to Broadcasting Stations, latest 18th edition £4.30
The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and

European FM/TV Guide £7.60
0

Semiconductor Data, new 11th edition £8.05
0

Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th edition £8.10
Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair, new

title £15.95
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th edition £6.20
Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, How They

Work £485
I
S

I
I
I
I
I

prices include postage and packing

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
25p per word, slalom charge f3.00. No series discount. Al charges payable with order.
laserdoes of radio Wenn only rxepled. Add 50 per cent for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No
responeibillty accepted for trawacriptios errors. Box Numbers 49p extra. Seed copy, wbb
lemeattanoe, to the Clusifkd Dept, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herb.
AL6

Copy must be received by February 9th to be sure of inclusion in
the March issue, published on February 24th

TRADE

Morse tutor tapes for Commodore 64, VIC-20, Dragon,
Spectrum, ZX81-16K. Programmed learning from beginners to
20+ w.p.m., random characters and plain language, simple to
use, full instructions, £6.-R. Wilmot, Fron, Caernarfon LL54
7RF. (Tel: 0286-881886).
R.A.E. maths tutor tapes for Commodore 64, Spectrum, ZX81-
16K. Comprehensively tests and gives practice on all R.A.E.
calculations, £6. Don't let maths make you fail! -R. Wilmot,
Fron, Caernarfon LL54 7RF. (Tel: 0286-881886).
QSL cards. Gloss or tinted cards, send s.a.e. for samples to Twrog
Press, Dept. S, Penybont, Gellilydan, Blaenau Ffestiniog,
Gwynedd.
150 -component pack. Over 150 useful electronic components:
resistors, capacitors, diodes, etc., £1.50 inclusive. -Southport
Sound Centre, 41 Tulketh Street, Southport, Merseyside.

Special offer log -book and call -sign badge, only £2. Send now to
Geefor Enterprises, 112 Leeds Road, Mirfield WF14 OJE.

March issue: due to appear Friday, February 24th. Single copies
at 85p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received
by Wednesday, February 22nd, as available. -Circulation Dept.,
Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6
9EQ.

Tuition: self -test manual for R.A.E. students -"Questions &
Answers", £2.75 inc. post/packing. For details please send
s.a.e.-Peter Bubb (Tuition), G3UWJ, 58 Greenacres, Bath BA1
4NR.
Course for City & Guilds, Radio Amateur's Examination. Pass
this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC
Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCE,
Career and professional examinations, etc.) write or phone: THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JV4, Tuition House,
London SW19 4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) or use our
24 hour Recordacall Service, 01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JV4.
New! Scientifically prepared courses to get you through the
R.A.E. examination. -Ring 01-346 8597 for free booklet.
CALL SIGN LAPEL BADGES. Professionally engraved, by
return of post, £1.50 cash with order (state name and
callsign).-AYLMER-KELLY (S), 2 Pickwick Road, Corsham,
Wilts. SN12 9BJ.
Ham holiday in Sri Lanka. Write to Spangles Travels, 84
Templers Road, Mount Lavinia, Sri Lanka. (Tel: 010 941 713437).
QSL cards. Sample pack and price list forwarded on receipt of 24p
stamp.-Derwent Press, 69 Langstone Drive, Exmouth, Devon
EX8 4HZ.
Aerial wire, 14 s.w.g. hard -drawn coppr, 70ft. coils, £5.50; 140ft.,
£8.90 (inc. VAT and postage). Amidon toroidal cores, TVI/AFI
ferrite rings. Send s.a.e. for lists. Business hours: 9.30-5.00,
Tues.-Sat.-SMC/TMP Electronics, Unit 27, Pinfold
Workshop, Buckley, Clwyd CH7 3PL.
Amateur radio equipment bought, sold, exchanged. -Ring
04024-55733, 6 to 9 p.m. and weekends.
G5RV Type Aerials, half-size, £12.00; full-size, £13.95. NEW
HARD -DRAWN COPPER AERIAL WIRE, 140ft., 14 s.w.g.,
£6.90 per 50 metres; 16 s.w.g., £5.90. All items post paid. -S.
M. Tatham, Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex.
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READERS ADVERTISEMENTS
10p per word, minimum charge £1.50 payable with order. Add 25 per cent for Bold Face (Heavy
Type). Please write dearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box numbers 40p extra. Send copy, with remittance, to the
Classified Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Copy must be received by February 9th to be sure of inclusion in
the March issue, published on February 24th.

READERS

For Sale: Microwave Modules 2001 RTTY to TV converter, £100.
Heathkit RF oscillator, 0.31 kHz to 220 MHz, £20. Heathkit
`Mohican' receiver, £10. Carriage extra. - Ring Williams,
0376-23604 after 6 p.m.

For Sale: Eddystone EC -10 Mk. II short-wave receiver, perfect
condition, £75. - Ring Parkes, Bournemouth (0202) 431679.

Selling: Heathkit HW-100 and power unit, £100 or near offer. -
Ring Ward, Stevenage 728115.

Selling: Pye PF-1 Pocketfones, receivers only, no batteries, £3
each. - Ring Bart, Burnley (0282) 59320.

Wanted: Restorable TR9 for realistic price. Also TR-1196 and
control, Type 32/33 generator, Type A/D ammeter, 52A/47
resistance, relay 219/220, plugs 10H/319, 10H/320, 10H/422,
10H/435, cannon plugs, WS -29 accessories. - 52 Bramble Lane,
Mansfield, Notts.

Sale: Trio R-2000, £280. - Ring Bromwich, Harpenden 3644.

Selling: Liner -2 2m. SSB transceiver, PA -3 pre -amp. fitted, with
mains PSU, £85 or near offer. - Ring Edwards, Eastbourne
27396.

Selling: Trio TS -430S transceiver with FM unit and SSB crystal
filter, MC -42S microphone with scanning control, PS -430 power
supply, SP -430 speaker, boxed all exactly as new, £770. - Box
No. 5798, Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts.
AL6 9EQ.

Sale: Belcom LS -102L transceiver with microphone, latest
version with extended frequencies, boxed, new condition, £200.
- Box No. 5799, Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts. AL6 9EQ.

For Sale: Trio TR-9130 2m. all -mode transceiver, 5 watts or 25
watts output, (date of purchase 4/11/83, cost £433), as new, will
sell for £360. Daiwa CN-620A power/SWR meter, 1.8-150 MHz,
£40. Colinear GPV-5 vertical antenna, £22. Will sell as one lot, or
separately. Unforeseen circumstances force sale. - Ring Stan,
G1CGX, Naphill 3626 after 6 p.m. (Bucks.).

For Sale: Trio AT -230 antenna tuner, unmarked, boxed, £80.
Jaybeam HF-5 80-10m. vertical, unused, £30. Twin -meter SWR
bridge, £7. Fifty -metres UR-43 co -ax on drum, unused, £8. Morse
keys: Type 'F', £5; Type 'ID', £12; Marconi Type 365, £15; BK-100
semi -auto bug, £10. Morse oscillators, choice of two, £4 each. All
above post extra. - Ring Comrie, 041-3342811, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Selling: Panasonic RF-3100L synthesized double -conversion
receiver, £130. - Ring 01-902 4807.

Wanted: General coverage receiver: Icom IC -R70, Trio R-2000 or
Yaesu FRG -7700. - Ring McLaren, Southampton (0703)
760423, not Sundays.

Wanted: SSB adaptor for Collins 390A, plus case for Collins. -
Ring 01-736 4656.

For Sale: R.103 Mk. I HF receiver with power pack and ATU,
£30. Avo valve tester, £15. FM board for TS -430S, £30. - Ring
Tomlinson, Farnborough 58825 (Kent).

YAESU

G2BAR HAM BAND AERIALS
NEW RANGE OF TET ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Excellent results in the Smaller Gardens
With Quarter and Halfwave Trapped Wire Antennas

10-15-20/14W TP30 £12.80 - Y2W TP3 - £43.75
10 to -40/3/4W TP4Q £19.95 - Y2W TP4 - £45.50
10 to -80,04W TP5Q £28.75 - Y2W TP5 - £57.50

Postage Er Package - £1.50
YAESU AUTHORISED UK DEALER

Latest FT757GX 8. Automatic Tuner Demonstrations
FT980-102-77-72ER

For Descriptive Leaflets - Please send 30p Stamps.

12 14 PENNYWELL ROAD, BRISTOL BS5 OTJ
Telephone Bristol 102721 557732

ADVANCE REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (MODULAR) Type PM -19 adjustable 0-7v.
D.C. @ 10amps. Overcurrent and crow -bar overvoltage protection E24.00
COUTANT REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (MODULAR) 6 V.D.C. adjustable @
20 amps £26.00
Above units supplied with circuit information.
FARNELL STABILISED POWER UNITS Model 24-25CP adjustable 12-24 volt D.C. @
250mA £6.00
UNREGULATED POWER SUPPLY UNITS 24 V.D.C. @ 15 amps. Standard rack .. E22.00
SORENSEN REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (RACK MOUNTING) adjustable 0-40
V.D.C. @ 6 amps. Fitted with volt and amp meters (manufactured by Raytheon). With
instruction manual E55.00
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS (manufactured by Partridge) 110v. -250v. multitapped
input. Output 55-0-55v. @ 2K w. £35.00
AUTO TRANSFORMERS 230v. -115v. @ 2 Kw E 1200
TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPES Type RM 15 £50.00
4X150A VALVES lex-Equip) E4.00ea.
WANTED. GENERAL. RADIO R.F. BRIDGE Type 1936-B or AN 914-L

G4FLN

Carriage and VAT extra

E.M.A.
MUNDAYS LANE, ORFORD, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel 039-45-328/696

GRAD()

CALL BOOKS
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (19844

Foreign ("DX") Listings £15.25
U.S. Listings £15.90

U.K. Callbook, 1984Edn. (RSGB) available shortly
A few 1983 U.S. Listings still available, at L'8.00 each inc.

MAPS
"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE" DX ZONE MAP

(GREAT CIRCLE) in colour. Latest lOth edition £4.35
AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD Mercator Projection -

Much DX Information -in colour. Latest 15th editon . . . £1.10

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE U.S.A. AND NORTH
AMERICA State Boundaries and Prefixes, size 24" x 30",
paper. Latest 7th edition 95p

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS In booklet form,
Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones and
Prefixes. Latest 12th edition £2.20

LOG BOOKS
Amateur Radio Logbook f 2.35
Receiving Station Log £2.70
Mobile Logbook £1.30

(The above prices include postage and packing)

Available from:
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.00 Mon. to Fri.)
(Giro A/c No. 547 6151)
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G3LLL TELLS THE TRUTH ABOUT 12BY7A AND 6JS6C VALVES FOR
FT101, ETC.

Yaesu specify Toshiba or NEC, production of which ceased four and two
years ago respectively. Other brands can give poor to impossible results -
low drive, spurious outputs, impossible neutralisation and alignment, or
even a burnt out PA stage. We have managed to obtain 12BY7A original NEC
boxes £3 each. 6JS6C FT club (look and work like NEC) £15 pair, NEC
original boxes £19 pair, Toshiba original boxes f30 pair - stock up while
you can. Also 61468 G.E. f 19 pair.

Holdings, 45 Johnston Street, Blackburn. Tel: (0254) 59595.

MORSE !TN BY THE RHYTHM METHOD!
"STRANGE BUT TRUE" No expensive equipment required only a turntable

If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month.
(Most students take about three weeks). That's why after 30 YEARS we still use
three scientifically prepared special records with which you cannot fail to learn the
MORSE RHYTHM automatically. It's as easy as learning a tune. 18 w.p.m. in 4weeks
guaranteed. Complete course comprising 2 x 12" + 1 x 7" multi -speed records +
books Fr U.K. p.p. £7.00. (Overseas, sufficient for 753 grrns.).

Stan. Bennett, G34SC, (Box 141. 45 Green Lane, Purley. Surrey CR2 3PC1. 016032E36.

ALL Call or phone for a

VALVES
most courteous quotation

01-749 3934
Et TRANSISTORS We are one of the largest

stockists of valves etc. in the U.K.

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD. 17)0NDGALWItWK
ROAD

Temporary Address for Mail Order: 1 Cedar's Road. London W4 318

ANTI-TVI AERIALS
Data Sheets, Large 23p S.A.E. Aerial Guide 75p
G2DYM, UPLOWMAN, TIVERTON, DEVON
Callers Welcome By Appointment °No, Tel: 03986 215

AMATEUR RADIO
I by Gordon Stokes and Peter Bubb 0

I
The Lutterworth Press are the publishers of this book, which is
intended for those wishing to study for the R.A.E. and
comprises nineteen chapters, plus Introduction and Index,
covering the basic, technical material the would-be candidate
needs to obtain a 'pass'. Copiously illustrated with simple
diagrams and excellent plates. Published in hardback.

I 192 pages £9.60 inc. p/p
Publications Dept.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
#34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,

HERTS. AL6 9EQ /
I

O VAII41,411I41I4/4 AAAAA  IIAP'4Vi
"S.W.M." DX ZONE MAP

Latest 10th Edition!
Great Circle Projection on durable, quality, paper for wall

 mounting, 33% in. wide by 241/2 in. deep. Giving essential DX
 information - bearing and distance of all parts of the world
h, relative to the U.K., the Zone areas into which the world is

divided for Amateur Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed
separately. Distance scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale' in GMT. Marking of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate

 plotting. Hundreds of place names, mainly the unusual ones,
 and most of the rare islands.
1 Prefixes correct to August 1982

Price £4.35 inc. p/p
Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

k /A 11rA 4_FA  1,4111,41FIIIIII rai

h.

Selling: Speaker cabinet, black crackle, 8" Rola 3 -ohm, suit
AR88, HRO, etc., £6. Belling flex lead suppressor for vacuum
cleaner, fan, £3. Belling radio interference filter, 2A, £6. TCC
high-pass aerial filter, 75 -ohms, £4. Admiralty mains
transformers, suit linear, 500-0-500V at 425mA, 3.15-0-3.15V at
300mA, 3.15-0-3.15V at 4.2A, 2.5-0-2.5V at 6A, £10. Another
Admiralty transformer, 5-0-5V at 5A thrice, £6. - Ring
Edwards, G3MBL, 01-445 4321 (North London).

March issue: due to appear Friday, February 24th. Single copies
at 85p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received
by Wednesday, February 22nd, as available. - Circulation
Dept., Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts.
AL6 9EQ.

Sale: Grundig Satellit 1400SL, £90. Sony ICF-7600D, boxed,
£130. - Razavi, Flat 2, 19 Chesham Road, Brighton BN2 1NB.

Sale: Icom IC -202S portable transceiver, 144-145.0 MHz,
145.8-146 MHz, ideal for Oscar -10 reception, £100 or near offer.
- Glashan, GM4JCM, QTHR. (Tel: Invergowrie (08267) 286).

For Sale: Yaesu FRG -7 receiver, with handbook, as new, £120.
Codar PR -30 preselector, £10. Lowe 1420C VHF monitor
receiver, £10. Two -metre converter, £3. - Ring O'Connor,
Winslow 3744 (Bucks.).

Kenwood and Icom owners: when you receive our separate
newsletters you will wonder how you managed without them!
Send an s.a.e. for details to G3RKC, QTHR.

For Sale: Microwave Modules transverter, 2m. to 70cm., as new,
£140. RTTY and CW decoder with display, £40. Solartron signal
generator, 0-50 MHz, £15. Panda Cub Tx with instructions,
superb condition, £25. Sony portable SW Rx, £50. MJF CW
filter, £10. Type D Morse key, brass with cover, £15. Avo C/R
bridge, £15. G4DHF/G3WPO transverter kit with xtals, partly
built, £50.-Ring McCallum, G4VNG, Peterborough (0733)
231639.

Please mention
"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"
when contacting Advertisers
-it helps you, helps them

and helps us.
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FREQUENCY COUNTERS
HIGH PERFORMANCE
HIGH RELIABILITY
LOW COST

The brand new Meteor series of 8 -digit Frequency Counters offer the lowest cost professional performance available anywhere.

* Measuring typically 2Hz - 1.2GHz * Low Pass Filter

* Sensitivity < 50mV at 1GHz * Battery or Mains

* Setability 0.5ppm * Factory Calibrated

* High Accuracy * 1 -Year Guarantee

* 3 Gate Times * 0.5" easy to read L.E.D. Display

PRICES (Inc. adaptor/charger, P Ft P and VAT)

METEOR 100 1100MHz) £104.36

METEOR 600 1600MHz) £134.26

METEOR 1000 11GHz) £184.86

Illustrated colour brochure
with technical specification
and prices available on request.

MLA
Era

Designed and
manufactered
in Britain.

Black*Star
BLACK STAR LTD, (Dept SW) 9A Crown Street, St Ives
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE17 4EB, England.
Tel: 104801 62440 Telex: 32339

NEW SAMSON KEYERS
ETM-IC - E3295. Self -completing, iambic mode, with dot/dash memories (disabled by
switch). 8-50 wpm. Sidetone generator. Use with your own paddle. Runs on 4-8 vdc
(only 1pA idling!). Very compact case.
ETM-5C- E69.00. Succeeds popular ETM-3C, used for years by Pro. & Amateur
stations. Fully -adjustable SAMSON twin paddles built in for normal or squeeze keying.
Relay or transistor keying. Sidetone generator. 8-50 wpm, self -completing with
switchable dot/dash memories. Uses 4 AA batts. New style case. TUNE button.
ETM-8C MEMORY KEYER- E124.95. 8 MEMORIES leach one will store approx. 50
Morse characters) -can run once only, or repeat continuously. Easy chaining of memory
texts to build up longer message sequences. KEYPAD control of memories, Repeat, and
key -down Tune-up functions. 8-50 wpm, self -completing with dot/dash memories,
variable weighting. Normal or squeeze keying with the well-known SAMSON fully -
adjustable precision twin paddle unit built in. Uses 4 AA bans: only 1 uA idling -Why
switch off? Keys tx by reed relay or transistor. Sidetone generator. Complete C-MOS
keyer & controls on one PCB (ICs in sockets). New style case, 4% W x 2' H x 6% " D.
JUNKER PRECISION HAND KEY -641.65. Still going strong after 50 years in
professional use. Front & back contacts, fully adjustable. Hinged cover. Free-standing.
All prices INCLUDE delivery UK and 15% VAT. Please send a stamp for derails.

SPACEMARK LTD.
Thomfield House, Delamer Road, Altrincham, Cheshire. (Tel: 061-928 8458)

FEBRUARY OFFERS
H100 50ohm Low loss COAX. 80 per M post 5prn.
BOFA 300 ohm SLOTTED RIBBON CABLE. 20 per M post 3p/m.
UR76 50 ohm 5mm dia COAX. 20p per M post 3p m.
UR67 50ohrn 10nm dia COAX. 60p per M post 5p/m.
75 ohm TWIN RIBBON FEEDER 18p per M post 2l2p.im.
14 swg HARD DRAWN COPPER AERIAL WIRE. 20p per M post 3p m.
PVC COVERED COPPER AERIAL WIRE. 6p per M post 2,p,m.
UR70 75 ohm Eirnrn COAX. 20p per M post 3p m.
UR57 75 ohm Low loss ' 2 " dia COAX. 60p per M post 5p m.
RG 174U Miniature 50 ohm COAX. 25p per M post 20p per order.
500m Mixed Equipment Wire on Reels. E5 post £1.40.
PL259s 5c43 each for both 5mm and lOmm COAX, State which. Post 4C8, per order.
GREENPAR N TYPES PLUGS. f 2.40. CHASSIS SKIS. f 1.60.
IN LINE SKTS. E2.20 post 40p per order.
EX-GVT MORSE KEYS, NEW £4.40inc. post.
BARGAIN PARCELS OF 40Ibs Mixed Components, Boards. etc for EIO inc. postage.
30watt: 50 ohm DUMMY LOADS fitted onto PL259. Special offer £4.50each or 2 for E8

Post 40p per order.
The above is a selection of normal stocks. Send SAE for full lists of Cables Plugs, etc.

W. H. WESTLAKE, CLAWTON, HOLSWORTHY, DEVON

G2VF Inventor and proprietor of Patent for VARIABLE HIGH
FREQUENCY FRAME ANTENNA wishes all Hams and SWL's to
benefit from his invention and offers circuit and full assembly
details for the modest sum of £5. A Do -It -Yourself project.
Components required to be found in most Ham shacks, Most
expensive components, two variable tuning capacitors. Antenna
twenty-one inches square, mounts on top of control box, fully
rotatable from operating position, tunable all the way 80 to 10
metres there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15
and 10and One Point Five to One 80and 20. R9 on CW from JA, W
areas Oto 9, VE 1 to band all Europe. Ninety awards obtained with
frame. Maximum power 100 watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W. AND
M. WAVE FRAME ANTENNA. 21 inches square. D.I.Y. project.
Circuit, parts list, assembly data £3. Ideal Caravan and flat
dwellers. SWL's note. This antenna also tunes to Short Wave
Bands 40 to 10 metres.

F. G. Rylands, 39 Parkside Avenue
Millbrook, Southampton SO1 9AF

G6KOC D. P. HOBBS INCH) LTD. G3HEO

FDK - ICOM - TRIO - YAESU
ICOM IC2E 2m Handheld E179.00
ICOMIC4E 70cm Handheld f 199.00
ICOM 490E 70cm Mobile multimode E436.00
TRIO R1000 Gen. Coverage Rx f 297.85
TRIO R600Gen. Coverage Rx £257.60
TRIO R2000 Gen. Coverage RX £398.80
YAESU FRG 7700Gen. Coverage Rx £335.00
YAESU FT290R 2m Portable, multi £249.00
STANDARD C58002m Multimode 6370.00
FDK 725X 2m 25W. mobile £209.00
FDK 750XX 2m Mobile multimode E315.00
FDK 430EXPANDER (2m to 70cms) £219.00
R537 Airband Rx. VFO 2 vials E49.75
LOWE SR9 - 12 volt -2m Receiver f46.00

ALL TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME S.A.E. FOR LIST

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

13 St. Benedict's St., Norwich. Tel. 615786

CRYSTALS FOR 2 METRES

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
STOCK CRYSTALS

E1.96FOR ONE CRYSTAL f 1.74WHEN 2OR MORE PURCHASED
TX CRYSTALS RX CRYSTALS CHANNELS IN STOCK

FiC60 46 8 MHz 30PF 44 MHz SERIES RES
HC261.1 12 MHz 306 4CPF 44MHz SERIES RES
MC25/1.1 18 MHz 269 21:PE 14/15 MHz 20 6 32PF
4 METRE CRYSTALS FOR 70.26 in HC6/U AT E2.25sech
TX 678250 RX 29.7E00 6.74666
70CM CRYSTALS E5.00pr or E250 each
For Pye PF1 PF2 6 PF70 vines. Wood & Douglas and FDK Multi Ull
SUB (4332) RBO RB2 R84 RB6 R810 R811 RB13 RB14 R815.
ALSO for Multi U11 SU12 Sure SU1B SU20
CONVERTER CRYSTALS PI HC18/11 AT E285 each
22.030 38.666 7.000 96.000 101.033 101.503 116.000
FREQUENCY STANDARDS E275 each

HC6/U 2002Hz 459itiz 1COkHz 3.51:MHz 5.0CMHz 10.00MHz
HC18/11 1CCCkHz 7.CCMHz 10.70V1Hz 48.COMHz 100.0:MHz

TONEBURST, I.F. 6 PAPU CRYSTALS IN HC18 E2.25 EACH
7.168 MHz (for 1750 kHz Tone). 10.245MHz (for 10.7 I.F.1
32768 5.06988
YAESU CRYSTALS for FT101's FT901. etc. E4.00 each
Many available ex stock. (A lest is available on request - pse send S.A.E.)

A stamped addressed em etope with ALL snouiriss please.

RO TO R7. S11. S20 TO S23
RO TO R7, S8 TO S23 Er 532
RO TO R7, S8 TO 5236 S32

10.700 MHz

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS
FUNDAMENTALS

FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE
OVERTONES

FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE
6 TO 3051-1, 623.00 ad OVT 21.00 TO 65.00MHz (4.55

30 TO 9:kHz E15.0) 5th OVT MOO TO 110.CMHz (510
93 TO 159iHz £1050 5th OVT 11000 TO 125.0MHz 1707

100 TO 9E9tilz £7.00 5th, 7th & 125.02 TO 193.0\4Hz 6800
1 TO t 5MHz E 10.75 9th OVT 150.03 TO 250.0OMHz f9 50

1.5 TO 25MHz E5.02
2.5 TO 4.CMHz £4.75 DELIVERY 2.0 TO 125.0MHz 2 TO 3 weeks

4 TO 21MHz E4.55 1.0 TO 2.0MHz 3 TO 4 weeks
21 TO 25MHz £6.50 Other frequencies 8 T010 weeks
25 TO 30\4Hz £8.50

Unless otherwise requested fundamentals will be supplied for 30pf load capacitance and overtones for sews
resonant operation.
HOLDERS: PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING - else HC25/U suppled for XTLS above 34Hz
HC13/U 6200tHzHC6/U & 1-1C33/11 17CkHz-17MHz HC 18/U & HC25/U 2-250MHz.
DISCOUNTS: Price on application for 10. units to same frequency/spec. or bulk purchases of mixed frequencies.
We supply ztals for use n U.K. repeaters.
COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS: AvailaNe on fast delivery and at competitive prices. Please send for list stating interests.
EMERGENCY SERVICE: for XTALS 1 to 125MHz. Add the surcharge for each XTAL. Days refer to working days.
4days . E 12 6days . E7. Bdays . £5 13days -i- Ea
CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC6 Er HC25 E0.20 each MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE E1.50
TERMS: Cash with order post Inc. to U.K. Er Ireland. Cheques & P.O.'s to lISL. LTD.

ALL PRICES ARE EX. VAT. PLEASE ADD 15%

1.1-L11 57uartSLab MARKETING LTD P.O. BON /9 Telephone: 01.6904889 241.1, Ansafone Errth 103224/ 33330
Erith Telex 8813271 GECOMS G (Attention OUARTSLAB)
Kent DAB 1Lif
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THE RADIO
AMATEUR'S

HANDBOOK, 1984
(ARRL)

is now in stock!

61st Edition

Still the reference book no radio amateur should be
without! As well as covering Ohm's Law to spread -
spectrum, new material in the 1984 edition includes:
new tables on low-pass, high-pass and band-pass
filters; an updated section on the classes of amplifier
operation; a new kilowatt amplifier for 160, 80 and
40m.; a refined version of the De luxe Audio Filter; plus
updated chapters on Specialised Communications
Systems and Interference. A new and better index is
included - and a full -colour foldout spectrum chart.
And much, much more!

640 pages hard cover, £15.75 inc. p/p
soft cover, f 12.50 inc. p/p

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ
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WORLD RADIO/TV
HANDBOOK 1984

available end -February

The World's only complete reference guide to
International Radio 8- Television Broadcasting Stations.
It includes: Frequencies, time schedules, announce-
ments, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much
more besides of value to the listener.
Lists all International short-wave stations, including
frequencies, for each country; foreign broadcasts, long
and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band), TV
stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as
the established authority by broadcasters and listeners.
It is the only publication that enables you to identify BC
stations quickly and easily. Enables you to fill more
pages in your log book on the SW BC bands and helps
you add more BC -station QSL cards to your collection.

no price increase for 1984!
£12.15inc. p/p

from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9E0.
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TELEPRINTER
HANDBOOK

New 2nd Edition
This RSGB book, edited by G8G0J, G3IR and G2UK, is one of the most
comprehensive guidesavailable to the theory and practice of amateur RTTY, and is a
"must" for anyone seriously interested in this mode. Fully illustrated with line
diagrams and close-up photos, it provides descriptions and servicing information for
several popular European and American machines as well as other essential RTTY
equipment. Plus chapters on setting -up an RTTY station and operating procedures.
Published in hardback.
368 pages E13.70 inc. p/p

Publications Dept,

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9E0.
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PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF\ \VALVE RADIO REPAIR

N
h.

by Chas. E. Miller
6. One of the latest titles in the "Newnes Technical Book" series,

N this book contains historical and technical information, 1
together with a comprehensive and detailed description of k
fault-finding and repair techniques, on a wide range of vintage

- broadcast bands receivers from the 1920's to the 1950's. The '

h. basic information is of great value in the restoration of valved i&

amateur bands receivers, too. Published in hardback.
1k 221 pages £15.95inc. p/p N

Publications Dept.

11. Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 1.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9 EQ.
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EASIBINDERS
To hold together 12 copies of "Short Wave Magazine".

Strongly made with stiff covers, and bound in red
Wintrel Achina, these handsome binders have the title
and date frame blocked in gold on the spine. Price £4.65
including post/packing.

Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

M. AD 1 al alb

SOLID STATE BASICS
for the Radio Amateur

Published by the A.R.R.L., this book contains a complete
beginner's course in solid-state theory, with simple projects to
build, and backed by excellent diagrams and illustrations.
There are sections to cover, amongst others, transmitters,
receivers and linear IC's. Clearly written, this title is a 'must'
for all those who want a thorough grounding in the subject.
Complete with index.

159 pages

Order from:
£4.35 inc. post

Publications Dept.,
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,

34, High Street, Welwyn,
Herts., AL69EQ
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1984
CALL BOOK

"U.S. LISTINGS"
now in stock!!

In this issue .

* 433,921 licensed U.S. radio amateurs
* 30,505 new licenses included, issued since the

1983 edition
* 106,567 changes in listings
* Then a. Now - call letter changes
* QSL managers
* ARRL Countries list
* Zip Codes and Licence Class on all listings
* Standard Time charts
* Census of U.S. Amateur Radio licenses
* Plus many other features

1214 pages

Order from:

£15.90inc. postage

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

1984
CALL BOOK

"DX LISTINGS"
now in stock!!

(i.e. all amateur call -signs outside the U.S.A. and its
0 Possessions) I

In this issue . .

* 413,852 licensed radio amateurs
* 37,265 new licenses included, issued since the

1983 edition
0 0* 115,940 changes in listings
0 * QSL managers

* Radio amateur prefixes of the world I
0 * ARRL Countries list

* Great Circle bearings
* Standard Time charts
* Census of world Amateur Radio licenses /

0 * Plus much, much more!

1206 pages 15.25 inc. postage I
Order from: I

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ 0

SIMPLE, LOW-COST

WIRE ANTENNAS
by William Orr, W6SA1

Latest Edition

This excellent and thoroughly recommended
handbook is the publication on the practical
approach to building aerials. After starting with
aerial fundamentals there are discussions and
descriptions of ground -plane, end -fed, DX dipole,
vertical and wire beam antennas, plus coverage
on a universal HF antenna system and working
DX with an "invisible aerial"; the SWR meter and
coaxial cable also have chapters to themselves.

The whole book is presented in an
authoritative, immensely clear, readable and
enjoyable manner with the emphasis on the
practical throughout - to the extent that even
the chap who can hardly strip a piece of co -ax
need not feel at all left out! Just as practical for the
SWL, too!

192 pages £4.85 inc. post.
Order from

Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

BETTER
SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION

by William I. Orr W6SAI and Stuart D. Cowan W2LX

Latest 5th Edition

In the latest edition of this excellent work for all those who
own (or intend to own) a radio receiver, these two well-
known and respected writers have produced chapters
covering: the radio spectrum and what you can actually
hear world-wide; the tuning of a shortwave receiver; the
business of buying a receiver, both new and secondhand; a
description of the SW Rx in non -technical terms, together
with receiver adjustment and alignment; DX-ing above 30
MHz; a description of the VHF receiver; building and
adjusting efficient aerials; reception techniques.

Thoroughly readable and "digestible", this book is
without doubt a very valuable addition to the bookshelf of
any SWL.

160pages £4.30 inc. post.

Order from:

Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn,-Herts. AL6 9EQ



Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

AERIAL INFORMATION Guide to Broadcasting Stations 118th Edition) . . £4.30
Antenna Handbook (Orr and Cowan) f4.56 Radio Stations Guide £2.05
Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition (King) . . . . £10.60 Long Distance Television Reception (TV -DX) for
Beam Antenna Handbook £4.35 the Enthusiast (revised edition) £2.25
Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition £3.90 An Introduction to Radio DXing £2.30
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr £4.85 Radio Amateurs DX Guide (14th Edition) £2.45
Aerial Projects (Penfold) £2.30 Power Supply Projects (Penfold) £2.05
73Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas IE. M. Noll) . . . £6.55
Antenna Book (ARRL) latest 14th Edition £670
The (ARRL) Antenna Anthology E3.66 HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Two -metre Antenna Handbook, F. C. Judd Radio Communication Handbook, Vols. 1 and 2

G 2BC X f6.35 combined (paperback), RSGB £11.06
HF Antennas for All Locations (RSGB) £6.10 Teleprinter Handbook. New 2nd Ed. (RSGB) f13.70
How to Build Hidden, Limited -Space Antennas TVI Manual (2nd Edn.)(RSGB) 1.86

That Work, by WB4KTC (Tab) 0/S The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1984 (ARRL),
The Antenna Construction Handbook for Ham, soft cover f12.50

CB and SWL (Tab) 0/S The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1984 IARRLI,
Home -Brew HF/VHF Antenna Handbook (Tab) . . £6.50 hard cover £15.75
25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials (E. M. Noll) new Learning to Work with Integrated Circuits (ARRL). £1.70

title E2.25 Solid State Basics for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) . E4.35
VHF Propagation Handbook, by WA4MVI f3.55 Weather Satellite Handbook 0/S

Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) . . . £5.75
BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER Amateur Radio Operating Manual (RSGB) 2nd Ed . . . £4.95
Amateur Radio (Lutterworth Press) £9.60 Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, How They
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio, by Work (Newnes) £4.85

F. C. Judd G 2BCX £2.40 Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair
Elements of Electronics, Book 3 £2.50 (Newnes), new title £15.95
Elements of Electronics, Book 4 £3.35 Radio Propagation Handbook, by W4LGF (Tab) . . . £10.10
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners

(R. A. Penfold) 2.25
Beginners Guide to Radio (8th Edition)
Beginners Guide to Electronics, new 4th Edition .

Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio (Newnes),
new title

Radio, latest 19th Edition
IRSGB)

Morse Code for the Radio Amateur (RSGB)
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL)
Radio Amateur's Examination Manual, latest

10th edition (RSGB)

£5.06
£5.05

£4.95

£3.40
£1.20
£4.70

£336

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) . £6.35
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th

Edition (Scroggie) £8.10
Amateur Radio Techniques, 7th Edn. (RSGB) . . . £6.00
U.K. Call Book 1984(RSGB) available shortly
Hints and Kinks (ARRL) £3.60
Electronics Data Book (ARRL) £3.15
Radio Frequency Interference (ARRL) £2.40
Amateur Radio Awards, (RSGB) £3.40

GENERAL Electronics Pocket Book, 4th Edition (Newnes) . . . £6.20

Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) . £3.05
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave

Listening (Newnes) £3.66 VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS
How to Build your own Solid State Oscilloscope Towers' International Transistor Selector, latest

(Rayer) £2.25 Edition (Up -Date No. 2) £10.60
How to Design and Make Your Own PCB's (new Semiconductor Data Book, 11th Edition (Newnes) £8.06

title) £2.25 International Transistor Equivalents Guide £3.35
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers . . . £2.25 International Diode Equivalents Guide £2.60
Better Short Wave Reception, (5th Ed) £4.30
FM Er Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) . . . £4.35
Easibinder (to hold 12 copies of "Short Wave

Magazine" together) £4.66 VHF PUBLICATIONS
World Radio Er TV Handbook 1984 Edition VHF Handbook, Wm. I. Orr W6SAI new 3rd

available end Feb. £12.15 Edition £8.50
The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB) latest 4th Edition E10.30

European FM/TV (Newnes) £7.60 The UHF -Compendium, Parts 1 and 2 £12.50

orders despatched by return of post

0/P (Out of print) THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

0/S (Out of stock) Many of these titles are American in origin

Prices are subject to alteration without notice.

(Terms C. W.0)

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL69ECI-Welwyn (043871) 5206(7

(Counter Service: 9.30-5.00 Mon. to Fri.) (GIRO A/C No. 5476151)
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